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PREFACE 
Essentially, Chapter 1 is a review of known results whereas 
Chapters 4 and 5 are entirely my own work. The situation with regard 
to the second and third chapters is less clear cut . For example, 
while Chapter 2 consists mostly of familiar results, the error 
estimates proved in §2.2 for the derivatives of the Nystrom method 
solution appear to be new. As for Chapter 3, although the Mellin 
transform techniques involved have been used before, previous authors 
have not realised that the harmonic analysis can be clarified by 
consistently emphasising the structure of IR as a group under 
+ 
multiplication . This point of view leads naturally to a simple proof 
of the solvability of the integral equations in the Sobolev spaces 
with weights for 
Finally, none of the work in this thesis was carried out jointly 
with others. 
Iv. McLean 
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ABSTRACT 
The topic of this thesis is the use of boundary integral 
equat ions for the numerical solution of the Dirichlet and Neumann 
problems for Laplace ' s equation. 
vi 
Chapter 1 consists of a review of the existence and uniqueness 
theory for the second kind Fredholm integral equations arising from 
the use of single and double layer potentials to solve the Neumann and 
Dirichlet problems respectively . Included is an outline of the 
geometrical approach involving solid angles, which leads to a proof of 
the solvability of the integral equations in the space C (and its 
dual) under minimal smoothness assumptions on the boundary. Also 
presented are recent results of Verchota [44] which establish 
solvability in L2 for the case of a Lipschitz boundary. Although 
the theory in Chapter 1 is valid for higher spatial dimensions, the 
remainder of the thesis is concerned almost entirely with two 
dimensional problems. 
Chapter 2 contains an analysis of a simple Nystrom method for the 
numerical solution of the integral equations when the boundary is 
smooth. 
The third chapter consists of a detailed study of the singular 
behaviour of solutions to the boundary integral equations at points 
where there is a corner. These results are then applied in Chapter 4 
to study a collocation method for the second kind integral equation 
arising from the Dirichlet problem . An optimal order of consistency 
is achieved by using a graded mesh to compensate for the lack of 
smoothness in the solution and the kernel. Stability is also 
discussed, and some numerical results are pre sented . 
vii 
The fina l chapter is devoted to the Fredholm integral equation of 
the first kind which occurs when the solution of the Dirichlet problem 
is represented using a single layer potential. After proving some 
basic existence and uniqueness theorems for a Lipschitz boundary in 
N JR , N ~ 2, attention is focussed on the case of a smooth boundary in 
the plane . A simple regularity theory is developed using Fourier 
series, and then a spectral Galerkin method is studied. The chapter 
concludes with a brief discussion of the so called direct boundary 
integral method for Lipschitz boundaries in JRN, N ~ 2. 
INTRODUCTION 
In recent years there has been a revival of interest in the 
method of integral equations for the solution of boundary value 
problems. On the theoretical side, classical results have been 
extended by relaxing assumptions on the smoothness of the boundary, 
and in applications the boundary element method has become an 
important tool for the computational solution of partial differential 
equations. Both these developments are obviously of great interest to 
numerical analysts, especially since the integral equation 
formulations lead to numerical schemes which are completely 
independent of finite difference and finite element methods. 
This thesis treats the Dirichlet and Neumann problems for the 
Laplace equation, and their reduction to boundary integral equations 
by means of single and double layer potentials. The overall aim is to 
prove asymptotic error estimates for numerical schemes based on these 
integral equations. Although numerical solutions are discussed only 
for two dimensional problems, much of the background theory is 
presented for higher dimensions as well. 
When designing a numerical scheme for solving an operator 
equation, the first step is to identify function spaces for which the 
problem is well posed, since such information is crucial when 
discussing stability. Consequently, after introducing some notation 
and terminology in Chapter 0, the thesis proper begins in Chapter 1 
with a survey of the existence and uniqueness theory for the integral 
equations of the second kind which arise when the Neumann and 
1 
Dirichlet problems are solved using single and double layer potentials 
respectively. These results are rel atively elementary when one is 
dealing with a Lyapunov boundary, since the integral operators 
involved are then only weakly singular and hence are compact on LP 
and C . However, in applications one frequently deals with 
boundaries which fail to satisfy the Lyapunov condition because they 
have corners. It is then far from trivial to show that the boundary 
integral equations are well posed, especially in higher dimensions . 
The key references used in Chapter 1 are Kral [30] for solvability in 
the space C (and its dual) and Verchota [44] for solvability in L2 
The numerical analysis starts in Chapter 2, where the simplest 
case is treated, namely that of a smooth boundary (in two dimensions). 
This chapter is quite short since it deals basically with the 
numerical solutioTI of one dimensional Fredholm integral equations of 
the second kind having smooth kernels, a topic which has been covered 
in detail elsewhere, e.g. Atkinson [4]. There are however some 
special features of boundary integral equations which make it possible 
to achieve surprisingly fast rates of convergence with very simple 
numerical schemes. 
In Chapter 3 a detailed study is made of the boundary integral 
equations for an infinite sector, the aim being to prove regularity 
theorems involving function spaces with weights, thereby establishing 
the precise nature of the singular behaviour of solutions in a 
neighbourhood of a corner point. The Mellin transform techniques 
involved in this analysis have been used by various authors including 
Kondrat'ev [29], Fabes, Jodeit and Lewis [17] and Costabel and Stephan 
[ 12] . 
Chapter 4 is devoted to a collocation method for the numerical 
solution of the double layer potential equation in the case of a 
2 
bounded, piecewise smooth domain with corners. Using an argument of 
Atkinson and de Hoog [5], this probl em is reduced to an integral 
equation on the unit interval. The singular behaviour of the solution 
is taken care of by employing a graded mesh, an approach used by 
Chandler [7], [8] who solved the same problem by the Galerkin method. 
The results of Chapter 3 are used to determine the mesh gradings for 
00 
which optimal rates of convergence hold in L (0,1) , and it is shown 
that with a stronger grading superconvergence can be achieved at the 
collocation points. Unfortunately, stability could not be proved for 
all cases, although the predicted rates of convergence are confirmed 
by computational experiments. 
The final chapter deals with the integral equation of the first 
kind which arises when a single layer potential is used to represent 
the solution to the Dirichlet problem. The results of Verchota 
presented in Chapter 1 are used to prove a basic existence and 
uniqueness theorem for the integral equation, then a more detailed 
study is made of the two dimensional case. Next, a spectral Galerkin 
method is presented, and it is shown that very fast rates of 
convergence are attained provided sufficiently strong regularity 
conditions hold. The chapter ends with a brief discussion of the 
direct boundary integral method (or boundary element method) in which 
an integral identity for harmonic functions provides a representation 
of the solution to either the Dirichlet or the Neumann problem as the 
sum of a single and a double layer potential. 
There is a short appendix containing proofs of some technical 
results which are used in the main part of the thes is. 
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Finally, a few words on the numbering system used . It will be 
simplest to give some examples. The second section of Chapter 3 is 
referred to as §2 from within Ch~pter 3 and as §3 . 2 from outside 
Chapter 3. The second numbered equation of §4.1 is referred to as (2) 
from within §4.1, as (1. 2) from a different section in Chapter 4, and 
as (4.1.2) from outside Chapter 4. The numbering of theorems, 
definitions, lemmas, etc., is slightly different . For example in §1.2 
there are two definitions numbered 2.1 and 2 . 2, and a theorem numbered 
2.3. The theorem is referred to as 2.3 from anywhere within Chapter 1 
and as 1.2.3 from outside Chapter 1. 
CHAPTER 0 
PRELIMINARIES 
4 
This chapter has been included to explain terminology and notation. 
1. SPACES 
The symbol 1K will denote either the field of real numbers 1R or 
the field of complex numbers [ 
Let E and F be topological vector spaces over 1K . The 
continuous dual of E will be denoted by E' , and 
( •,•}: E' xE----+ 1K 
is the bilinear pairing defined by 
(a,x}=a(x) Cl E E' , X E E . 
We shall write 
A: E ~ F 
to indicate that A is a continuously invertible linear operator,which 
is to say 
continuous. 
A is linear, one-one and onto with both A and A -l 
When E is a normed space, its norm wil 1 be written II · II E , and 
the induced norm for a linear operator will be written 
IIA: E-+ FIi = sup{IIAxllF: x E E and llxllE = l} . 
In particular the induced norm on the dual space is 
llctllE, = Ila.: E _. IKII = sup l( a. ,x)I . 
llxll E=l 
5 
Suppose (X,µ) is a measure space . As usual, Lp(X) = Lp(X,dµ) 
denotes the space of µ-measurable functions f: X + IK with finite LP-
norm 
{ cfx 
lflp dµ)l/p, for 1 :,; p < 00 
llfll llfll = p LP (X) 
~ ess sup If I , for p = 00 
X 
and we do not distinguish between functions which differ only 
µ-almost everywhere . Lp(X) is a Banach space. Define p' by 
1 1 
- + = 1 , p p' 
with the convention that 1/00 = 0, then 
(1) (Jf,g) = Ix f(x) g(x) dµ(x) 
determines a norm-preserving isomorphism 
for 1 :,; p < 00 • 
For this reason we identify LP' (X) with [LP(X)]' when p-/ 00 , and 
instead of (1) write simply 
(2) ( f,g) = Ix f(x) g(x) dµ(x) . 
Of course, L2 (X) is a Hilbert space since 
II £11 2 
L (X) 
where the inner product is 
(f I g) 2 L (X) 
- f f(x) g(x) dµ(x) , 
- X 
6 
which coincides with the pairing (2) when lK = IR . 
Now suppose X is a locally compact Hausdorff space . Let C(X) 
be the vector space of continuous functions f : X + lK , and let c
0 
(X) 
be the subspace of C(X) consisting of those f which vanish at 
infinity in the sense that for every £ > 0 there is a compact set 
Kc X such that lf(x) I < £ for all x E X\ K. Define the norm 
II file (X) = 
0 
max 
XEX 
lf(x) I 
then c0 (X) becomes a Banach space. Let M( X) denote the vector 
space of lK-valued, regular Borel measures v on X for which the 
total variation lvl satisfies IVI (X) < 00 , then M(X) is a Banach 
space with respect to the norm 
IIVIIM(X) = IVI (X) . 
Moreover, by the Riesz representation theorem 
( V, f) = Ix f dV , v E MCX) , f E c0cx) 
establishes a norm-preserving isomorphism 
so we identify M(X) with the dual of c0 (X) . Given f E C0 (X) , the 
support of f is denoted 
spt(f) = {x E X : f(x) -/ O} 
where the bar indicates closure, and we put 
C (X) = {f E C (X) : spt (f) is compact in X } . 
C 
Obviously Cc(X) c c0 (X) c C(X) , and when X is compact 
7 
For points x = (x1 , . . . ,~) 
inner product and norm are written 
Y = (y 1, · ·. ,yN) E IR.N the Euclidean 
N 
x•y = ~ xiyi 
i=l 
N 
lxl = ./x •x = ( ~ 
i=l 
2 k IX. I ) 2 
1 
and we employ the usual multi-index notation for partial derivatives 
a a. 
l 
non-negative integer 
la l = a + +a...., 1 . . . N 
Suppose D is an open subset of N IR. and k is a non-negative int eger, 
then Ck (D) denotes the space of functions f : D + lK such that Oaf 
is continuous for la l ~ k. Put 
co 
Ck (D) co n C (D) = 
k=O 
Ck(D) {f E k is in D } = C (D) : spt (f) compact 
C 
and introduce the space of t es t functions 
vcm 
co 
= c cm 
C 
Give V( D) its usual inductive limit topology, then the elements of 
the dual V 1 (D) are the Schwarz distributions on D . 
For an arbitrary subset M c nl, l et 
ck (M) = { f : f = q> IM for some k qi E C (IR. ) } 
then, when the open set k -n is bounded, C Cn) is a Banach space with 
llfll k _ = max IIDa.fll CCf2) 
C cm I a. I :5:k 
For O < v :5: 1 , introduce the seminorm 
[f] _ {lfCx) - fCy) I n V n - sup V : x,y E ~G 
' IX - y I 
and 
and define the Holder space Ck' VCf2) by putting 
a. 
= \lf\l k _ + max [D f) n 
c cm 1a.1=k v , 
By convention, we let ck,OCf2) = CkCf2) 
Lebesgue measure on nl will be denoted LN , but we shall 
usually write 
d~Cx) = dx . 
For a measurable set M c mN let , 
LP1 CM) = {f: flK E LP CK) for every compact Kc M} oc 
then the integral 
C3) ( f, q> } - J fCx) qi Cx)dx, 
- n 
exists, and gives an imbedding 
f E Lioc Cm 
Lioc cm C V' cm . 
q> E vcm 
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For a distribution T E V' CQ) , one defines o°'T t, T ~ 0, sptCT) , 
etc. in the usual way to be cons i s t ent with C3). 
The Sobolev space 
is a Banach space with respect to the norm 
llfll 
v/,Pcm 
= 
max 
lal :;;k 00 L (Q) 
9 
for 1 :;; p < oo 
for p = 00 
Let Hk'p(Q) be the completion of C00 (Q) n Wk'p(Q) in this norm, then 
the Meyers and Serrin theorem states 
for 1 :;; p < oo 
whereas for p = 00 and n bounded, 
Hk, oo (Q) ck (Q) C il' 00 cm = ~ 
When p = 2 , write 
Hk(n) = Hk' 2 (rl) = i/, 2crt) 
then Hk (Q) is a Hilbert space with inner product 
(f I g) k 
H (rt) ~ lal :;;k 
Occasionally, we shall also need the analogous spaces of functions 
defined on manifolds and/or taking values in a normed space (viz . IKN) . 
These are defined in the usual way using coordinate charts and/or 
replacing absolute values by norms. In the later chapters, more 
specialized function spaces will be introduced when needed. 
2 . OPERATORS 
Let E and F be Banach spaces and let 
A:E---+F 
be a bounded linear operator. The transpose of A is the operator 
A' :F'-+ E' 
defined by 
(1) ( A ' a , x ) = ( a , Ax ) a E F' , x E E 
and satisfies 
II A' : F' -+ E' II = II A : E -+ FIi . 
Our concern is with the operator equations 
(2) Ax = y 
(3) A'a = (3 a E F' , (3 E E' 
where y, (3 are given and x, a are unknown. To discuss the 
solvability of these equations, the following notions are used . 
For any subset Mc E, 
.L 
M ={ BE E' :( 8,x)= 0 for all x E M} 
10 
is a closed subspace of E' called the orthogonal complement of M, · 
and similarly if N c E' then 
~ = {x E E :( (3 ,x) = 0 for all (3 E N} 
is a closed subspace of E. When M,N are subspaces of E, E' 
(5) (.LN).L = ~w = closure of N in the weak topology on E' • 
Now suppose V is a closed subspace of E, then the quotient 
space E!V is a Banach space with norm 
llx+VIIE/V = inf{llx+yllE :y E V} 
and we write 
11 
dim V = dimension of V 
codim V = codimension of V = dim E/V. 
There exist norm-preserving isomorphisms 
(6) J 1 : E' I V1. ~ V' 
(7) 
satisfying 
l. ( J l (a. + V ) , x ) = ( a. , x ) a. E E' ' X E V 
( J 2a. , x + V ) = ( a. , x) 
Denote the null space of A by 
N(A) = {x E E: Ax= O} 
and the range of A by 
R (A) = {Ax : x E E} , 
then N(A) is a closed subspace of E and 
A0 (x + N (A)) = Ax , X E E 
defines a bounded linear operator 
A0 : E/N(A)-+ R(A) 
which is one-one and onto. -1 By the open mapping theorem, A0 is 
bounded iff the subspace R(A) is closed in F It follows from the 
definition (1) of A' and the relations (4), (5) that 
(8) N (A) = l.R (A I ) N (A I) = R (A) l. 
R (A) = 1.N (A') R(A')w = N(A)1., 
and in fact the following are equivalent 
(i) R (A) is closed in F 
(ii) R(A') is closed in E' 
(iii) R (A) = 1.N (A') 
(iv) R (A') = N (A) 1. 
Thus, if A has closed range then 
A0 : E/N(A) ~ R(A) 
(A')o: F'/N(A') ~ R(A') 
and, by (6)-(9), there are isomorphisms 
(10) E' /R (A ') ~ [N (A)] ' N(A') ~ [F/R(A)]' . 
When R(A) is closed in F and both of the null spaces N(A) and 
N(A') are finite dimensional we say that the operator A is 
Noetherian, because the classical Noether theorems for singular 
integral equations are valid for (2), (3). Indeed, by (10), 
dim N(A) = codim R(A') < 00 
dim N(A') = codim R(A) < oo , 
and the index of A is the integer 
ind(A) = dim N(A) - dim N(A') . 
If A is Noetherian and the linear operator 
K:E-+F 
12 
is compact, i . e . the closure of the set {Kx: x e E and ttxttE s l} is 
.0 
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compact in F , then A+ K is Noetherian with 
ind(A + K) = ind(A) . 
We shall say that A is Fredholm if it is Noetherian with ind(A) = O, 
since in this case the classical Fredholm theorems for second kind 
integral equations are valid for (2), (3). (Note that the term 
'Fredholm ' is used by many authors to mean what we have called 
' Noetherian'. Our usage follows Kre1n [33], which is an excellent 
reference for most of the material in this section . ) 
Of particular interest are linear operators of the form 
I+T:E--+E 
where I is the identity operator and T is bounded but not 
necessarily compact. The number 
w(T) = inf{IIT - K: E--+ Ell : K is compact} 
will be called the Fredholm radius of T, although some authors use 
this term for the reciprocal 1/w(T) . Since the uniform limit of a 
sequence of compact operators is compact, 
w(T) = 0 ¢=? T is compact , 
and we will now show 
w(T) < 1 => I + T is Fredholm . 
Suppose w(T) < 1 , then there is a compact operator K such that 
T = K - B and II BIi < 1 . Thus, 
I+T=A+K 
where A= I -B is continuously invertible with 
00 
A-l = L 
n=0 
and hence ind (I + T) = ind (A + K) = ind (A) = 0 . 
1 
14 
3. GEOMETRY 
For a positive integer m , a point x E ]Rm and r > O , let 
~(x,r) m = {y E lR : I y - x I < r} 
denote the ball with centre x and radius r. It is well known that 
the m-dimensional volume of the unit ball ~(0,1) is 
where r is the Euler gamma function 
f(s) = f00 ts-l e -t dt, 
0 
and that more generally 
s > 0 , 
To assign an m-dimensional measure to an arbitrary subset 
first define, for o > 0, 
H0 (A) 
m 
where 
00 
rdiam(M . )Jm 
= inf{ E v(m) 2 j=l 
A C 
00 
u 
j =l 
d h I ]RN . f. an eac ~. c satis ies 
J 
diam(M) = sup{ Ix -yl : x,y E M} 
M. 
J 
I A C lR , 
denotes the diameter of M . 
the limit 
Since H0 (A) 
m 
is nonincreasing in o , 
H (A) 
m 
= lim H0 (A) 
o-1-0 m 
= sup H0 (A) 
o>o m 
exists (it may be 00 ), and is called the m-dimensional Hausdorff 
outer measure of A. Notice that H (A) 
m 
makes sense for any real 
l 2 
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m ~ 0, not just for integer values of m, and it can be shown that 
H is an outer measure on m 
N 
IR for which the Borel sets are measurable . 
In fact 
HN = LN = Lebesgue measure on IRN 
H0 = counting measure on IR 
and if M is an m-dimensional c1 submanifold of IRN then , 
H IM= cr = standard surface measure on M 
m 
For an arbitrary LN - measurable set M c IRN and a point 
the (N dimensional) density of M at x is 
lim 
r+O 
provided the limit exists, where 
L (M n Q(x,r)) 
LN (Q (x, r)) 
Q(x,r) = QN(x,r), 
X E 
an abbreviation which will often be used . The Lebesgue differentiation 
theorem implies ¾Cx) exists for LN-almost all x E IR , and clearly 
x E int M '* ¾Cx) 1 
X E 
for al 1 x E IR , 
where int M denotes the interior of M. 
Let 
denote the set of unit vectors in IR Given an LN-measurable subset 
is an outward unit normal to G at the N G c IR , we s ay that 
point x E IRN if the symmetric difference GLirvl = (G \ M) u (M\G) , where 
M = {y E IRN : (y- x) •0 < O}, has zero density at x , i.e . if dGLIM(x) 
3 
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exists and equals zero. If such a 0 exis t s, then it is unique and we 
write n(x) = 0 , otherwise put n(x) = O . The set 
3G = {x E nl: n(x) -1 o} 
is called the reduced boundary of G and satisfies 3G c 8G . 
The quantity 
P(G) = sup{J div Z dx 
G 
Z is a c1 vector field IRN + IRN 
having compact support} 
is called the perimeter of G, and is related to the reduced boundary 
by 
(1) P(G) = HN-l (3G) 
where of course both quantities may be infinite. If P(G) < 00 , then 
the divergence theorem is valid for G in the form 
JG div Z dx = IaG n(y)• Z(y) dHN-1 (y) 
for any c1 vector field Z : IR + Il< N with compact support. 
When 8G is an N-1 dimensional cl submanifo ld of IRN then 
' 
n(y) coincides with the usual outward unit normal, 3G = 8G, and one 
may verify (1) quite easily using the divergence theorem. 
X E 
Finally, the essential boundary of G is the set 
IRN such that 
LN(Q(x,r) n G) > 0 and LN( Q(x,r)\G) > 0 
a G of points 
e 
for every r > 0. It is easily seen that a G is closed and 
e 
a G c aG . 
e 
If P(G) < 00 , then 7'""" 8G = a G 
e 
CHAPTER 1 
GENERAL THEORY 
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This chapter falls roughly into two parts. The first half 
outlines the theory of Kral [30] in which the boundary integral 
equations are posed in the space C and its dual. The second deals 
with the more recent work of Verchota [44] where the integral 
equations are posed in the Hilbert space L2 These two approaches 
employ quite different techniques, the first relying on results from 
geometric measure theory and the second using ideas from harmonic 
analysis and singular integrals. 
1. AN OVERVIEW 
The current section pres ents the overall picture without the 
numerous technical details that are discussed in the sections which 
follow. 
In the method of integral equations for solving Laplace's 
equation an essential role is played by the fundamental solution 
N 
z E JR • This is a function satisfying 
-~E = o on 
z z 
in the sens e of distributions, where 
N 
2 
~ = ~ [a!. J i=l l 
E 
z 
is the Laplacian and 
concentrated at z E 
is the Dirac measure or unit point mass 
Because ~ is translation invariant it is 
natural to look for E in the form 
z 
where E satisfies 
(1) 
E (x) = E(x - z) 
z 
on 
N 
x, z E IR 
As 6 is also invariant under rotations and as o is a radially 
0 
symmetric distribution, we try to find & such that 
E (x) = &(r) where r = Ix I . 
The function E is then harmonic on IR \{ O} iff 
6E = _l_ ~ (rN-1 d&l = 0 
N-1 dr drJ 
r 
for O < r < 00 , 
and the equation (1) holds iff 
(2) 
where 
d& 
dr = 
-1 
N/2 
TI 
= -----,----::-
r [ ;2 + 1] 
is the surface area of the unit sphere in IRN, given recursively by 
0 = 2TI 2 0 = 4TI 3 ( ;?: 4) . 
Thus & is uniquely determined up to an additive constant, and is 
given by 
&(r) = 
1 
( -2) oN r 
Notice that although the form of E 
z 
1 
- 2 
if = 2 
if ;?: 3 . 
differs when N = 2 from its 
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form when N ~ 3 , because of (2) the gradient of E 
z 
(3) 
will 
VE (x) = 
z 
1 Z - X 
CTN I z - XI N 
Now consider the Dirichlet and Neumann 
be formulated precisely and in greater 
problems. 
generality, 
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is always 
Later these 
but for the 
moment we shall simplify matters by making the following assumptions. 
00 Let n be a bounded C domain (= connected, open set) in nl with 
N ~ 3 and denote the boundary of n by B = an For y E B 
' 
let 
n(y) be the unit vector normal to B at y and pointing into n 
and let CJ be the usual 
-1 dimensional surface measure on B 
The unbounded, exterior region associated with n is denoted by 
N -G = 1R \rt , and thus n is the outward unit normal to G Given a 
function g on B, the Dirichlet problem is to find U satisfying 
(4a) 6U = 0 on n 
(4b) u = g on B , 
and the Neumann problem is to find u satisfying 
(Sa) 6U = 0 on G 
(Sb) au B an= 0 on 0 
(Sc) U (x) = O(lx l2-N) as lxl -+oo. 
Both these problems admit unique solutions for every (sufficient l y 
regular) g . 
First we shall discuss the Dirichlet problem (4) . Recall that 
1-1 ' z E n ' is a (Dirichlet) Green function for n if 
z 
on n 
1-1 = 0 
z 
on B , 
or equivalently, if H = E +F where z z z 
(6a) 6F = z 0 on Q 
(6b) F = -E on B z z 
A formal application of Green ' s identity 
I (U6V - V6U) dx = - I ru av - V aui do Q B [. an an; 
with U the solution to the Dirichlet problem (4) and 
the Poisson integral formula 
(7) I aH U(z) = PI(z,g) = B g a: do Z E Q . 
V = H 
z 
yields 
Whilst one can assert the existence and uniqueness of a Green function 
under quite weak assumptions on Q 
finding H 
z 
explicitly unless 
in practice there is no hope of 
is very simp le in shape , e.g . a 
ball. However we do know the fundamental solution E ,which differs 
z 
from H 
z 
only by the smooth function 
us to consider the function 
Wu (z) = I 
B 
aE 
u --
2 do an 
F 
z 
satisfying (6). This leads 
which is called the double layer potential of the (unknown) function u 
on B It provides a substitute for the Poisson integra l in the 
following sense. Whereas 
lim 
ZErl , z-+x 
it will be shown later that 
PI(g,z) = g(x) , 
lim 
ZEQ , Z-+X 
11/u(z) = ½( I +T) u(x) , 
X E B ' 
X E B 
with I the identity operator and T the integral operator 
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I clE Tu (x) = 2 8 u anx do , X E B • 
Thus, if a solution u can be found to the boundary integral equation 
(8) ½(I + T)u g on B 
then the solution U of the Dirichlet problem (4) admits the integral 
representation 
(9) U = Wu on n , 
which should be compared with (7). 
In a similar fashion, by considering the eumann Green function 
for G one can motivate the introduction of the single layer 
potential 
which satisfies 
Vu (z) Eu do , 
z 
a~ Vu(x) = ½(I +T')u(x) , 
z E G 
X E B ' 
where T' is the transpose of the integral operator T. By solving 
the transposed integral equation 
(10) ½(I +T')u = g on B , 
we are led to the integral representation 
U = Vu on G 
for the solution of the Neumann problem (5) . 
The remainder of this chapter is devoted to the problem of 
showing, under minimal smoothness assumptions on B, that I +T is a 
Fredholm operator on the spaces C(B) 2 and L (B) We shall also see 
that when G has some bounded components the operator I + T has 
eigenfunctions and it is necessary to modify (9) . 
2. CONTINUOUS BOUNDARY DATA 
The assumptions made in §1 about ~ , B and G will now be 
dropped, and instead we shall suppose only the following: 
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(i) ~ and G are nonempty, open subsets of IRN, N ~ 2, each 
having only finitely many components. 
(ii) B =a~ = aG is their common boundary. 
(iii) B is compact. 
With the exception of Chapter 3, where a noncompact boundary occurs, 
the conditions (i)-(iii) will be implicitly assumed throughout the 
thesis . 
The (classical) Dirichlet problem is easily stated: given 
g E C(B) find U E C(~) such that · 
(la) tu= o 
(lb) u = g 
and, in case ~ is unbounded, 
(le) 2- N U(x) = O(lxl ) 
on ~ 
on B 
as lxl-+ 00 • 
Equation (la) may be interpreted in the sense of distributions but in 
CX) 
any case it is well known that U E C (~) . Indeed U is analytic on 
n. 
Since the integral equation (1 . 10) is transpos ed to the integral 
equation (1.8), we want to define the Neumann problem for boundary data 
in the dual space C' (B) = M(B) . This calls for a suitable "weak" 
definition of the normal derivative, which can be motivated as follows . 
Suppose U is harmonic on G and assume for the moment U E c1(G) 
and G has finite perimeter, then by the divergence theorem 
(2) J au " an cp dHN-1 aG 
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for any function 1 N cp E C (JR ) • 
C Now drop the regularity assumptions on 
U and g, and observe that if 
(3) J IVUidx < 00 KnG for every compact set 
then the integral on the left hand side of (2) is always finite. 
2.1 Definition. If U is harmonic on G and satisfies (3), then the 
weak normal derivative of U is the distribution a U E V' (lRN) 
n 
defined by 
(a U,cp) = J VU • Vcp dx, 
n G 
N 
cp E V(lR ) . 
For a signed measure v E M(B) , 
means 
(4) 
d U = V . on B 
n 
N 
cp E V(lR ) . 
Note that (4) is reasonable because the support of the 
distribution a U is contained in B, that is if B n spt cp = 0 
n 
then ( a U, cp ) = 0 
n 
for (2) to hold, 
Also, when U and G are sufficiently regular 
a u = ~ dH 
n an -1 . 
It is now possible to state the Neumann problem: given v E M(B), 
find U satisfying 
(Sa) 6U = 0 on G 
(Sb) a u = V on B n 
and in case G is unbounded 
(Sc) U (x) = 0(1 xi 2-N) as lxl-+ 00 • 
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Of course it is implicit that (3) holds, since otherwise a u is not 
n 
defined. The remainder of this section is devoted to explaining the 
conditions (le) and (Sc). 
It will be convenient to adjoin to IRN . the point oo, and give 
IRN u { 00 } the topology generated by the usual topology on IR together 
with the family 
In other words 
N (IR u{00})\Q(O,r), r > O, of neighbourhoods of 00 • 
IRN u { 00 } is the one-point compactification of 
and it is now natural to require 00 to belong to whichever of G and 
n is unbounded. 
Fix X 
0 
E IRN and r
0 
> 0, then 
(x - X ) 
0 
for 
for 
X "f X 
0 
X = X 
0 
is called the invers e point of x with respect to the ball Q (x , r ) , 
0 0 
and the resulting map # X f-+ X is a homeomorphism of IRN u { 00 } onto 
itself satisfying ## X = c// = # X ' co 
# 
Ix -x I lx-x I 
0 0 
X 
0 
and 
= (r ) 2 
0 
For a subset N M c IR let 
# # 
M = {x : X E M} , 
and given a function U defined on M , define the Kelvin transform U# 
on by 
(6) 
then it can be shown, Helms [20; p.36], that 
(7) 
2.2 Definition. Let Mc IRN u {00 } be an open neighbourhood of 00 • 
If U is harmonic on M\ {oo } and satisfies 
U(x) = O(lxl 2-N) as x + oo 
then U is said to be regular at infinity. 
Thus, the conditions (le) and (Sc) may be paraphrased by saying 
that solutions to the Dirichlet and Neumann problems on unbounded 
regions must be regular at infinity. 
Let M,U be as in 2.2 and suppose X I. M 
0 
harmonic on M#\ {x} and is bounded near x 
0 0 
By (7), is 
Since {x} has 
0 
capacity zero, this means U# is actually harmonic on the bounded 
open set M# c JRN with 
lim 
X+oo I I
N-2 
x-x r;- U(x) = lim 
# 
X +X 
0 
# # 
U (x ) . 
It is now easy to prove the uniqueness theorem for the Dirichlet 
problem. 
2.3 Theorem. The Dirichlet problem (1) has at most one solution. 
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Proof. It suffices to show that if g = 0 then u = 0 When n is 
bounded, this is an immediate consequence of the maximum principle . 
When n is unbounded, choose X 0 E G then n# is a bounded open 
u 
subset of JRN , u# is harmonic on n# and continuous on n" = (fl) # 
and u# = 0 on B# = acn# ) Therefore, the maximum principle 
implies u# = 0 on n# and so u = 0 on n , 
What can be said about uniqueness for the Neumann problem (5)? 
By the definition of weak normal derivative, if v = 0 in (Sb) then 
f G v'U •v' cp dx = 0 for all cp E V(JRN). If it were known that 
v'U E L2 (G) , then a straightforward approximation argument shows 
D 
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IG IVUl 2 dx = 0 and hence VU= 0, cf. 6.14 and 6.15 below. However, 
it is not clear how to deduce VU= 0 making only the natural 
assumption (3). 
3. SOLID ANGLES 
This section and the one which follows it are a slightly 
simplified summary of the main results in Kral [30]. The 
simplifications are due to the fact that our assumptions (i)-(iii) at 
the beginning of §2 imply B coincides with the essential boundary of 
both n and G, in symbols 
Consider the double layer potential 
(1) 
By (1. 3) , 
and, with a 
(2) 
I dE Wu(z) = _z dH an -1 ' B N Z E JR \ 8. 
aE 
__..!___ n (y) • (z-y) z (y) n(y)•VE (y) an = = z aN N lz-yl 
suitable sign convention, one recogni zes 
dT (y) = n(y)•(z-y) dHN-1 (y) 
z I z-y I 
as the "element of solid angle subtended at z by the surface element 
dHN-l (y) ." The purpose of the current section is to describe a 
necessary and sufficient condition on B for T 
z 
to make sense as a 
signed measure on B having finite total variation. We shall define 
T independently of (2), and then take z 
Wu ( z) = 0~ f B u dT z N z E JR \ B 
as the definition of the double layer potential . 
Let A be a Borel subset of B and denote the characteristic 
function of A by 
for 
for 
y E A 
N Y E JR \ A. 
If B is smooth and G is star shaped with respect to z , then 
suffices as a definition for T because for fixed z and e the 
z 
sum ~ - XA (z + t0) has at most one nonzero term. However in the 
t>O 
general case a ray emanating from z may cut B several or even 
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infinitely many times, contributing a negative element of solid angle 
whenever it leaves G and a positive one whenever it enters G Due 
to this complication we proceed as follows. 
For a unit vector e E SN-l ' a point z E JR and O < r $ 00 
let 
L( 0,z,r) = {z +t0 : 0 < t < r } 
denote the open line segment between z and z + r e \Ve say that 
0 E SN-l points into the Borel set M c JR at t he point y E JR if 
there is a o > 0 such that 
H1 (L(0 ,y, o) \ M) = 0, 
and write 
My= {0 E SN-l: 0 points into M at y } . 
Now put 
I 
-1 if 
- 0 E Gy and e E (JRN \ G)Y 
G 
1 if e E Gy and - 0 E (JRN \ G)y s (0 , y) = 
0 otherwise 
and 
Does this integral make sense? To understand the answer to this 
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question, notice that the absolute value of the integrand is basically 
the number of times the line L(8,z, oo) cuts A We say that the 
point y E JR.N is a hit of the line L = L(8 ,z,r) on G if, for every 
o > 0 , 
H1(Q(y, o) n L n G) > O and H1 (Q(y, o) n L\ G) > 0. 
It fol lows that 
y is a hit => y E B , 
although the converse is not true, e.g. y may not be a hit if L is 
tangent to B at y. Nevertheless, one can think of 
G 
n (8 ,z) = number (possibly O or 00 ) of hits of L(8,z,r) on G r 
as counting how many times L(8 ,z,r) cuts the boundary B. It can 
be shown [30; p.20) that the non-negative function 
HN_ 1-measurable on 
N-1 S , so the integral 
G 1 I G v (z) = - N 1 n (8,z) dH _1 (8) r oN S - r 
makes sense, but may of course be 00 Us e the abbreviation 
then it is not surprising [30; p.36) that if G V (z) < 00 then the 
integral (3) exists, defining a regular Borel measure 
having total variation 
IT I (B) = I diT I = 
z B z 
G ON V ( z ) , 
and [30; pp.36, 41) satisfying 
T 
z 
on 
-T (B) if G is bounded 
(4) z 
= HN-l (G ) 
z 
B 
= { 
if G is unbounded. 
Also, if P(G) < 00 then [30; p.50) 
is 
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(5) f ln(y) • (zN-y) I = --'=--<-_,._---L...<._ dH N - 1 ( y) BnQ(z,r) I z-yl 
and (1),(2) are valid. Finally, writing 
one has [30; p . 45] 
VG < ro '* P(G) < ro 
and [30; p.52] 
(6) G G v (z) ~ ½ + V , N Z E JR . 
4. THE OPERATOR T O THE SPACE C(B) 
In view of the results of the last section, let us now assume 
so that P(G) < 00 and G V (z) is uniformly bounded for 
Z E 
Thus far, the double layer potential Wu(z) has not been defined 
for z E B. Since our intention is to represent the solution U to · 
the Dirichlet problem (2 .1 ) in the form U =Wu, it is obviously 
necessary for Wu to be continuous on ~ , i . e. for 
(1) Wu(x) = lim Wu(z) , 
zErl , z-+x 
X E B • 
Let u E C(B) , then because 
an elementary argument shows 
lim J [u(y) - u(x)] dT (y) 
z-+x B 2 
and so using (3.4), 
N 
Z E JR 
= J [u(y) - u(x)] dT (y), 
B X 
X E B 
lim Wu(z) = 
ZEr.l, z-+x 
= 
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lim _!_ (u(x) J dT + J [u(y) - u(x)] dT (y)) 
ZEr.l, z-+x CTN B 2 B z 
CT~ f B [u(y) - u(x)] dT (y) , X 
if G is bounded 
u(x) + 
CT~ t [u (y) - u(x)] dT (y) , X 
if G is unbounded 
= dG(x)u(x) + _!_ J udT 
CTN B X 
Therefore, by defining 
(2) Tu(x) = [2dG(x) - l)u(x) + .1.__ J udT 
CTN B X X E B 
(3) Wu(x) = ½(I +T)u(x) X E B 
the continuity condition (1) will be satisfied . It can be shown (30; 
p.71) that 
(4) IIT: C(B)-+ C(B)II = 2VG 
and [30; p.33) that 
(5) I Wu (z) I G :;; [l + v (z)] llu !I C(B) , Z E JR . 
Now consider the single layer potential of the signed measure 
µ E M (B) ' 
Vµ(z) = J Edµ, 
B z 
N 
Z E JR . 
As solutions to the Neumann problem (2.5) are to be represented in the 
form U = Vµ , it is necessary to investigate the weak normal 
derivative anvµ . Using polar coordinates one can verify 
r j IVVµldx :;; diam(K u B) llµIIM(B) , KnG 
hence the condition (2.3) is satisfied and a Vµ 
n 
exists as a 
distribution. In fact [30; p.22), our assumption VG < 00 implies 
a Vµ is a signed measure on B in the sense of 2.1, with n 
(6) 
Let us now give an alternative characterization of Wu which 
will reveal its connection with a Vµ . Suppose z Erl and 
n 
oo u N u 
u E C (B) , and choose cp E V (IR ) such that u = cp I B By the 
divergence theorem, 
and since E is harmonic on G, 
z 
which implies 
r 
J 
V • [ cp ~E ] dx , 
G z 
u Vcp •VE 
z 
Wu(z) = JG Vcp u•VEz dx, Z E rl . 
Noting 1 N N VEE L10c(IR; IR), one can see that this integral is 
continuous for z E IRN , therefore 
y E B . 
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(In fact, Kral defines the double layer potential in this "weak" form.) 
Now observe that 
u Wµ-Vcp dx 
= ( [I 
8 
VE(x -y) dµ(y)] •Vcp u(x) dx 
= I [I Vcp u(x) •VE (x) dx] dµ(y) 
B G y 
= Is Wu(y) dµ(y) 
= ( µ, Wu ) = ( µ, ½ ( I + T) u ) , 
which explains (6) as a consequence of (5),and shows 
(7) a Vµ = ½(I +T')µ , 
n 
where T' is the transpose of T, i.e. 
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( T ' µ , u ) = ( µ , Tu ) , µ E M (B) ' u E C (B) . 
Notice also that (4) implies 
IIT' : M(B) -+ M(B) II = 2VG . 
Although the condition VG < 00 is necessary and sufficient for 
(1) and (3) to hold with T bounded on C(B) , it does not imply that 
I + T is Fredholm on C (B) In fact, one can show [30; p.104] that 
the Fredholm radius of T is precisely 
where 
Thus 
w(T) = 2VG 
0 
lim [sup vG(y)] = 
r r-1,Q yEB inf [sup vG(y)] . r r >O yEB 
VG < ½ => w(T) < 1 , 
0 
and in the next section the conditions 
(8) 
will be discussed further . Finally, even if (8) holds, the int egral 
equations (1.8) and (1.10) may not be solvable because when G has at 
least one bounded component the null spaces N(I + T) and N(I + T') 
are nontrivial . This complication will be considered in §8, after 
I +T and I +T' have been studied as operators on Lp(B) . 
5. LIPSCHITZ AND LYAPUNOV BOUNDARIES 
In the last section geometrical conditions on B were given 
which imply the integral operator T has certain desirable properties. 
Now we consider an alternative type of regularity assumption for B. 
The notation 
is used . 
N-1 
z I = ( z 1 ' .. . ' ZN -1) E JR 
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5. l Definition (see the diagram on the next page). Let k ~ o be an 
integer and O $ v $ 1 . If 
(i) 6t: IRN -+IRN is a rotation, x E B , a > O and ,\ > 1 
(ii) L = X + 6{{ Z E IRN: I z I I < a JzNJ < a} 
(iii) qJ : IRN -1 -+IRN is ck,v with compact support and qJ (0) = 0 
(iv) G nAL = X + 6t{ Z E IRN: I z I I < .\a - .\a< z < qJ (z')} 
B nAL = X + 6t{ Z E IRN: I z I I < .\a ZN = qJ(z ') } 
' 
S"2 n AL = X + 6t{ Z E IRN. I z I I < .\a qJ (z ' ) < ZN < ,\a} 
' 
then (L, qJ) is said to be a ck,v pair . A family £ of ck,v 
pairs is called a ck,v cover of B if B C U{L : (L, qJ ) E £} We 
say B is ck,v if there exists a ck,v cover of B 
' 
and in 
particular B is Lipschitz if it is CO,l 
Suppose B is Ck,v. If k ~ 1 , then B is an -1 
dimensional Ck submanifold of IRN. Since B is compact, any ck , v 
cover of B has a finite ck,v subcover. Also, given .\ > 1 
0 
there-
is a ck,v cover £ of B such that 5.l (iv) holds for every 
(L, qJ ) E £ with .\ = .\ 
0 
Now assume B is Lipschitz. The Lipschitz constant of £ is 
the infimum of the set of numbers M for which 
(1) J qJ (x ' ) - qJ (y ' ) I $ M J x ' - y ' J I I E IR -1 X ,y 
whenever (L,qJ) E £. The Lipschitz constant of B is the infimum of 
the set of Lipschit z constants of CO,l covers of B. It fo llows 
that if B is c 1 , then the Lipschitz constant of B is zero . By 
Rademacher ' s theorem, the inequality (1) implies qJ is differentiable 
almost everywhere and 
IIVqJII 00 N-l $ M . 
L (IR ) 
The surface measure a on B can be defined using partitions of 
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lR 
z = cp (z ' ) 
--- I 
L 
B I 
I 
I I 
G I 
--
unity and the formula 
a(AnL) = HN_ 1 (AnL) = f /1+1Vq>(z ' )i 2 dz ' A' 
where Ac B is HN-l measurable, and 
N-1 A' = {z ' E IR : X +d1(z ' , q> (z')) E A n L} . 
Also, the outward unit normal is given by 
(2) n(y) = R (- llq> (z'),l) 
/ 1 + I llq> ( z I ) I 2 
y x +R(z ' , q> (z ' )) 
for a-almost all y E B n ;u From this it follows that 
H _1 (§G) = a(B) < 00 and G has finite perimeter . 
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Another type of regularity assumption for B is that used in the 
classical approach to layer potentials, an account of which can be 
found in Mikhlin [37 ]. 
5. 2 Defini t ion. Let O < v $ 1 . The boundary B is said to be 
v-Lyapunov if P(G) < oo §G = B and the angle cp (x,y) between the 
normals n(x) and n(y) , defined by 
cos cp(x,y) = n(x) •n(y) , 0 $ cp (x, y) $ TT , 
satisfies 
x,y E B . 
The next result is proved in Appendix A, and provides t wo 
alternative characterizations of Lyapunov boundaries. 
5. 3 Theorem. Let 0 < V $ 1 . The fo llowing are equivalent : 
(i) B i.s v-Lyapunov ; 
(ii) B is Cl, V , 
(iii) P(G) < 00 , aG = B and 
/n (x) -n(y) I $ clx -y/v x , y E B . 
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The remainder of this section is devoted to the problem of 
verifying the conditions VG < 00 and VG< ½ which, as was seen in 0 
the last section, imply I +T is Fredholm on C(B) . First, we state 
a basic theorem which is a consequence of 7.6. 
5.4 Theorem. If B is Lyapunov~ t hen VG < 00 and VG= 0 0 . 
Using this together with the inequality (3 . 6), it is not 
difficult to see that VG < 00 also holds when B is only piecewise 
Lyapunov, which takes care of any case likely to arise in applications. 
However, the second condition 
especially when N ~ 3 . 
VG < ½ is more difficult to check, 0 
Fortunately, if the dimension -N = 2, then VG can be 
0 
calculated quite easily provided B is of bounded rotation 
(= beschrankte Drehung). This means that B is a simple closed curve 
which admits an arc length parametri zation 
Is i & (t) y(s) = e dt 0 
where S is the length of B and the function 
& : [O,S] -+ JR 
is of bounded variation. Geometrically, &(s) is the angle which the 
d . . ( ) i & (s) forwar unit tangent vector y s = e makes with the real axis . 
Since & is of bounded variation, the left and right hand limits 
&(s-) and &(s+) exist everywhere and differ for at most countably 
many s. Without los s of generality, one can assume & is 
con 1nuous a n , v v t
. t o ad s and that l o. cs+) - o. cs-J I $ 1T for a11 s . 
J. Radon showed that 
IIT: C(B)-+ C(B)II 
and 
1 
$ (total variation of 1T & ) - 1 
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(3) 
w(T) = 8hr 
where 
8 = max /.\J(s +) -
.\} cs-) I 
Oss sS 
Thus if B is of bounded rotation, then G and G V < ex, V
O 
= 8/2 n , so 
VG < 1: iff 8 < 7f 0 2 iff B has no cusps. It is inter est ing to note 
that Kral [30; p.15 7] mentions an examp l e where B is cl 
' 
and yet T fails to be compact, s o VG > 0 even though 0 8 = 0 . 
Thus, (3) can break down when B is not of bounded rotation. 
Now let the dimension 
p. 104] shows 
~ 2 and assume VG< ex, Kr a l [30; 
from which the inequality 
(4) 
sup jdG(y) - ½/ 
YE B 
is immediate. The count erexample mentioned in the last paragraph 
shows that this inequality may be strict . On the other hand, if 
N = 2 and B is of bounded rotation, then equa l ity holds i n (4) , and 
for arbitrary N ~ 2 one has the f ollowing . 
5.5 Theorem. If G 1,S convex, then 
(i) G V = ½ 
(i i) there is a Yo E B such that 
VG 
= sup[½ 
- dG(y)] = ½ - dG(yo) < ½ . 0 yEB 
Part (i) of 5.5 is a consequence of [30; p . 77] and ( 4 . 4), and 
part (ii) is due to Netuka [40; p . 376]. Note that by (3 .5), 
VG (z) = VD, (z) ' 
r r Z E nl 
' 
r > 0 
so VG= VD, , which means since 
0 0 
that when either G or n is convex, 
(5) 
.k: I - .k: 2 - 2 
Z E JR 
sup jdG(y) - dn(Y) I 
yEB 
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What can be said about the non-convex case? We have seen that (5) is 
still valid in two dimensions provided B is of bounded rotation, so 
one might hope that in higher dimensions (5) would hold in most cases 
of interest. In this context we remark that Wendland [45) has 
estimated the Fredholm radius of T when N = 3 and B is piecewise 
c
2 
. Finally, the inequality (4) shows 
VG < .k:2 => 0 d ( ) 1 o < G y < for all y E B , 
so a necessary condition for w(t) < 1 is that both n and G have 
strictly positive density at every point of B. 
6 . 1P BOU! DARY DATA 
If n is a ball or a half-space, then using the Poisson integral 
formula it is possible to show that the Dirichlet problem for n is 
solvable when the boundary data g E Lp(B) for 1 < p < oo , Stein and 
Weiss [43). Of course, the solution U will generally fail to be 
continuous on Q, so the boundary condition is satisfied only in a 
generalized sense, namely U(z) + g(x) as z + x nontangentially in 
n' for a-almost all X E B The current section outlines briefly 
the generalization of these results to the case where B is Lipschitz, 
and then discusses weak solutions to the eumann problem. The work of 
Dahlberg [13), [14] and Jeri son and Kenig [24], [25), [26) (see also 
the survey article [27)) will be referred to repeatedly. 
If n is bounded and B is Lipschitz, then since n satisfies 
the exterior cone condition the Dirichlet problem for n is uniquely 
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solvable for arbitrary continuous boundary data, Helms [20; p.1 73 ] . 
Thus the problem (1 . 6) is solvable and n has a (Dirichlet) Green 
function H 
z From (1.7) we expect the Poisson kernel for n , if it 
exists, to be the normal derivative of H , and the next theorem 
z 
states that this is indeed the case. 
6. l Theorem. Assume n 1,S bounded and B is Lipschitz . 
then the limit 
aH 
z k (y) (y) lim n(y)•VH (y+tn(y)) = an z t+O z 
exists for a- almost all 
satisfies 
y E B, and resulting function 
for Z E n 
If 
k 
z 
Z E n , 
Moreover, k is the Poisson kernel for n , i . e . if g E C(B) then · 
the solution to the Dirichlet problem 
l'iU = 0 on n U = g on B 
i s given by 
U(z) = { ::,~ k
2 
do 
for Z E n 
f or z E B • 
This result is proved in Dahlberg [13; pp.275, 276] and, by a 
different method, in Jerison and Kenig [24], [26]. Notice that since 
k E L
2 (B) , the Poisson integral of g exists for any z 2 g E L (B) , 
and the problem now is to investigate the boundary values when 
g i C(B) 
Let us say that r is a cone with vertex X E lRN if 
r = X + tR{ z E lR : C I z I I < ZN < a} 
where z = ) ]RN-1 x lR, tR: ]RN -+]RN (z', zN E is a rotation and 
a,c > 0 . The following terminology is tak en from [26; p.378]. 
6. 2 Def inition. {f(x): x E B} is a regular family of cones for n 
if 
(i) For each X E B , r (x) is a cone with vertex X 
(ii) There is a CO,l over £ of B with the following property . 
For every (L, cp ) E £ there exist cones r 1, r2, r 3 each with 
vertex 0 such that 
and, for all x E B n L , 
X+f 1 C f(X) C f(X)\{X} C X+ f 2 
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It is not difficult to see thaL if B is Lipschit z then regular 
families of cones exist both for n and for G . 
6.3 Defin i t ion. Let {r(x) : x E B} be a fixed, regular family of 
cones for D . If U : D -+ 1K, let 
* U (x) = sup jU(z) I , X E B 
ZEf (x) 
* then U : B -+ 1R is called the nontangenti a l maximal function of U . 
6. 4 Theorem . Asswne n is bounded and Lipschitz , and fix a regular 
fami ly of cones {r} for n 
(i) If U is harmonic on n and u* E Lp (B) for some p ~ 2 , 
then the nontangential limit 
U(x) = lim U( z) 
ZEf (x), z-+x 
exists and is finite for a-almos t all x E B , and 
U( z) = J B U k2 do , Z E D . 
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(ii) For 2 s p s 00 , if g E LP (B) then the Poisson integral 
U(z) = f B g k2 do, Z E S1 
satisfies 
6U = 0 on St 
* IIU II 
LP (B) 
:5 cllg ll 
LP (B) 
where the constant c depends on St , p and {r} . 
(iii) If B i,s 1 C , then the conclusions of (i) and (ii) also hold 
for 1 < p < 2 . 
These results follow easily from Jerison and Kenig [26; p . 379] 
and Dahlberg [14; p.22], and prompt the following. 
6.5 Definition. Assume B is Lipschitz. The LP Dirichlet problem 
for St is as follows. Given g E Lp(B) , find a function U which, 
for any regular family of cones {r} , satisfies 
6U = 0 on St 
U(x) = lim U(z) = g(x) 
zEf(x),z+x 
for a-a lmost all x EB and, when St is unbounded, 
I 1
2- N U(z) = 0( z ) as J z J + oo • 
To prove the next theorem, one has onl y to use 6.4 and argue as 
i n 2.3 to cover the case where St is unbounded. 
6. 6 Theorem. If B is Lipschitz and 2 s p s 00 , then the LP 
Dirichlet problem f or St is uniquely solvable with the solution U 
and the data g satisfying the estimate 
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* IIU II 
LP (B) 
~ c ll g ll 
LP (B) 
I n case B is also c1 ~ t his r emains t rue f or 1 < p < 2 . 
Now consider the Neumann problem with L2 boundary data. Recall 
that (2.2) was used to motivate the definition 2 .1 of a weak normal 
derivative. Replacing U in this equation by the complex conjugate 
0 gives 
f f ao G VU •V, dx = B an , do , 
an identity which leads to the following . 
6.7 Definition. Assume G is bounded and B is Lipschitz. The 
energy inner product is defined by 
and given 2 g E L (B) we say 
Neumann problem 
(1) l'.IU = 0 on Q , 
if 
au 
an 
1 U, , E H (G) 
is a weak solution to the 
g on B 
for al 1 1 , E H (G ) . 
Note that the inner product (gj,) 2 mak es sense because L (B) 
every , E H1 (G) has a well defined trace in L2 (B) , 1hich is to say 
the estimate 
(2) 11,11 
L 2 (B) 
~ c11 , II 
H1 (G) 
holds when B is Lipschitz, Necas (39; p .1 5). 
If G is unbounded, let G 
0 
denote the unbounded ~omponent 
(= open, connected subset) of G, and when G is bounded put G = 0. 
0 
Also, let G1 , ... ,GK be the distinct bounded components of G, with 
K = 0 when there are none (i.e. wh en G 
K 
G = LJ G. 
j =O J 
G ), then 
0 
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Now observe that if U E c1 (G) satisfies (1), then by the divergence 
theorem the data g must satisfy 
J g do= f n• VU do = J 6U dx = o 
aG. aG. G. 
J J J 
for j = 1 ( 1) K , 
which prompts the introduction of the followin g function space. 
6.8 Definition. r'P(B) = {f E Lp(B) : f f do = 0 for all j = l(l) K} . 
aG. 
J 
6.9 Theorem. Suppose G is bounded and B &S Lipschitz. For every 
g E L2 (B) ther e exists a weak solution U to the Neumann problem 
(1). Every ot her weak solution is of the f orm U + cp for some 
function cp whi ch i s cons tant on each component of G, in other 
words cp belongs to the subspace 
1 M = span {xG , ..• , xG } c H (G) . 
1 K 
Finally, U satisfies the estimate 
IIVUII 2 L (G) 
~ inf{IIU + cp /1 1 H (G) 
: cp E M} ~ cllg /1
02 
L (B) 
Proof. Since M is closed, the quotient space X = H1 (G) /M is a 
Banach space with norm 
= inf{IIU+ cp ll 1 : cp E ~I} H (G) 
where [U] = U + M denotes the equival ence class of U modulo M . 
It is clear that ( · ! · ) induces a well-defined inner product e 
02 and that since 
JC satisfying 
g E L (B) there is a unique linear functional 
( i, [cp]) = (gjcp) 2 
L (B) 
Obviously, U is a weak solution iff 
(3) ([U] I [cp])JC = ( i , [ cp ]) 
The Poincare inequality 
II cp II 1 H (G.) 
J 
r 
s c [ II v' cp II 2 + j J L (G.) G. 
J J 
implies the equivalence of norms 
for all [ cp ] E JC. 
for all [ cp ] E JC . 
cp dx I J , j = l(l) K , 
k: 
II [ cp ] JC' - ( [ cp ] I [ cp ]) JC , 
showing JC is a Hilbert space. The estimate (2) implies the 
functional Q, is continuous on JC, so by the Riesz representation 
theorem for Hilbert spaces there exists a unique equivalence class 
[U] E JC satisfying (3). Finally, to derive the estimate for U, let · 
cp EM then 
II [U] Ilic s C ( [U] I [U])JC 
= c( t ,[u] > = c(g I u + cp) 
2 L (B) 
s cllgll 2 IIU + cpll 2 L (B) L (B) 
s cllgll 2 IIU + cpll l L (B) H (G) 
and taking the infimum over cp , 
II [U] Ilic s cllgll 2 II [U] IIJC. L (B) 
If U is harmonic on G and ( v'U)* E L2 (B) , then since the 
partial derivatives of G are also harmonic, 6.4 implies that the 
limit 
D 
(4) VU (x) = lim VU (z) 
u:r (x), z+x 
exists and is finite for a -almost all x E B, where {r} is any 
regular family of cones for G . 
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6.10 Definition. Assume B is Lipschitz. The 12 eumann problem 
for G is as follows. Given g E L2 (B) , find a function U which, 
for any regular family of cones {r} , satisfies 
~u = o on G 
* L 2 (B) (VU) E 
au (x) lim n (x) •VU (z) g(x) an = = u:r (x), z+x 
for a -almost all X E B and, when G is unbounded, 
U (z) = O(lz12-N) as I z I + co • 
The next result is due to Jerison and Kenig (25]. 
6. ll Theorem. Asswne G is bounded, B is Lipschitz and g E 
If U is a weak solution to the Newnann problem (1), then the 
nontangential maxima l functi on of its gradient satisfies 
* II (VU) II 2 L (B) 
a:nd hence (4) holds . 
6. 12 Corollary. When G i. bounded, U i.s a solution to the L 2 
Newnann problem iff U is a weak solution. 
Except in two dimensions, it is not possible to use the Kelvin 
transform to reduce the eumann problem for an unbounded region to the 
case where G is bounded. However , one can still es tablish a unique-
ness result, and f or this we need the next proposition, which can be 
proved using the Ke lvin transform and the fact that a harmonic 
function is ana l yt i c . 
6. 13 Proposition. Let G be unbounded. I f U is harmonic on G 
and i s regular at 00 , then the limit 
exists and 
U(oo) = lim U(z) 
lz l-+oo 
(i) f or dimension N = 2, 
U(z) -U(oo) O( jz l-l) 
oC\J(z) = O(jzl -1- lal) 
(ii) f or dimension N ~ 3 , 
U(oo) = 0 
oC\J cz) O( lzl2 -N-lal) jaj ~ 0. 
This difference in the decay rate of the derivatives of solutions · 
when N = 2 , is refl ect ed in the f ina l theorem f or thi s section. 
6. 14 Theorem. If u is a solution to the L2 Neumann problem 6 . 10, 
then 
( 1vu 12 dx = IaG ao u do an 
and the boundary data satisfies 
IaG. { j = 0(1) K when N = 2 g do = 0 for j = 1 (1) K when N ~ 3 J 
Proof. By 6.1 2, we may as sume G = G and choose r sufficiently 
0 
large so that the ba ll Q = Q(O,r) cont ains 
r s"2 • Since G n Q is r 
bounded 
JG nQ 
'ilU• 'ilcp 
r ao dx 
J a (G nQ ) an cp 
do 
r r 
for all In particular, taking <p = ulG n Q 
r 
Jr I v'U I 
2 dx = I ~o U do + I ~o U do 
Gn~ aG n aqr an 
and since 6 . 13 implies 
j -1 aO O(r ) - Udo= Iaq an O(r2-N) 
r . 
for N 2 
for N 2: 3 
the first part follows by sending r + 00 • For the second part, we 
have only to consider N = 2 . Since (v'U)* E L2 (B) it is not 
difficult to show using the divergence theorem that 
r n• v'U do = J 6U dx = O, 
J a (G nQ) G nQ 
o r o r 
so by 6.13 
-1 
~do 
an 
au do 
an 
0 (r ) + 0 as r+ oo . 
6. 15 Corollary. If u1 and u2 are both solutions to the L2 
Newnann problem 6 .10, then 
ul - u2 = constant on G. for j = 0 (1) K J 
and when N 2: 3 , u = u2 on G 1 0 
Proof. Let u = u1 - u2 ) then 
au= 0 
an 
so, by 6.14, v'U 0 and 
hence u is constant on each component of G When 2: 3 
U (oo) = 0 so U = 0 on G 
0 
7. THE OPERATOR T ON THE SPACE Lp(B) 
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D 
D 
Throughout this section, B is assumed to be Lipschitz, with the 
single and double layer potentials defined by 
Vu(z) E u do, 
z 
f 
oE 
Wu(z) = u a: do, 
B 
z E G 
Z E S'"2 
where the function u E Lp(B) . To discuss the operators T 
as well as the nontangentia l maximal functions of 
'iJVu (z) = _l_f y-zN u(y) do(y) 
ON B I y - z I z E G 
Wu (z) = _l_ Jr n(y) . (z - y) u(y) do (y) 
ON B I z - y IN Z E S'"2 , 
introduce the vector-valued singular integral operator 
Ru (x) = 2f y-xN u(y) do(y), 
oN J B I Y - x I . X E B . 
The symbol f indicates a Cauchy principal value integral, thus 
Ru (x) = lim R u(x) 
E>l- 0 E 
where 
R u(x) = -2._ f y- x u(y) do (y) , 
E 0 N {yEB: Jy-xJ ;?:E} Jy - xi 
X E B . 
In the case where G = IR - l x IR is the upper half space and so 
+ 
B = IRN-l, the components of R are called Riesz transforms. They 
general ize the well - known Hilbert transform and are discussed in Stein 
[ 42 ) . 
Associat ed with the linear operator R is the sublinear maximal 
operator 
R*u( x) = sup JREu(x)J, 
E:> 0 
and the next resul t of Coifmann, McIntosh and Meyer [11; p . 382) is 
crucial for the theory which follows. 
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7. l Theorem. If B is Lipschitz , then 
is bounded. 
7.2 Corollary. If B ~s Lipschitz, then for 1 < p < oo the operators 
are bounded. 
An immediate consequence of 7 . 2 is the following. 
7.3 Theorem. If B is Lipschitz, then the singular integrals 
Tu(x) = 2+ n (y) • (x - y) u(y) dcr (y) 
aN J B I 
, 
IX - YI X E B 
T'u(x) = 2 t n (x) • (y - x) u (y) dcr (y) N , CJN ' B IY - xi X E B 
define bounded linear operators 
l < p <oo . 
The next result depends on the LP boundedness of R* , and is 
proved in Verchota [44]. A proof for the case where B is c1 can 
be found in Fabes, Jodeit and Riviere [1 8]. 
7.4 Theorem. Assume B is Lipschitz, 1 < p < 00 and u E LP (B) . 
(i) If {r} is a regular family of cones f or G , then 
* II ('i.7Vu) II 
LP (B) 
and for a- almost all x E B, 
(1) l im 'i.7Vu( z) = ½[u (x)n(x) + Ru(x)] 
ZE f (x), z+x 
(ii) If {r} ~s a r egular family of cones f or ~ , then 
so 
* II (Wu) II 
LP (B) 
and for a- almost all x E B, 
lim Wu(z) = ½(I +T) u(x) . 
ZEf (x), z+x 
ote that since 
(2) T'u(x) = n(x) •Ru (x) , X E B 
part (i) of 7.4 implies 
lim n(x)• \7Vu(z) = ½( I+T') u(x) . 
zEf(x),z+x 
Thus, the 1P Dirichlet and Neumann problems can be reformulated 
as integral equations over B The next theorem will enable us to 
show these integral equations are solvable. 
7.5 Theorem. Suppose B is Lipschitz . For any N ~ 2 , 
is Fredholm, and for N = 2 , 
2 :;; p < 00 
-z,s Fredholm. 
This result has been proved by Verchota [44 ] in the case where B 
is connected. Let us indicate briefly why it is still true when B 
has several components B1 , ... ,Bm. Define an isomorphism 
by Ju= (u1 , ... ,um) where 
operator with matrix elements 
u. = ulB. , then 
J J 
T.. given by lJ 
T 
T .. u .(x) = 2f n(y)•(x~y) u.(y) dcr (y), 
lJ J ON B. IX - y I J 
J 
is an 
X E B. 
l 
mx m 
Now 
I+T=D+ K 
where D is the diagonal operator 
and K contains all the off-diagonal T . .. 
l) Since each B. is J 
connected, it is clear that D is Fredholm, and since the kernel of 
T .. is bounded when ii j , it is obvious that K is compact. l) 
Hence 
I + T = J-l (I + T)J 
is Fredholm as required. 
Suppose now B is \! -Lyapunov, then it is shown in Appendix A 
that 
(3) ln(y)•(x-y)I ~ clx-yll+v x,y E B . 
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Roughly speaking, the reason this inequality holds is that when x is . 
close to y , the vector x - y is nearly orthogona l to the unit 
normal n(y) . The importance of (3) is that it implies T and T' 
both have only weakly singular kernels of the form 
k(x,y) = a(x,y) Ix -ylv-(N-1) x,y E B 
CX) 
with \! > 0 and a E L (B x B) . Operators with such kernels are said 
to be of potential type, and are compact on Lp(B) for 1 < p < 00 • 
If a(x,y) is jointly continuous for xi y, then the corresponding 
potential type operator is also compact on Lp(B) for p = 1, 00 and 
is compact for N - 1 -- < p ~oo 
\) These facts are proved 
in Krasnoselskii et a l. (31; p.157] and Mikhlin (37; pp.162, 165], and 
imply the next result. 
7.6 Theorem. If B is v- Lyapunov~ then 
T,T' : 1P(B) + C(B) ~ < p <oo 
V -
are compact . 
When B is Lyapunov, one can do away wi th the restriction to 
nontangential limits in 7. 4 provided u is Holder continuous. 
7.7 Theorem. Assume B is v- Lyapunov and 
O, v 1 O, v N (i) R : C (B) + C l (B; IK ) is bounded. 
0 < v1 < 1. 
O, v 1 (ii) If u E C (B) ~ then 'Wu is continuous on G with 
VVu(x) = ½(u(x)n(x) + Ru(x)) for x E B . 
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Part (i) of 7. 7 may be found in Zabreyko et a l. [ 46; pp . 160 , 349] 
and part (ii) is discus sed by Kellogg [28; p . 162), who gives a counter-
examp l e to show that it is not sufficient to assume u is only 
continuous on B . However, when u E C(B) and B is Lyapunov, 
lim n(x) •VVu (z) = ½(I +T ' ) u( x) 
ZEf (x) , z+x 
holds uniformly for x E B and not just a -almost ever)'\vhere . 
Finally, let us introduce an operator which is weak l y singular 
even wh en B is not Lyapunov. 
7.8 Definition. Su(x) = 2 f B Ex u do , X E B . 
In Chapt er 5, the operator S will be studied in more det ai l, but the 
following e l ementary result s will suffice for the time being . 
7.9 Theorem. Assume B is Lipschitz . 
(i) The operators 
N-1 < p ~ oo 
are compact . 
(ii) For 1 < p < 00 , if {r} is a regular family of cones for 
either G or ~ and u E Lp(B) , then 
and for a- almost all x E B, 
lim Vu (z) = ½Su (x) 
ZEf(x) ,z-+x 
(iii) If U E LP (B) for some p > N-1 , then Vu 1,S continuous on 
nl and Vu = ½Su on B 
8. THE NULL SPACES 
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The purpose of this section is to determine the null spaces of 
the operators I + T and I + T' . Suppose first that B is Lipschitz 
so 
(8.1) 2 2 I+T, I+T ' :L (B)-+ L (B) 
are Fredholm . Later we shall discuss the case where I +T operates 
on C(B) , but until then all functions defined on B will be assumed 
to lie in L2 (B) . 
If {rG} and {r~} are regular families of cones for G and ~ 
respectively, then 
(1) lim Wu(z) = ½(-I +T) u(x) 
ZEfG(x) , z-+x 
(2) lim n(x) •Wu(z) = ½(-I +T') u(x) 
ZEf ~ (x), z-+x 
(3) lim Vu ( z) = lim Vu(z) Vu (x) 
zEfG(x),z-+x zEf~(x),z-+x 
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for a-almost all x E B. This can be seen by interchanging G and 
~, noting that when the direction of the unit normal is reversed, so 
is the sign of Wu, Tu and T'u. 
8. l Definition. For j l(l) K , define X· on B by J 
{ 1 if X E cl G. X. (x) = Xa G. (x) = J J J 0 if X E B\cl G. 
J 
The first part of the next result shows 
Tx. = -x -
J J 
on B 
that is each X· is an eigenfunction of T with eigenvalue -1 . J 
8.2 Proposition. (i) X. E N (I + T) · f or j = 1 (1) K • 
J 
(ii) If \jJ E N (I + T') , then V\)! i s cons tant on each G. 
J 
j = l(l) K . 
(iii) J (I +T')u do = 0 f or j 
cl G. 
l(l) K ; ~n other words 
(iv) 
Proof. 
for j 
J 
02 
R(I +T ' ) C L (B) . 
When 
(a) 
(b) 
(i) 
G i s unbounded, 
JB T'u do= JB u do 
i f \jJ E N(I+T'), then IB \jJ 
Using the divergence theorem 
Wx . (z) 
J f ,G. ':: dcr • { _: 
J 
do = 0 and V\jJ = 0 
one easily verifies 
if z i G. 
J 
if z E G. 
J 
= 1 (1) K If X E B\ cl G. then X · (x) = 0 and 
J 
, 
J 
f or 
on 
Tx . (x) = 2Wx . (x) = 0 so (I+T) x -(x) = 0 On the other hand, (1) 
J J J 
shows 
-1 = lim 
ZEfG(x),z+x 
IVX . (z) 
J 
= ½(-I +T) Xj (x) 
G 
0 
for a-almost all x E clG. , so (I +T) x . = O on cl G .. 
J J J 
(ii) If ijJ E N(I +T') , then Viµ solves the homogeneous 12 
Neumann problem for G\ G , so the result follows by 6.15. 0 
(iii) This is a consequence of the second part of 6.14, or 
alternatively by part (i), 
IaG. ( I + T ' ) u do = ( ( I + T ' ) u, x . ) = ( u, ( I + T) x . ) = o . J J 
J 
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(iv) First note that when G is bounded, B = cl G1 u ... u cl GK so by 
f B part (iii) ' (I + T') u do = 0 When G is unbounded, one can 
interchange G and St 
' 
which amounts to replacing T' by -T' 
' 
f B (I - T') u do = 0 This takes care of (a) ' for (b) let 
ijJ E N(I +T') Then ijJ = -T' ijJ and by (a) 
so f 8 ijJ do = O. 
The following definition is justified by 8.2(ii). 
8.3 Definition. The linear transformation 
is defined by 
on G. 
J 
j l(l )K . 
From 8.2(i) we know K $ dim N(I +T) and since the index of 
I +T is O, dim N(I +T) = dim N(I +T') . Thus, to deduce 
(4) K = dim N(I +T) = dim N(I +T') 
it suffices to show 
(5) dim N (I + T') $ K • 
This is obvious when t is one-one, however it can happen that t 
has a nontrivial null space, hence the following terminology due to 
so 
D 
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Kral (30; p.142). 
8.4 Definition. If there is a 1jJ E N(I +T') such that t; (iJJ) = o and 
1/J f 0, then G is said to be critical. 
One need not look far to find an example of a critical G . Let 
N 2 and consider the disc 
G = Q(0,r) 2 {z E JR : lzl < r} 
and the function 1jJ = 1 on B . By 8 . 2 (i) , (I + T) 1jJ = 0 , and one 
easily sees T' = T hence (I +T') ijJ = 0 . Thus, VijJ is constant on 
G and 
(6) s (iJJ ) = VijJ (0) 
= 2~ J log [-111] do (y) = 
IYl=r · y 
is zero when r = 1 . 
8.5 Proposition. If G ~s c~itical~ then 
(i) G i s bounded and the dimension N = 2 
r log[ll 
r; 
(ii) N(I +T') = M1 EB M2 where ~1i = N( t; ) = {iJJ E N(I +T' ) : t; (iJJ) = 0} 
and M2 = { 1jJ E N (I + T') : J B 1jJ do = 0} . 
(iii) the vector (1,1, ... ,1) i R( l; ) and dim M1 = 1 . 
Proof. Assume G is critical, i . e. there exists a nonzero 
ijJ
0 
E N(I +T') with s(iJJ ) = 0 . 
0 
(i) The proof is by contradiction. Notice that by 8. 2(iv) (b), 
VijJ = 0 on all of G even when G i 0 If G is unbounded 0 0 
V1jJ is 
0 
regular at 00 (which is always the case when N ~ 3 ), 
by (3), ViJJ 0 solves the homogeneous L2 Dirichlet problem for 
so V1jJ = 0 on S1 • Thus (2) shows ½(±I+T') iJJ = 0 and hence 0 0 
or 
then 
S1 , 
1/Jo = ½(I+T ') ijJ0 -½(-I+T')iJJ =0-0 = 0 , whereas it was assumed 0 
1/Jo f 0 
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(ii) First observe f 1jJ do IO since otherwise Viµ would be 
B o o 
regular at 00 and arguing as in part (i) it would follow that iµ
0 
= O . 
This shows M1 n M2 = {O} , and to see that N(I +T') = M1 +M2 let 
1jJ E N(I +T ' ) , then 1jJ = >..iµ
0 
+ (1/J - >..iµ
0
) E M
1 
+M
2 
where 
A f B 1/J do;f B 1/Jo do 
(iii) Suppose for a contradiction that s(l/J) = (1,1, ... ,1) for some 
1jJ E N(I +T ' ) By part (ii) , 1jJ = iµ 1 + iµ 2 E M1 EB M2 , and clearly 
Viµ = 0 1 and Viµ = 1 2 on G But is regular at 00 and using 
(3) together with uniqueness for the L2 Dirichlet problem, Viµ
2 
= 1 
on ~ . In particular, Viµ 2 (00) = 1 , which is impossible since 
= codim M2 = 1 since is the null 
space of the linear functional 
( 
1jJ ~ JB 1jJ do. 
It is now possible to show (4) holds even when G is critical. 
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8.6 Theorem. Asswne B is Lipschitz and consider the operators (8.1) . 
(i) {x1 , ... , xK} is a basis f or N(I + T) . 
(ii) If G is not critical, then there is a basis {iµ 1, ... , 1/JK} for 
N(I +T') satisfying Viµ . = cS. n on 
J J X, G.Q, for j, .Q, = l(l) K . 
(iii) If G is critical, then there is a basis {iµ 1, ... , 1/JK} for 
N(I +T ' ) such that Viµ 1 = 0 on G, 
f iµ. do= O for j = 2(l)K B J 
Proof. (i) As has been explained already, it suffices to show (5) in 
the case where G is critical . But using 8 . 5, 
M2 "' N(I +T')/M1 = N(I +T ' )/N( s) "' R( s ) , dim M2 = dim R( s) :,; K -1 
and hence dim N(I +T') = dim il t1 + dim ~1 2 :,; 1 + (K -1) = K 
(ii) If G is not critical, then s is an isomorphism and one has 
only to take iµj = s- 1 (ej) 
vector in IKK . 
where e. 
J 
is the . th J standard basis 
(iii) If G is critical, then N(I +T ' ) = M1 e M2 as in 8 . 5, and 
since dim M1 = 1 there exist ~1, ... , ~K such that M1 
= span{~
1
} 
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and M2 = span{~ 2, ... , ~K} . o 
Now drop the assumption that B is Lipschitz and suppose instead 
(7) 
so that 
(8) I + T : C (B) -+ C (B) 
is Fredholm with 
(9) I+T' :M(B) -+M(B) . 
The difficulty in carrying over the arguments of 8 . 1-8.6 to this case 
is that in §2 we were unab l e to prove a uniqueness theorem for 
the Neumann problem with boundary data in M(B) , and also Vµ may 
not be continuous across B so there is a problem in applying the 
uniqueness theorem 2 . 3 for the classical Dirichlet prob l em . However, 
Kral [30; pp.136, 121] has shown that if µ e: M(B) satisfies 
that is µ e: N(I +T') , then Vµ is constant on each G. for 
J 
j = O(l) K and is continuous on JR.N . Thus it is possible to prove 
the following just as for 8.6. 
8.7 Theorem. Assume (7) and consider the operators (8), (9) . 
(i) {x1 , ... , xK} is a basis for N(I +T) . 
(ii) If G i s not critical, then there is a basis {µ 1, ... ,µ K} for 
N(I +T') satisfying Vµj = oj ,Q, for j , Q, = l(l) K . 
(iii) If G is critical, then ther e i s a basi {µ l, ... ,µ K} for 
N(I +T ' ) such that Vµl = 0 on G , µ l (B) I o , and µ. (B) = 0 J 
f or j = 2 (1) K 
9 . RESOLUTION OF THE BOUNDARY VALUE 
PROBLEMS VIA I NTEGRAL EQUATIONS 
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Having establi shed that I +T is Fredholm and having found the 
null spaces of I + T and I + T' , it is now a simple matter to show 
that the Dirichlet and Neumann problems can be solved via boundary 
integral equations. Only the case where B is Lipschitz and the 
boundary data is in L2 (B) will be considered, but it is obvious how 
to modify what follows for the case where VG < oo and VG < ½ with 
0 
the boundary data in C(B) for the Dirichlet problem and in M(B) 
for the Neumann problem. The notation of the last section will 
continue, with X· J and ijJ . j=l(l) K , being the basis functions J 
for N(I +T) and N(I +T ' ) respectively, see 8 .1 and 8.6 . 
9. l 
(i) 
(ii) 
Theorem. Assume N ;:: 3, B i s Lipschitz and g E L 2 (B) 
Let X . E G. and C. = ( iµ. ,g) = I iµ. g do for j = l(l) K J J J J B J 
K 
If f = 2(g - L c . E ) 
j=l J xj 
then there exists a density unction 2 u E L (B) satisfying 
(I + T) u = f 
such that 
K 
u = \vu+ L C. E 
j=l J x . J 
1,S the solution t o the L2 Dirichlet problem for 
boundary data g , see 6.5. 
If g E L2 (B) i . e . f aG- g do = 0 for , J 
f = 2g, then ther e is a didnsity function 
(I +T')u = f 
such that 
U = Vu 
j = 1 (1) K 
U E L 2 (B) 
n with 
, and 
satisfying 
is a solution to the L2 Neumann problem f or G wi t h boundary 
data g, see 6 .10. 
Proof. (i) It suffices to show l. f E R (I + T) = N (I + T') , that is 
<~1 ,f) = 0 for 1 = l(l) K . This follows because by the definition 
of the ~1 , 
(1) ( ~1 ,Ex. ) = f E ~1 do = v~1 (x.) = r;j (~1) = <\1 J B xj J 
(i~) Observe that f E R(I +T') = N (I + T) 1. = L 2 ( B) 
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D 
When N = 2 , more care is needed because G may be critical and 
Vu may not be regular at infinity . However, it is easy to see that 
the following holds. 
9.2 Theorem. Assume N = 2 , B 1,S Lipschitz and g E L 2 (B) 
(i) If G is unbounded (so St 1,S bounded) , then 9 . 1 (i) is still 
valid. 
(ii) If G is bounded, then 9 . 1 (ii) is still valid. 
The remaining two cases are covered by the next result. 
9.3 Theorem. Assume N = 2, B is Lipschitz and g E 12(B) . 
(i) Suppose G 1,s bounded (so St is unbounded) and let x. E G. 
for j = l(l) K 
and a function 
where 
J J 
Ther e exist constants c. E IK, j = O (1) K , 
J 
U E such that 
•.• + C = 0 
K 
(I + T) u = f 
f = 2(g C 
0 
K 
~ 
j=l 
c. E ) • J x. 
J 
The solution to the 1 2 Dirichlet problem for St with boundary 
data g is then given by 
K 
u Wu+ C + I: ck E 0 j=l X . J 
(ii) Suppose G 1,S unbounded and let f = 2g . If 02 g E L (B) 
JB g do= 0, or equivalently 
I g do = O aG. 
J 
for J = O(l) K , 
then there exists a function u E L2 (B) satisfying 
(I +T')u = f 
such that 
U = Vu 
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and 
is a solution to the L2 Neumann problem for G with boundary 
data g . 
Proof. (i) Consider first the case where G is not critical, then 
by ( 1) , 
J. 
so f E R(I +T) = N(I +T ' ) iff 
for Q, l(l) K . 
To satisfy cl + . .. + C = 0 , thus ensuring u is regular at K K 
infinity, we require ( 1jJ, 1 ) C =( ijJ ,g) where 1jJ = I: 1/JQ, Since 0 £=1 
VijJ = 1 on G it follows that ( 1jJ , l ) = JB 1jJ do -/ 0 and hence the , 
constants C. are given by 
J 
C = (ijJ,g)/( ijJ ,l) 
0 
c. =(ijJ.,g) -( ijJ. ,l) C j = l (1) K 
J J J 0 
Now suppose G is critical, then instead of (1), 
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Vl/J1 = 0 on G , ( 1jJ , 1 ) c/ O 
Thus, f E R (I + T) .lN ( I +TI ) i ff 
( ljil' 1 ) C = ( lji l ' g) 0 
K 
~ VljJ.Q, (xj) C. =( ljJ.Q, , g )' .Q, 2 (1) K 
j=l J 
and the result follows since the (K - 1) x K matrix with .Q. j e l ement 
V\jJ.Q, (xj) = s j(ljJ.Q, ) has rank K - 1 , as can be seen from 8 .5. 
(ii) By 8.2(iv)(a) , 
J u do = J ½ ( I + T ' ) u do 
B B 
so Vu is regular at infinity. 
= J g do = o 
B 
0 
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CHAPTER 2 
SMOOTH BOUNDARIES I TWO DIMENSIONS 
Now begins the study of numerical methods for obtaining 
approximate solutions to the boundary integral equations and hence to 
the Dirichlet and Neumann problems . The current chapter deals with 
the simplest case where the boundary B is smooth . This implies that 
the kernel of T is smooth, so standard stability and consistency 
proofs apply. (We do not discuss the complications which arise when 
I + T has a nontrivial null space . ) 
When formulating error estimates in this and subsequent chapters· 
the generic constant c will depend only on the geometry of the 
problem, on the choice of a parametrization for B, and on the norms 
involved . Occasionally subscripts will be used to indicate the 
dependence of constants on parameters. 
In §1 and §2 we present background material which is then applied 
to the problems at hand in §3 and §4. 
1 . FOURIER SERIES 
It will be assumed throughout this chapter that 
(1) the dimension N = 2 and the boundary B is connected and 
2+r 
C o for some integer r ~ 0 . 
0 
Any parametriza tion of B allows one to associ at e functions on B 
with periodic functions on the real line. The latter can be studied 
conveniently using Fourier series, which is the reason for including 
the current section. What follows will also be used in Chapter 5 . 
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The one dimensional torus 
"Ir' = JR/2TT2 
is the group of real numbers under addition modulo 2TT, and we shall 
usually think of the elements of "Ir' as points in the interval (0,2TT] 
In this way 
r { r 9., C (Ir)= u EC [0,2n] :D u(O) = 9., D u(2 TT) for 9., = O(l)r} 
is a closed subspace of r C [ 0, 2n] . 
When considering Sobolev spaces on "Ir' 
distinguish carefully between the operator 
it is essential to 
D = ~ of differentiation dt 
in the sense of distributions on the open interval (0,2TT) and the 
0 
operator D of differentiation in the sense of distributions on "Ir' 
These are defined by 
( Du, q> ) = -( u, Dq> ) 00 for all q> E Cc(0,2n) 
0 ( Du , q> ) = -( u , D q> ) 00 for al 1 q> E C (1') , 
hence integration by parts shows that if u E w1' 1 (0,2n) is thought 
of as a distribution on "Ir' then 
0 
Du= Du - [u(2n) - u(O)] o27T 
and therefore 
for 9., = O(l)r -1} 
Here it should be noted that if 1 1 U E W ' (Q, 27T) then the boundary 
values u (O) and u (2n) exist as traces in IK , and in any case u 
may be identified with a unique, absolutely continuous function on 
[0, 27T]. 
Denote the Fourier coefficients of u by 
(1) f 21T -.ih u9., = 0 e u (t) dt , 9., E 2 , 
then a sufficient condition for the Fourier series 
(2) u (t) = 1 I: u 
21T Q,E ~ Q, 
iQ,t 
e 
to converge absolutely for all t is that 1 U E C('f). 
function is defined by 
iQ,t 
= e Q, E e'. 
then for 2 u E L (lr) the sum 
converges in 2 L (']r) , and we have Parseval' s identity 
(3) llu11 2 
Observe that 
u(2n) - u(O) + i .Q, u Q, 
0 A (Du) Q, 
so the operator 
satisfies formally 
We may now define 
r 
= IIJ ull 2 
since this ensures 
for r = 0, l, 2, ... 
If the 
with equivalence of norms. More generally, for any real mmber r 
the Hilbert space Hr (lr) consists of those distributions u on 'J 
for which r 2 J U E L (11") • The next result illustrates how noninteger 
values of r can arise naturally . 
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1.1 Proposition. r If u E H (Jr) for some r > ½ then the Fourier 
series for u converges uniformly and absolutely, so u ~s 
continuous on Y. Moreover, 
so the inclusion 
~s continuous . 
Proof. We need only consider r 
Schwarz inequality impli es 
r > ½ 
½ + E for O < E $ 1 . The 
and a simple integra l estimate shows 
-1 4E . 
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Thus the sequence Q E t 1 (Z) , which proves the first part, and for 
the second part one has only to combine the last two inequa l ities wi th 
Fix an integer m > 0, let 
h = 2TT 
m 
and define the discrete Fouri er coefficients 
(4) 
m 
~ 
j=l 
e - Hj h u(jh) 
Compari s on with (1) shows u1 is the result of using the trapezoida l 
rul e to approximately eva luate On e can see 
0 
and using the identity 
m H"h { 2TI if .Q, E rniK (5) h I: e J = 
j=l 0 otherwise 
one can derive a discrete analogue of the Fourier series (2), namely 
1 m Hjh 
u(jh) = -2 I: Un e . 1T .Q,=l J'v 
The next proposition shows u .Q, is a good approximation to G.Q, when 
u is smooth on Y and I.Q, I is small . 
1.2 Proposition. Assume 
(i) ,......, ~ " U n = ,., U n . ;,., . .,, ;,.,+J m J E a.. 
r 
r > ½ and u E H (i) 
(ii) If O < a. < 1 and I .Q, I ~ am ~· t hen 
-r or 
c m 110 ull 2 r , a. 
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Proof. (i) Expand u(jh) in a Fourier series, substitute this into 
the right hand side of (4) and reverse the order of summation, then 
h m i.Q. jh 
U n = I: Un I: e . 
;,., .Q.E Z ,., 21T j =l 
Now apply the identity (5). 
(ii) By part (i) and the Schwarz inequality, 
IQ, + jml-2r)½ ( I: 
j!O I 
. 12r I " I 2) ½ 
.Q, +Jm ut +jm , 
and by Parseval's identity (3), 
I . 12r I 12 ½ ( .I: .Q, + Jm U n . ) j!l ;,.,+Jm 
Since 
-r[ I· .Q,,-2r)½ 
= m I: J + - I 
j !O m J 
and 
I j + ~,-2r ~ 2 ; 
j=l 
the estimate holds with 
C = 27T [2 
r,a 
00 
L 
j=l 
( . ) -2r J - a , ~am, 
27T r2(2r- a )l ½ 
(1 _ a ) r . (2r - 1) , · 
When u is analytic the Fourier coefficients A u£ decay 
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0 
extremely quickly as 1£ 1 7 00 and consequently the estimate of l.2(ii) 
can be sharpened. 
1.3 Proposition. Let o > 0 and suppose that in the str ip 0 
lim(z) I < o the f unction u is analytic and satis fie s 0 
u(z + 2n) = u(z) . If 
then 
(ii) 
MO = max I u ( z) / , 
l im(z) l=o 0 < 0 < 00 
- o (l-a )m 2M0 e 
~ ---~,---
- om 1 - e 
or £ E l 
f or 0 <a< 1, 1£1 ~am. 
Proof. (i) Suppose first £ ~ 0. By Cauchy's theorem the contour 
integral of e-i £z u(z) around the boundary of the r ectangle 
[0, 2n] x [- o,O] is zero, and by the periodicity of u the 
contributions from the line segments parallel to the imaginary axis 
cancel leaving 
J
2n-i o - H z 
0£ = e u(z) dz . 
o-io 
Hence 
and the estimate for the case 1 < 0 follows in the same way by 
integrating around the boundary of [0, 2n] x [O, o] 
(ii) Observe that by l.l(i) and part (i) above, 
e 
-ol1+jml 
Since 111 $am, 
and hence using the formula for the sum of a geometric series 
- o (l-a)m 2e 
00 
~ 
j=l 
2. REVIEW OF THE NYSTROM METHOD 
A more detailed discussion of much of the material in this 
section can be found in Anselone and Moore [l] or Atkinson [4]. 
Let us review quickly a numerical method for solving the one-
dimensional, Fredholm integral equation of the second kind . 
(1) (I + K) u = f on [ a, b] 
where -00 < a < b < 00 and 
Ku (s) = I: k(s,t) u (t) dt 
' 
a $ 
It will be assumed 
ro 2 
for (2a) the kernel k E C ([a,b] ) some 
(2b) -1 is not an eigenvalue of K 
' 
i.e . 
so that the operator 
is compact and, for 
1 K:L (a,b) 
r = O(l)r , 
0 
r 
+ C 0 [a,b] 
s $ b 
integer 1 r ~ 
' 0 
N (I + K) = 0 
' 
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(3) r r I+K :C [a,b) ~ C [a,b]. 
The Nystrom method for solving (1) is as follows. First choose a 
quadrature rule 
(4) ~ w. g (t. ) = f b g (t) dt + p (g) j=O J,m J,m a m 
which is convergent for all continuous integrands . Thus 
(S) lim p (g) = 0 
m-+oo m 
for g E C[ a, b] 
and by the uniform boundedness principle 
(6) 
m 
sup I: I w. I < 00 • 
m j=l J,m 
For brevity we usuall y suppress the dependence on m of the weights 
and abscissae by writing w. = w. and t . t . Le t J J, m J J , m 
K u (s) = 
m 
and observe that the 
(7) 
m 
I: w.k(s,t.) u (t .) a j =O J J J 
operator equation 
(I + K ) u = f 
m m 
on [ a , b] 
5 S 5 b 
is equivalent to the (m+l) x (m+l) linear algebraic sys t em 
(8) 
m 
I: 
j=O 
[ cS .. + w.k(t . ,t.)) u (t.) = f(t.) , lJ J 1 J m J 1 i = O(l)m , 
because only the m values 
calculate 
u (t.) ' J 
m J O(l)m, are needed to 
u (s) 
m 
= f(s) -
m 
I: 
j=O 
w. k(s,t.) u (t.) , 
J J m J a 5 s 5 b . 
The error analysis for this method relies on the following . 
2.1 Theorem. Let r = O(l)r . 
0 
(i) The sequence of operators 
r K : C[a,b] -+ C [a,b] 
m m 2'. 1 
is collectively compact, i . e . the set 
(9) and m ~ l} 
is precompact in r C [a,b]. 
(ii) For each u E C[a,b) , 
lim ll(K -K)u ll O. 
m~ m Cr[a,b] 
Proof. Write 
k( ,Q,)(t) = D( ,Q, , O) k(s,t) - [c)),Q,k(s t) s - as , 
then 
,Q, m 
D K u(s) 
m 
L w. k(,Q,) (t.) u(t.) 
j =O J s J J a $ s $ b 
and hence by (6) the set (9) is bounded in 
estimate 
r C [a ,b] . Also, the 
shows that the functions ,Q, {D Kmu : IJ UIJ C[a,b] $ 1 and m ~ l } are 
equicontinuous . Therefore part (i) follows by Arzela ' s theorem, and 
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part (ii) is a consequence of equicontinuity and the fact that, by (S), 
for fixed u and fixed s the derivatives 
(10) o\K -K)u( s) = p (k( ,Q,)u) 
m m s 
converge to zero as m + oo . 
The Km do not converge to K in the operator norm except in 
the trivial case where K = 0 , since it can be sho1vn 
IIK -K :C[a,b] + C[a,b]II ~ IIK :C[a ,b] + C[a,b] II 
m 
for ever y m. However, 2 .1 implies 
(11) lim ll(K -K)K :C[a,b] + Cr[a,b]II = 0 
m m 
D 
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for r = 0(l)r0 , and this suffices for proving stability. 
2.2 Theorem. Assume (2) . For r = 0(l)r
0 
and m suff iciently large, 
t he so lutions of (1) and (7) satisfy 
llu - ull 
m Cr[a,b] 
$ c max max 
Q::,Q,$ r a$s$b 
Proof. Using (3), (11) and the identity 
[I - (I + K) -lK ] (I + K ) = I - (I + K) -l (K - K) K 
m m m m 
one can easily establish the stability result 
(12) 
Therefore, since 
1ve have 
Now use (1 0) . 
II (I + K ) - l : Cr [ a , b] -+ Cr [a, b] II :::; 
m 
(I + K ) (u - u) 
m m 
ll u - u ll 
(K - K ) u 
m 
C . 
m Cr[a,b] 
$ e ll (K - K)u ll 
m Cr[ a ,b] 
This theorem reveals a curious property of the I ys tr~m method, 
namely that the error u - u 
m can be smoother than the exact solution 
u. One can see from (5) that the method is convergent, and moreover 
the rate of convergence coincides with that of the quadrature formula 
(4) for an integrand with the same smoothness as 
Let us now replace the assumption (2a) by 
(13) the kernel for some integer r ~ 1 . 
0 
0 
This is the situation which will occur in the next section where the 
boundary integral equations are considered. The condition (13) 
implies (2a) with a= 0 and b = 2TT, so the preceding analysis is 
still va l id but Cr (lr) is now an invariant subspace for I + K , hence 
as well as (3) we have 
r = O(l)r . 
0 
A suitable choice for the quadrature formula (4) is the trapezoidal 
rule 
(14) l t. jh J ,m w. = h J ,m w = ½h w o,m m,m 
because provided g(O) = g(2 TI) , 
m r2 TI 
Pm(g) = h ~ g (jh) - J 
j=l 0 
and therefore by 1 . 2, 
(15) -r s cm II gll 
Cr ('Ir) 
j O (1) m 
j 1 (l)m-1 
2TI h = 
m 
g(t ) dt = g - g 
0 0 
r ~ 1 . 
Also, since t = t (mod 2TI) 
o m 
m x m instead of (m+ 1) x (m+ 1) 
Leibnitz formula for the r th 
the system of equations (8) is now 
Put g = k( Q,) u i n (15) , then the 
s 
derivative of a product i mpli es 
(16) max max 
Os.Q,sr 1 Os s s 2TI 
-r 
IP (k( Q,)u) I s cm 2llkll 
m s r +r 
C 1 2 ('Ir) 
!l u ll 
r 
C 2 (]r) 
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This inequality together with 2 . 2 yields the following error estimate . 
2. 3 Theorem. Assume (2b), (13) and (14). If r 1 + r 2 s r ~ then the 0 
solutions of (1) and (7) satisfy 
llu - ull 
-r2 
ll u ll s cm m r 
C 1 ('Ir) 
r 
C 2 ('Ir) 
2.4 Remark . In stating the above theorem we have used two conventions 
which will be employed in the rest of the thesis without further 
comment . First, llull = 00 when 
r 
C 2 ('Ir) 
r 
u i C 2 ('Ir) so that in this 
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case the inequality is trivially valid. Second, the error estimate 
holds only for m sufficiently large. 
2. 5 Remark. The orders of convergence of u 
m 
and its derivatives are 
limited only by the smoothness of the kernel k and the solution u, 
and one can see from 1.3 that if these functions are both analytic and 
periodic then exponential rates of convergence occur. This should be 
contrasted with collocation and Galerkin methods using piecewise 
polynomials of degree r , for which the order of convergence is 
limited also by the value of r. 
3. BOUNDARY INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 
The assumption (1.1) implies the existence of a map 
which parametrizes B • To be precise , y has the follo, ing 
properti es : 
(la) 
(lb) 
(le) 
y is one-one and onto 
y orients B so that G is on the right 
2+r 
y E C 0 (1r; IR2) and ly(t) I f O for all t , 
where y denotes the derivative of y . 
Given a function f defined on B, define the function 
11" by 
f (t) = f[y(t)] . y 
Denote the "kernel " of the double layer potential by 
(2) lz(x,y) 1 n (y) • (x - y) = 
27T I 12 x-y 
X E IR2 
' 
and put 
y E B 
f on y 
then 
k (s,t) = k(y(s),y(t)) , y 
(Tu)y (s) = 2 f 21T k (s, t) u (t) \y (t) \ dt 
0 y y 
(T'u)y(s) = 2 f21T k (t,s) u (t) \y(t)\ dt. 
0 y -y 
Thus, each of the boundary integral equations 
(3a) 
(3b) 
(I + T) u = f 
(I +T')u = f 
on B 
on B 
is equivalent to an integral equation 
(4) (I+K)u =f y y on 1r , 
where the kernel of K is 
(Sa) 
(Sb) 
k(s,t) 
k(s,t) 
= 2k cs,t) \"i'Ct) I y 
= 2k ct,s) \rCt) I y 
The condition (lb) means that the outward unit normal to G is 
and hence after using L'Hopital's rule twice 
1 Y1 (t) [y2(s) -y2(t)] - y2(t) ["yl (s) -yl (t)] 1 
27T 2 2 [yl(s) -yl(t)] +[y2(s) - y2(t)] !Ht) I 
(6) k/s, t) = if sf t (mod 2TI) 
1 
27T 
y1 Ct) V2 Ct) -y2Ct) V1 Ct) 
2\y(t) 13 
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if s = t (mod 2TI) . 
A proof of the next theorem is given in Appendix B. 
r 
3. 1 Theorem. The conditions (1) imply k E c 0 or2) y 
Thus the results of §2 apply to (4) provided Q is bounded so 
that -1 is not an eigenvalue of T, cf. §1.8. We refer to the 
paper of Atkinson [3] for a discussion of the numerical solution of 
(3b) in the case where G is bounded . 
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From (6) it can be seen that to evaluate the kernel (5) along the 
diagonal, it is necessary to compute the second derivative of y, and 
in fact if x = y (t) then 
k. (t,t) y = k.(x,x) = 
1 (curvature of 4TT B at X ) . 
In the case of the integral equation (3a) associated with the 
.. Dirichlet problem one can avoid calculating y by using the following 
trick. To simplify the notation, from now on we shall usually 
suppress the distinction between u and u y by writing both as u. 
Assuming ~ is bounded, (1.3.4) implies 
Tl(x) = l I d T = 1 , 
TT B X 
so the kernel (Sa) satisfies 
X E B , 
(7) I:TT k(s,t)dt = 1 , 0 < S :,; 2TT 
and hence 
I2TT Ku(s) = u(s) + 0 k(s,t) [u(t) -u(s )]ds 
Using a quadrature formula (2.4), define 
m 
K u(s) 
m = u(s) + L w. k(s,t.)[u(t.) -u(s)] j =O J J J 
then the function u 
m 
is a solution of 
(8) (I + R ) u = f 
m m 
on 1r 
iff the m+l linear algebraic equations 
m m 
[2 L w.k(t.,t£)]u (t.) + L w.k(t.,t.)u (t.) J 1 m 1 J 1 J m J £= 0 j=O 
Mi jfi 
= f (t.) , 
1 
i = 0 (l)m 
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are satisfied. These do not involve the diagonal values k(t.,t.) l l 
and can also be derived from (2.8) by using t he approximation 
m 
w. k(t . ,t.) '.::'. 
l l l 
1 - ~ W0 k(t. ,t 0 ) !l=O )(, i )(, 
!l ,fi 
cf. (7) . The final result for this section is that -u has the same 
rate of convergence as u 
m 
m 
3.2 Theorem. Under the same hypotheses as ~n 2.3~ the solutions of 
(3a) and (8) satisfy 
Proof . Since 
ll u - u ll 
m r 
C l('[') 
the estimate (2.15) implies 
r 
II K -K : C 1 ('Ir) 
m m 
and consequently by (2.12) 
-r2 
:5 c m !l u ll 
r 
-+ C 1 ('Ir) II 
r 
C 2 (f) 
p (k )u(s) , 
m s 
-r2 
:5 C m !l k ll 
r r 
II ( I + R ) - l : C 1 ('Ir) -+ C 1 (1[) 11 
m 
Hence, the identity 
r +r 
C 1 2 ('Ir) 
:5 C • 
(I +R )Cu -u) = (K-K )u = (I + K )Cu -u) + (K - R )u 
mm m m m m m 
implies 
ll u - ull 
m r 
C 1 ('lf') 
:5 c(llu -ull 
m r 
C 1 ('Ir) 
-r 
+ m 
2 ll u ll ) 
r 
C 1(1[) 
4. ERROR ESTIMATES FOR THE DOUBLE LAYER POTENTIAL 
Having obtained a numerical solution u m (or u ) to the m 
boundary integral equation (3.3), one can compute an approximation to 
D 
the solution U of the corresponding boundary value problem by 
substituting u 
m 
for u in the relevant layer potential . The 
current section deals only with the double layer potential for the 
Dirichlet problem. 
Let k be the function (3 . 2) and put 
k Ct)= kcx,y(t)) lrct)I , X 
then the double l ayer potential can be written 
I 21T \Vu (x) = 0 X E r2 . 
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In general it is not possible to evaluate this integral analytically, 
and so a quadrature formula must be used. The trapezoidal rule (2.14) 
leads to 
W u(x) = h 
m 
m 
I: 
j =l 
u (jh) k (jh) , y X X E r2 , 
and we will now show that this furnishes an accurate approximation to 
Wu(x) provided x is not too close to B. This is the best that 
can be hoped for because IV u has singularities at the points y(jh), 
m 
j=l(l)m. 
Introduce the notation 
r20 = {x E r2 : dist(x,B) > o} 
for c5 > 0 . 
4. l Lemma. If o s r s ro+l then 
(i) IIWmu - Wullc (&'1c5) 0-1-r -r llull $ C m 
Cr (B) 
(ii) IIWmullC(&'1c5) $ C c5 - l ll u llC( B) 
where the con tant c is independent o c5 > 0 
Proof. The error estimate (2.15) for the trapezoidal rule implies 
I W u ( x) - Wu ( x) I s cm - r II u ( • ) k ( •) II , 
m y x Cr (T) 
so part (i) follows from the inequality 
(1) I (d~ l;r kx(t) I s ___ c_r_+_l , 
lx-yCt)I 
Similarly since 
part (ii) is a consequence of (1) with r = O . 
4.2 Theorem. Assume (1 . 1) i s satisfied and n ~s bounded. Let u 
u 
m 
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be the soZution of the boundary integral equation (3.3a) and let 
be the nwnericai soZution determined by (7. . 7), (2.14) and (3 . Sa). 
r s ro then 
If 
(2) 
(3) 
IIWum - Wu ll c (Q) 
II Wm um - Wu llc (QcS) 
s cm-r llull 
Cr (B) 
s c cS -l-r m-r ll u ll 
Cr (B) 
The same error estimates hold with u replaced by u from (3.8). 
m m 
Proof. The maximum principle implies 
so (2) follows using the error estimate 2.3 for u 
m 
To prove (3), 
write 
W u - Wu = ( W u - Wu) + W ( u - u) . 
mm m m m 
The first term on the ri ght hand side is estimated using 4.1 (i) and 
the second term is estimated as follows, making us e of 4.1 (ii) and 
2. 3. 
When u 
m 
is replaced by u 
m 
-r 
m ll ull 
Cr (B) 
the proof is the same except that 3.2 is 
D 
used instead of 2 . 3 . 
The manipulations used at the beginning of §1.4 to find the 
boundary values of the double layer potential suggest the following 
strategy for obtaining an improved approximation to Wu(x) for x 
near the boundary. In part B of the appendix it is shown that there 
l+r 
exists o0 > 0 such that there is a unique C O map 
satisfying 
Ix - <Pxl = dist(x,B) , 
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Geomtrica lly <P simply projects x onto B along the normal so that 
x - <Px = dist (x, B) n (<Px) . 
Since Q is bounded, (1.3 . 4) implies 
f
2
TI k (t) dt = _!_ f dT = 1 , 
O x 2TI B x 
and hence for X E Q\Q
0 
, 
0 
X E Q 
Wu (x) = u (<Px) + (TI [uy (t) - u (<Px)] kx (t) dt , 
which suggests the definition 
1 W u(x) = 
m 
m 
u( <Px) + h L 
j=l 
[u (jh) - u( <Px)] k (jh) . y X 
Using the inequality 
C /lu/1 l 
I [d~] r [ uy (t) - u (<Px)] kx (t) I s ___ c_r+_(~B_) Ix - y( t) Ir 
instead of (1) in the proof of 4.1, one finds that 
$ C llull l 
C (B) 
0 s r s r +l 
0 
D 
Thus, unlike Wu the function w1u 
m m is at least bounded on ~ , 
however the error estimate is not significantly improved in its 
dependence on o since one obtains only 
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CHAPTER 3 
CORNER SINGULARITIES 
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In this chapter we shall study the boundary integral equations in 
the case where ~ is a sector in m.2 , determining the precise 
behaviour of the solutions' derivatives near the vertex . Such 
information is valuable for designing effective numerical methods to 
handle domains with corners, as will be seen in Chapter 4. First it 
is necessary in §1 and §2 to develop some background theory. 
1. MELLIN TRANSFORMS AND 
CONVOLUTIO EQUATIONS ON m. 
+ 
The Mellin transform is an essential tool for studying the 
integral equations which occur in the sequel . It fits into the frame-
work of abstract harmonic analysis by considering the open half line 
JR. = (O,oo) as an LCA (= locally compact abelian) group under 
+ 
multiplication. Actually, one needs only the theory of Fourier 
integrals on the real line because the change of variable t = e-x 
defines an LCA group isomorphism t 1--+ x of JR. onto 
+ 
m. . 
For a E JR.+ define the translation operator Ta by 
(1) 
and note that 
is a Haar measure on 
ds 
T f(s) - -
a s 
T f(s) = f(sa- 1) , 
a 
dt d (logt) = 
t 
JR. because 
+ 
for 
s > 0 
t > 0 
a > 0 , 1 [ dtJ f E L m.+'t . 
Thus, convolution of functions is defined by 
f * g (s) fco  f(st- 1) g(t) dt t s > 0 , 
and observe that for any v E JR if 
t > 0 
then 
(f * g) (v) = f (v) * g (v) · 
For this reason we introduce the 1P spaces with weights 
l :s; p :,;co , VElR 
by putting 
These are related to the 1P spaces for Lebesgue measure by 
(2) 
and Young's inequality takes the form 
(3) llf * gll 
Lp(lR ) 
V + 
We shall define the Mellin transform of f by 
£Cs ) tis fCt) dt t - CO < S < CO , 
V E JR . 
although most authors use t s in place of tis . Making the change 
of variable t = e-x mentioned earli er , one obtains the Fourier 
transform 
"f ( I:'" ) f~coe-isx f( -x) d s = _ e x, -CO < s < CO • 
A formal calculation shows 
Jco ·s dt f Cs + iv) = 0 t
1 
f (v) Ct) t 
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so if f E L
1 (JR) then f is naturally defined on the line V + 
JR + i V = { E;, + i V : -00 < E;, < 00} 
in the complex plane, and the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma states that 
f E c0 (JR+iv) with 
If f E L 1 ( JR ) and loc + 
(4) f(t) 
then f E Lt(JR) for v
0 
< v < v
1 
VO< im( E;. ) < v l . 
as t t OO 
as t + 0 , 
A 
and f(E;,) is analytic for 
The inversion theorem states that if f E L1 (JR) and 
V + 
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f E L 1 (JR+ iv) , then f can be r edef ined on a set of measure zero so 
that 
(5) f
oo+i v 
f(t) = . 
-
00+iv 
t > 0 . 
We shall put 
LP(JR+iv) = LP(JR+iv , ~;], V E JR 
since with this normalization of Lebes gue measure on JR+ iv the 
Plancherel theorem states that f 1-+ f extends uniquely to a unitary 
transformation of 2 L (JR ) onto 
V + 
L 2 (JR+ iv) , thus 
(f/g) 2 = (f/g) 2 
L (JR+ iv) L (JR) 
V + 
llfll = llfll 2 L2 (JR+ iV) L (JR) 
V + 
Now consider the integral equation 
(6) (I+K)u=f on JR 
+ 
where K is the convolution operator 
(7) Ku(s) 1 dt k(st-) u(t) 
t s > 0 . 
In §3 and §4 it will be seen how such equations arise from the 
boundary integral equations for a sector. 
l. l Theorem. Assume v E JR and 
(i) The operator K satisfies 
II K : LP (JR ) + LP (JR ) II :s; II kll l , 
V + V + L (JR ) 
V + 
00 
and if u E L (JR ) then Ku -is continuous on JR . 
V + + 
(ii) The condition 
1 + k(O ~ o for im(O = v 
is necessary and sufficient for the existence of a function 
rv E L 
1 (JR ) such that 
V + 
1 - r c 1;) = 
V 
1 
1 + k (!;) 
In this case the operator 
-is the resolvent for K ~ that is 
r * u V 
im( I;) = 
-1 p p I - R = ( I + K) : L ( JR ) + L ( JR ) 
V V + V + ' 
V . 
Proof. (i) The estimate for the norm of K is a consequence of 
Young's inequality (3), and Ku is continuous because 
and 
1Ku(s 1) - Ku(s 2)1 :s; (s 1) v Ilk - Ts/s/\i(JR) 
V + 
llull 
a I-+ T k 
a is a continuous mapping JR + L1cJR) with + V + 
00 
L (JR ) 
V + 
T k = k 1 
(ii) This follows from a general theorem in abstract harmonic 
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analysis, Loomis [35 ; p.71]. 
1. 2 Remark . Recall that for a bounded linear operator 
A: E + E 
on a Banach space E, the set of complex numbers 
spec(A,E) = {\ E [ : \-A does not have a bounded inverse on E} 
is called the spectrum of A in E It is closed and satisfies 
spec(A,E) c {\ E [ : J\J ::; IIA: E + Ell} , 
and if A is compact then O is the only limit point of spec(A ,E) . 
Suppose Since k E c0 (IR+ iv) the set 
CV = {k(~ + iv) 
is a closed, oriented, continuous curve in the complex plane which 
begins and ends at the origin. The above theorem implies 
spec(K, Lp(IR ))= C 
V + V 
therefore K is not compact on 
when K = 0 . 
LP (IR ) except in the trivial case 
V + 
Finally, in order to discuss continuous solutions of (6) we 
introduce the function space C[O, oo] This is the closed subspace of 
L
00
(IR ) = L000 (IR ) consisting of those f which are continuous on IR + + + 
and for which the limits 
f (O) = lim f(t) f ( 00) = lim f(t) 
HO tt00 
both exist. 
1.3 Proposition. k E 1 If U E C[O , oo] then Assume L0 (IR) . 
Ku E C[O , oo] with 
k (O) A Ku (0) = u (0) Ku (oo) = k (O) U (oo) 
D 
Hence C [O , 00 ) is an invariant subspace of 00 L (JR ) under 
+ 
IIK: C[0, 00) -+ C[0, 00 )11 ~ lk(Q) I 
Proof. Since convolution is commutative, 
Ku (s) = u * k(s) = r u(st-l) k(t) dtt 
0 
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K , and 
and one can take l imits using the dominated convergence theorem. o 
2. REGULARITY THEORY 
This section deals with the behaviour of the derivatives of the 
solution to the integral equation (1.6) . 
Define the differential operator 5 by 
of(t) = tf(t) , t > 0 
and observe that D commutes with the translation operators (1 .1), 
DT = T D 
a a ' 
a > 0 , 
a property not shared by d D = dt As a result, from the point of 
view of harmonic analysis it is more natural to work with 5 than 
with D For example, one has the identities 
(1) 
(2) (Df)" Cl: ) = -il:£ Cl:) 
In order to relate 5m to Om, we s tate the following l emma which 
can be proved using induction on m 
2. 1 Lemma. For integer m ~ 1 J 
m fl, fl, 
omf(t) = l: amfl t D f(t) 
fl= l 
m 
bmfl oflf(t) tmDmf (t) = (-1) m l: 
Q,= l 
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wher e the positive cons tants am,Q, and b m,Q, are given recur sively by 
all = bll = 1 
I aml = 1 Q, = 1 a Q, a + a ' Q, = 2 (l ) m m+l, Q, mQ.. m, Q.. -1 a = 1 Q, = m+l mm 
I mbml = m! Q, = 1 b = mbmQ, + b ' Q, = 2 ( l ) m m+l, Q, m, Q.. -1 b = 1 Q, m+l mm 
Introduce the Sobol ev spaces with wei ghts 
m 2::. 1 
by first defining the seminorms 
( ~ (110,Q,fll ] P )l /p Q.. =l LP (ffi ) 
V + 
[fJm,p, v 
and then putting 
max { ll f ll 00 , [f]m 00 v } 
L (:rn. ) ' ' 2 
otice that by 2.1 
max 
l $Q,$m 
vl + 
ess sup lt Q.. - v DQ,f(t) I 
O<t <00 
1 $ p < 00 
p = 00 
where indicates equivalence of seminorms, 
f(t) = t a one has [ f) < 00 iff \) = Ci m, 00 , v 
If K is the convolution operator (1. 7), 
DK= KO 
and hence when k E L 1 (IR ) n L 1 (IR ) , 
\)l + \)2 + 
K 
so for example when 
then by (1) 
is bounded. We shall now consider the invertibility of I +K on 
2.2 Lemma. 
\)1 ::; v :;; \)2 
Let -00 < v1 < v 2 < 
00 and suppose 
with 
1+kCs) -10 when 
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In the strip v1 < im(s ) < v2 the function k(s) is analytic and the 
equation l + k(s) = 0 has only finitely many roots, say s
1
, ···,Sn 
If m. ~s the multiplicity of S· , then there exist constants c . 
J J J m 
such that 
When n = 0 
r (t) + 
\)l 
n 
~ ll1j t - is j ( ) m- 1 L c. log t . 
j =l m=l J m 
this is to be interpreted as meaning 
Proof. The idea is to use the inversion formula (1.5) to write 
t > 0 , 
and apply Cauchy's theorem to shift the contour of integration, taking 
account of the poles of the integrand. A detailed proof can be found 
in the paper of Fabes, Jodeit and Lewi s [17; p.189). (These authors 
assume k E L~(IR) for v in an interval strictly larger than 
[v1 , v2] so that k(~) is analytic in a s trip containing both lines 
However our hypotheses are sufficient because they 
ensure k(~) is continuous on the closed strip v
1 
s im(~) s v
2 
. ) 
2.3 Theorem. Let vl, v2 E IR. If the conditions 
(i) k E L1 (IR) V + 
" (ii) 1 + k (~) "f 0 when im(~) = V 
I + K m ~ 1 , 1 s p s oo 
Proof. Since 2.2 above implies r = r , the result is an 
v l v2 
-immediate consequence of 1.1 and the fact that D commutes with 
convolution operators. 
To conclude this section, observe that 
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D 
Dmf is continuous on IR } 
+ 
is a closed subspace of m co w(O,v) (IR) which is invariant under K, and 
hence the following holds. 
2.4 Corollary. Let _co< V < 0 s v2 < 00 If 1 -
(i) k E L l (IR ) f or vl S V s v2 V + 
" (ii) 1 + k (~) "f 0 for v1 s im(~) s v2 
then 
I + K Cm (IR ) V + ~ Cm(IR ) V + ' m ~ 1 ' vl S V s v2 
3. THE DIRICHLET PROBLEM FOR A SECTOR 
It will be convenient to identify IR2 with the complex plane and 
to introduce polar coordinates 
Fix an angle Cl. in the range 
n {pe i 8 = 
i8 
= pe 
0 < Cl. < 2n 
0 < p < (X) 
P = I z I , 8 
, and put 
0 < 8 < a} 
B {pe i 8 0 8 0 or a} = $ p < (X) = 
G {pe i 8 0 < 8 2n} = p < (X) Cl. < < , 
Thus n is a sector with vertex angle a , and 
s = an = aG JR. 2 = n u B u G 
but unlike in Chapter 1, B is not compact. Let 
B = n - a , -TI < 8 < 7T . 
Consider the Dirichlet problem 
(1) 6U = 0 on n ' U = g on B 
arg(z) . 
and recall that in polar coordinates the Laplace operator is 
If the functions and are defined on JR by 
+ 
iO gl (p) = g(pe ) , i a g2(p) = g(pe ) , O <p<oo 
then formally the Mellin transform 
satisfies, by (2.2), 
and hence 
(2) Ou;,0) sinh (a - 8); ~ ( I: ) sinh (8;) "g2 (; ) . sinh(a;) <> 1 c, + sinh(a; ) 
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\Ve shall not stop to discuss under what conditions the derivation of 
this formula can be justified, except to say that some kind of growth 
conditions on U as p + 0 and pt 00 are needed becaus e the 
Dirichlet problem for ~ has eigensolutions. Indeed the functions 
±mn/ a [mn J p sin a 8 m = 1,2,3, . . . , 
which are easily found using separation of variables, are harmonic on 
~ and vanish on B • We mention also that the above use of Mellin 
transforms for dealing with the Dirichlet problem (1) is a special 
case of a technique employed by Kondrat'ev [29) to study more general 
elliptic boundary value problems . 
Now consider the double layer potential \1/u, where u satisfies 
the boundary integral equation 
(3) Wu= ½(I+T)u = g on B . 
Associate with u the ordered pair u = (ul,u2) of functions defined , 
on IR by + 
iO 
u2 ( p) i a O <p<oo , (4) ul (p) = u( pe ) = u( pe ) 
' 
then one finds 
(5) o < p < oo , 0 < 8 < a 
where 
"'e Ct) 
1 s in e 
= 27T -1 
t+t - 2cos8 
Given an integral operator on B ' 
Ku(x) = J: k(x,y) u(y) da (y) , X E B ' 
define the 2 x 2 matrix of integral operators on IR+ , 
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K [ Kll Kl2 l = ' K21 K22 
by 
=I: 
i 8 ,11, i 8 
K,11, u (s) k(se te m) u (t) dt ,\!, ,m E {1,2} , 
,m m ' m 
where e1 = 0 and e2 = a. . Since Ku = ~ ~ , this formalism enables 
us to rewrite integral equations on B as 2 x 2 systems of integral 
equations on 
becomes 
JR . 
+ 
In particular the boundary integral equation (3) 
(6) 
where 
KSu (s) 
= 
k s * u(s) 
½(I +T)u = g 
[ 0 KS l T = KS 0 
c k s (st- 1) u(t) dt 
= t 
1 sin S 2w (t) = 
a. 'TT -1 t + t + 2cos S 
We shall now compute the Mellin transforms Q8 and ~ S 
3.1 Lemma. If O < e < 2TI and -l < im( ~) < 0, then 
Proof. 
(7) 
where 
co ] ±( 8 - TI) ~ 
Io 
ti ~ ( 1 dt _ l 'TT _e __ _ 
te ±i 8 _ 1 t sinh ( TI~) 
Make the change of variable -z t = e , then 
r=r 0 _ co F(z) dz 
-i ~z 
e F(z) = ----
-z ±i 8 
e - 1 
Put z = x + iy and ~ = a + ib , then 
s > 0 
.. 
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(8) 
a y + bx - i ( ax - by) 
e e F (z) = ---------
e -x ei (±8 - y) - 1 
so the integral (7) is finite when O < 8 < 2TT and -1 < b < 0 . The 
function F is meromorphic with simple poles at 
Z = i (±8 + 2nTT) , n E Z 
and residues 
res F(z) = - e±8~(e2TT~)n . 
z=i (±8+2nTT) 
We may assume a= re(~) < 0 since the case re(~) ~ 0 will then 
follow by analytic continuation. By (8), F (x + iy) + 0 as y t co 
and therefore Jordan's lemma implies, for the + case 
2;i fco_co F(z) dz= -e8~ ; 
n=O 
(8 - TT)~ 
e 
= 2sinh(TT0 ' 
and for the case 
-
1
- fco F(z) dz= 2TTi _co 
co 
-e- 8~ L 
n=l 
e 
- (8-TT)~ 
2sinh (TTO 
1 Oh' re cal 1 (7) . 
3.2 Proposition. 
Proof. Write 
then by 3.1, 
Q0 C~) 
and 
(ii) 
w (t) = 
Cl 
= 
1 
4TTi 
1 sinh( TT - 8)~ 
'2 sinh(TT~) 
sinh ( 13~) 
sinh (TT~) 
r 
1 1 ) 
-i 8 - i8 
·te - 1 te - 1 
e-(S-TT)~_ e( 8 - TT)~ sinh(TT-8)~ ¼------,---:-0--=~--= k --~-::,~ 
s inh ( TT~) 2 sinh ( TT~) 
2w c~) 
Cl 
= sinh(i3~) 
sinh (TT~) 
D 
D 
Take Mellin transforms of (5) and (6), then 
(Wu) " (C 0) = w0 co u1 Cs ) + wa -e Cs ) u2 C~) 
[ 1 k13 Co l [ u1 C~) l [ g1 Cs ) l ½ ks CO 1 02 Cs ) J g2 Cs ) 
Thus 
and using 3.2 one finds 
(Wu) " (C 0) sinh(a - 0) s g1 Cs ) + 
sinh (0s) g2(s) s inh(TTs) sinh (TT~) 
which agrees with (2). 
In order to apply the r esults of §1 and §2 to the 2 X 2 
(6) ' we diagonalise T using the orthogonal matrix 
(9) 
Ind eed 
and since k±S = ±kB , 
(10) P(I +T) P-l = diag(I +K 13 , I +K_ 13) · 
Thus it suffices to con s ider the scalar operators I + K ±S 
3.3 Lemma. Assume 0 < I Bl < TT 
(i) k E L1 (IR) iff -1 < V < 1 s V + 
then A (ii) I f O <S<TT , 1+k13 c~) 
(iii) If - TT< f3 < 0 , then the only 
1+k13 C~) = o, 
are s = ±i TT/ ( TT + J S !) · 
"f 0 for -1 < I i mCs) I 
solutions of 
- 1 < im(~) < 1 
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' 
system 
< 1 
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Proof. (i) Observe that 
and compare with (1.4). 
(ii) Since 
as t t 00 
as t ,I, 0 , 
(11) 1 + k8 co 
if 1 +ks (~) = 0 then 
. I TI + 8) [TI - 8) 
= 2 sinhi - 2- ~ cosh - 2- ~ 
~ = i2mTI 
TI+ 8 
sinh(TIEJ 
or 
i(2m+l) TI 
TI - 8 
for some integer m. We can rule out ~ 0 because 
TI + 8 
--
TT 
and then not e 
o <S<TI =>~ > 1 TI + 8 
2TI 
-TI < 8 < 0 => TI + S > 1 
and 
and 
_ TI_ > 1 
TI - 8 
TI 
-- < 1 TI - 8 . 
If E (IR ) is a normed space of functions on IR , then the 
+ + 
corresponding space E( B) of fun ctions on B is defined by 
where and are as in (4) . 
3.4 Theorem. If ~ ~s the sector described at the beginning of this 
section, then 
I + T E (B) ~ E (B) 
for the following choices of E • 
LP and ±TI (i) for 1 :S p :S CX) , -1 < V < 1 V fTI+ jBj V 
( ii ) LP for 1 < p :S CX) and p I 1 + 1tl TI 
(iii) wm,p (vl,v2) f or m ?: 1 , 1 :S p :S 
CX) and lv1 !, lv2 1 < 
TI 
TI + I Bl 
o· 
(iv) Cm +'or m ;.:: 1 and I I 'TT 
\) J' \) < 'Tf+I BI. 
Proof . These results follow from 2.3, 2.4 and 3.3 using the formula 
(10). Part (ii) is a special case of part (i) by (1.2) . 
3. 5 Remark. Note that B = 0 corresponds to the case where 
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D 
n = IR x IR+ is the upper half space. In this instance T = O , u = 2g 
and Wu is the Poisson integral of g. 
3.6 Remark. At first sight it appears that part (ii) of the above 
theorem contradicts interpolation theory, but this point is explained 
in Fabes, Jodeit and Lewis [17]. In the next chapter we shall see 
that the phenomenon does not occur when n is bounded. 
3. 7 Remark. Suppose the function g satisfies, for j 1 and 2 , 
g. E Cm[O, oo) n C[O, oo] 
J 
as t too for £ = l(l)m 
Provided v ;.:: -1 , it follows that m g E C (B) , and notice that g 
\) 
may be discontinuous at the origin, i.e. we allow g1 (0) I g2(0) If 
!vi < 'TT +I BI then the solution of (3) satisfies 
m 
u E C (B) 
\) 
and hence 
as t + 0 for £ = l(l)m . 
In §5 we shall derive asymptotic expansions for u which show that 
these bounds for the derivatives are realistic. 
4 . THE NEUMANN PROBLEM FOR A SECTOR 
Let n , B and G be as in §3, and consider the eumann probl em 
(1) 6U = 0 on G , au an= g on B . 
In polar coordinates the boundary conditions take the form 
1 au (peia.) C ) Pae = g2 P 1 au (pei2TI ) = p ae 
so under Mellin transformation the problem becomes 
(( aas r - c/]o = 0 ' a.< 8 < 21T 
aO 
as CCa.) 
aO 
as cc 21T) = g1 Cs - i) . 
This has th e so lut ion 
(2) Oc r- , s ) = cosh(S - a.) s " er- .) cosh(21T - S)s " ( 1::- ") 
c, s sinh(21T - a.) s gl " - 1 + s sinh (21T - a.) s g2 "' - 1 
As with the Dirichlet prob l em one can find e i gensolutions using 
separation of variab l es, and in fact the functions 
>.. 
m p [ cos (2TIA ) cos (A 0) + s in (2TIA ) s in (A 8)] , 
m m m m 
satisfy (1) with g = 0. 
Th e boundary integral equation is 
(3) a an Vu= ½(I +T')u = g on B , 
and the single layer potential can be written 
(4) 
where 
VS ( t) = 2~ 10 g ( i ~ J , I te - 1 I 
Corresponding to T' is the 2 X 2 operator 
[ 0 K' l T' B = K' 0 B 
where 
>.. 
m 
= 
mTI 
21T - a. ' 
a.< e < 21T 
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m E Z 
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KBu(s) = k~ *U(s) = Joo k ' (st-1) u(t) dt 
µ O 8 t 
4.1 Proposition. (i) 
(ii) 
Proof. Since 
; e Cs ) = 1, cosh(0 - TT)s 
2 S sinh (TTs ) 
-1 
t sinS 
-1 t+t +2cos S 
= k Cs + i) = sinh S Cs + i) 
s sinh TT Cs + i) 
4~ [ ~~e + e ~~e ] , te1 - 1 te - l - 1 
it follows from 3.1 that 
i_ cosh(0 - TT ) Cs + i) 
2 sinh TT( s + i) 
and henc e 
i_ cosh (0 - TT) s 
2 s inh (TTs ) 
This prov e s (i), and for (ii) observe k8 = (k8) (l ) . 
Corresponding to the boundary integral equa tion (3) i s the 2 x 2 
system 
½(I +'!'')u = 2~ 
and taking Mellin transforms, 
Using (4) one finds 
D 
cosh( 0 -a.) s " . cosh(2TT- 0) s " 
= s sinh(2 TT - a.) s gl Cs -l) + s sinh( 2TT -a.) s g2( s -i)' 
which agrees with (2). 
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If p is the orthogonal matrix (3. 9), then 
-1 P(I +T')P = diag(I + K6, I+ K~l3 ) 
and arguing as in 3.3 and 3.4 one obtains the following. 
4.2 Theorem. If G ~s the sector described at the beginning of §3, 
then 
I + T' E(B) ~ E(B) 
for the following choices of E. 
(i) LP for 1 $ $ 00 - 2 < \) < 0 and v I -1 ± TT \) p , TT + I 13 I 
(ii) LP for 1 $ < 00 and p f 1 TT p + f/3T 
(iii) wm,p f or m ;:,: 1 , 1 $ p $ 00 and I v1 + i I, lv2 + i I < TT (v l,v2) TT + I 13 I 
00 
4.3 Remark. Not ice that I +T' is not invertibl e on L (B) In the 
next section we shall see that even if, for j = 1 and 2 , the 
function g. is smooth with compact support in [0, 00) , the so lut ion 
J 
of the boundary integra l equation (3) can be unbounded at the origin . 
5. ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSIONS 
It is possible to obtain even more detail ed information than that 
furnished by the regularity th eor ems 3.4 and 4 . 2 about the singular 
behaviour near the origin of solutions to the boundary integral 
equations for a sector. We shall consider first the 2 x 2 system 
(1) ½(I + T)u = 0 b 
associated with the Dirichl et problem, and derive asymptotic expansions 
for u
1 
(t) and u2 (t) as t + 0 . Let P be the orthogonal matrix 
(3.9) used to di agonali se T, and put 
( 2) 
then by (3.10) the system (1) reduces to the pair of uncoupled 
equations 
(3) (I + K±S)u± = f± . 
We shall assume the boundary data g E L2 (B) so that f± E L2 (JR+) 
By 3.4 the integral equation (3) has a unique solution in 
which can be written 
where is the resolvent operator for 
are linear combinations of u 
+ 
and u 
Since 
it suffices to 
investigate the singular behaviour of R
13
f (and R_
13
f) 
and 
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Recall that 
-½ There is a function 
for im (E;) = -½ 
and hence 
The inversion formula (1.5) and the Plancherel theorem imply 
(4) IM-i/ 2 -i f; A A dE; RSf(t) = lim t r 13 (E; ) f(E;) 2TT, Mtoo -M-i/2 t > 0 
where the convergence as Mt 00 is in It will now be shown 
that when f is in the Sobolev space (without weights) 1-lm(IR ) an 
+ 
asymptotic expansion for RSf can be derived using this int egral 
representation together with the residue theorem. 
5.1 Lemma. Suppose f E 1-lm (JR ) for an integer m ~ 1 
+ 
(i) The Mellin transform f( E; ) can be analytically continued to a 
function meromorphic 1,n the strip -½ < im(E;) < m - ½ whose only poles 
are simple and occur at the points E; 
r esidues 
i£ for Q, = 0 ( 1) m - 1 with 
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res f (0 = - ,}! DQ, f(O) Q, = O(l)m - 1 
~ = iQ, 
(ii) lim f Jf(~)Jpd~ 0, l $ p < 2. 
Mtoo re(~) = ±M 
-½ < im (~) < m - ½ 
(iii) For -½ $ V $ m-½ and V f Q, 
' 
Q, = O(l)m - 1 
' 
A 
llfll 
L2 (JR+iv ) 
$ C II fll 
V Hm(JR ) 
+ 
(iv) If -½ < im(~) < m -½ and ~ f iQ, , Q, = O(l)m -1 
' 
then 
n = 0,1,2, .... 
(v) For Q, = O(l)m - 1 , 
C llfll , 
n, Q, Hm(]R ) 
+ 
n = 0,1,2, .... 
Proof. Let ljJ 00 be a C cutoff function satisfying 
and decompose 
the interval 
f E 2 L I (JR ) , 
- ":! + 
f 0 E 
f E 
00 
and 
Observe that 
f 
lj! (t) = 1 
Olj!( t) $ 0 
ljJ (t) 0 
into f = f 0 
+ f 
00 
for O < t < 1 
for 1 $ t $ 2 
for 2 < t < oo 
where f = lj! f 0 has 
[0,2) and f = (1 - lj! ) f has support in 
00 
L2(JR) and henc e £0 E L
2 (JR+ iv) for all 
V + 
L2(JR) A L2 (JR+ i v ) and hence f E for a ll 
V + 00 
fo C~) is anal ytic for im (~) < -½ 
f (~) is analytic for im( ~) > -½ 
00 
for Q, = O(l)m-1 and -½ $ V $ Q, + ½ 
support in 
[l, oo) Since 
V $ 
-½ 
V ;?: 
-½ , 
II £ +1 " £ +1 (D fO) (-£-1)11 2 . = 11(0 f0)(-£ -1)11 2 L (IR+n>) 
~(IR) 
cf: I t £+½-v o£ +1£0Ct)l2 1: = dt) 2 
$ c II fll 
Hm(IR ) 
+ 
so the formula 
£ = 0(l)m - 1 
furnishes an analytic continuation of fo(s) for im(s ) $ m - ½ 
Parts (i) and (iii) follow immediately since f = 10 + £00 and 
(
£ -1 i J f2 Q, +l 
res £0 (s ) = n~O i£ _ in O D f 0 (t) dt = 
s=H = 
Parts (iv) and (v) are consequences of the estimate 
valid for im(s ) < m - ½ ' and the estimate 
:::; c '" II fll 2 n, s L (IR ) 
+ 
valid for im(s ) > -½ . 
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Finally, to prove part (ii) it suffices to show that for o > 0 
and 1 :,; p < 2 , 
1 1 
(5) I 
re (s ) = ±M 
$ C i·-z ilfll 
Hm(IR ) 
+ 
m - ½ - o < im ( s ) < m - ½ 
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1 1 
(6) f I f (X) ( ~ ) j P d~ ~ c <51' .. - 2 11 fll 2 L (lR) re(EJ = ±M 
-½ < im (EJ < -½ + 8 
(7) lim sup j£0 (EJ I M-+oo re(~) = ±M 0 
im (~) < m - ½ - o 
(8) lim sup 1£
00
(~) I = 0 . 
M-+oo r e (~) = ±M 
im (~) > -½ + 8 
The estimate (S) is proved using the inequality 
valid for v > m - ½ (with c independent of \! ) , and similarly (6) 
is a consequence of 
valid for \) > 
-½ To see how one can prove (7) and (8) we wi ll show 
(10) lim sup ltc~) I = 0 
M-+oo -½+o<im(~) < MO 
for any fixed MO > 0 noting that by (9), 
The sequence of analytic functions 
F (z) = f (z + n) , 
n oo 
im(z) > -½ 
is locally bounded and hence forms a normal family by ~lontel' s theorem. 
Since F converges to zero pointwise as n + 00 , i t f ollows that 
n 
F + O uniformly on compact subsets, which proves (10). 
n 
5.2 Theorem. Asswne IBI < TT and fix an integer m ~ 1 . Let 
0 
A1 {n2:}: 0 ! n E z} 
A = {(2n+l)TT n E z} 
2 TT - 6 
I 1 = {µ E B1 u B2 u Z : -½ < µ < m - ½} 
I 2 = {µ E (B1 n Z) u B2 -½ < µ < m - ½} 
I 3 { µ E B2 n Z : -½ < µ < m - ½} 
and t he r eal nwnber v sati sfies 
max I 1 < v < m - ½ 
t hen ther e exist bounded linear functionals 
a . : 1-lm ( IR ) -+ Il( µJ + , µE I. J J = 0 (1) 2 , 
and a bounded linear operator 
such t hat 
3 
~ ~ 
j=l µd. 
J 
f or all f E 1-lm (IR ) . 
+ 
Proof . Recalling the identity (3.11), 
A 
r 6 cs ) = 
k6 Cs ) 
= 
s inh( Ss) 
1+k6Cs ) 2 sinhln; 
6J s cosh[n; 6J s 
so for j = 1 and 2 the point s i s a pole of r 6 Cs ) of order j 
iff s = iµ for some µ E B .. 
J 
Hence , if s is a pole of r s (s ) f( s ) 
then s = iµ for some µ E I 1 . 
1oting that 
as Ire Cs ) I-+ 00 , 
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one can shift the contour of integration in (4) to obtain 
where 
v +k: 
t 2 Z f(t) 
V t > 0 . 
Observe that I3 c r2 c r1 . If the order of the pole at ~ = iµ is 
~ Q, , then µ E IQ, and 
res it-i~ rs(~) ?c~) 
~= iµ 
1 (dd~] Q,-1 lim --- [( ~ - iµ)Q, it-i ~ :r 0 (~) f(~)] ~ +i µ ( £-1 ) ! µ 
By 5.1, 
and 
3 
L a .(f) tµ(log t)j-l . 
j =l µJ 
IIZ fl! 2 V L (JR ) 
+ 
= II ( Z f) (- _ k: 1 II 2 V V v L (JR ) 
V + 
= 11r6?11 2 L (JR+iv) 
:,; 11:r 11 11£11 2 i3 L00 (JR+ i v) L (JR+iv) 
$ C llf\l 
I-Im (JR ) 
+ 
so a. and Zv are bounded. 
µJ 
Costabel and Stephan [12] have proved similar asymptotic 
expansions for solutions of boundary integral equations. Al so , the 
same technique enables one to derive asymptotic expansions for the 
solution U of the Dirichlet problem (3.1) using the formula (3 . 2) 
for the Mellin transform. This was carried out in a more general 
setting by Kondrat'ev [29 ]. 
D 
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5.3 Example. Suppose B 
1T 
n + B 
n/ 2 so that 
2 
3 
1T 
--= 2 ' 
n - B 
then one finds that the expansion for RBf(t) contains terms of the 
form 
n 
at 
at4n/3 
4n 
at log t 
at 2 (2n+l) log t 
and that the expansion for R_ 6f (t) 
at2(2n+l)/3 
4n 
at log t 
at2 (2n+l) log t 
for n = 0,1 , 2, ... 
for n = 1, 2, 3, ... 
for n = 1, 2, 3, .. . 
for n = 0,1,2, .. . 
contains terms of the form 
for n = 0, 1, 2, ... 
for n = 0, 1, 2, . .. 
for n 1, 2, 3, ... 
for n = 0,1,2, .. . 
Thus the leading singular term in the expansions for the so lutions 
u1 (t) and u2 (t) of the 2 x 2 system (1) is of th e form at
213 
the general case the leading singular term is at n/ (n + I BI) , as one 
expects from 3. 7. 
Now consider the 2 x2 system associated with the eumann 
problem, 
(11) ½( I+! ' )~ = g 
which un couples via (2) to give 
(I +K ' )u 
±B ± 
Let R' denote the B 
12 resolvent operator for KS, then 
In 
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where 
This notation is justified because KB and RB are the transposes of 
and RB respectively, considered as operators on the Hilbert 
space L 2 (IR) . Since ~ - i is a pole of r B iff ~ is a pole of 
r B , we have the following. 
5.4 Corollary. In 5. 2 the operator RB can be replaced by RS 
provided the sets A1 and A2 are replaced by 
Ai= {TT2: ~ - 1 : 0 f n E z} 
A' = {(2n+l)TT _ 1 . z} 2 TT - B .TI E • 
5.5 Example. Suppose B = TT/2 . The expansion for RBf(t) 
terms of the form 
4n-l 
at log t 
4n+l 
at log t 
while the expansion for R~ Bf(t) 
(4n-l)/3 
at 
4n-l 
at log t 
4n+l 
at log t 
for n 
for n 
for n 
for n 
contains 
for n 
for n 
for n 
for n 
0,1,2, ... 
= 1, 2, 3, ... 
= 1, 2, 3, ... 
= 0,1,2, ... 
terms of the form 
= 0,1,2, ... 
= 0,1,2, ... 
= 1, 2,3, ... 
= 0,1,2, ... 
contains 
Thus the leading singular term in the expansions of the solutions 
and u2 (t) of the 2 x 2 system (11) is 
general case the leading singular term is 
unbounded as t + 0 . 
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at . In the 
, which is 
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CHAPTER 4 
A MODEL PROBLEM 
The current chapter deals with a collocation method for 
numerically solving the boundary integral equation for the Dirichl et 
problem in the case where rl is a bounded domain in m2 and B i s 
00 
piecewise C We shall see that this integral equation is a 
"compact perturbation" of an integral equation on the unit interval, 
so that the latter serves as a simplified model problem which 
incorporate s the correct singular behaviour of the kernel and the 
solution. 
1 . THE OPERATOR KS 
There is no essential loss of generality i n supposing that the 
00 piecewise C boundary B fails to be smooth at only a single point, 
and we let the angle a and the arcs B1 , B2 and B3 be as 
illustrated below . By introducing arc length parametrizations 
y. 
J 
[O,S.] + B. , 
J J 
j = 1(1)3 
which orient the arcs in the directions sho1m by the arrows in the 
sketch, one can associate with any function u defined on B the 
ordered triple ~ = (u1,u2,u3) of functions defined on the unit 
interval by 
u . ( t) = u [ y . ( tS . ) ] , 
J J J 
0 $ t $ 1 , j = 1(1)3. 
The 3 x 3 matrix of integral operators T is defined in the obvious 
way s o that Tu=!~, then the boundary integral equation 
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(1) ½(I + T) u = g on B 
is equivalent to the 3 x 3 system 
(2) ½(I + T) u = g on [ 0, 1] . 
Of the nine matrix elements of T 
' 
all except Tl2 and T21 have 
00 
kernels in C ([0,1] x [O,l]) 
If Bl and 82 were straight line segments of equal l ength, 
both T 12 and T21 would coincide with the operator KS defined 
s = 0 
=l ifolu(O) -1 
kB(st ) dt u(t) t , 0 < s s 1 
where, as in §3 . 3, 
B = 'IT -c:t, 1 sinS = 
'IT t + t - l + 2 cos B 
In the general case when B1 and s2 may be curved, KB is still 
the principal part of T12 and of since Atkinson and de Hoog 
then 
by 
[5] have shown that the differences T 12 - KB and T 21 - KB are both 
integral operators with bounded kernels which are continuous except 
possibly at the point (0,0) . Consequently, if 
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I KB 0 Tll T 12 - KB Tl3 
(3) A = KB I 0 K T21 -K T22 T23 B 
0 0 I T31 T 32 T33 
then 
(4) I+T=A+K 
3 3 
and K is compact on the product spaces ITc[O,l] and I1 Lp(O,l) 
1 $ p $ 00 • We shall concentrate therefore on the reduced equation 
(5) Au = f , 
making only occasional remarks about the complete equation (2) . Using 
(3 .5. 2) the 3 x 3 system (5) uncouples to give the scalar equations 
(6) on [ 0, 1] 
By analogy with is defined by 
putting 
= II f II ) 
(v) LP (co,l), dttJ 
where f(v) (t) = t-v f(t) . The next theorem should be compared with 
3 .1.1 and 3 .1. 2. 
1. l Theorem. Assume V E 1R and k E Ll(JR) so that the Mellin V + 
transfoT'ITI k E c 0 (JR+ iv) and 
C = {k (c,; + i v) - 00 $ c,; $ 00} 
V 
~s a closed, oriented, continuous cure in the complex plane beginning 
and ending at the origin. 
The operator K de f ined by 
J 
l 1 dt 
Ku( s) = 
0 
k(st-) u(t) t , 0 < s $ 1 
satisfies 
(7) Ilk II 1 L (JR ) 
\) + 
1 :5 p :5 CX) 
For A E [ the operator 
(8) A-K :L~(O,l) -+L~(O,l), 1 :5p :500 
is Noetherian iff A i C\/ , in which case the index is 
ind (A - K) = winding number of C about A . 
\) 
Furthermore 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
if 
if 
dim 
if 
ind(A - K) 
ind (A - K) 
N( A - K) = 
ind (A - K) 
codim R(A - K) 
= 0 then (8) i,s an isomorphism 
> 0 then (8) is onto and so 
ind (A - K) 
< 0 then (8) is one- one and so 
= -ind (A - K) , 
and consequently the spectrum of K i,s 
spec(K, Lp(O,l)) = {A : A E C or ind(A - K) ~ O} 
\) \) 
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CX) 
When v = O one can replace L0(0,l) throughout by C[O,l] provided 
Ku is defined at zero by 
Ku(O) = lim Ku(s) 
s+O 
Proof. The transformation 
Ju(x) -x u ( e ) , 
is an isometry 
k( O) u(O) . 
and converts K into the Wiener-Hopf operator 
( J K J - l) w ( x) = I: ( J k) ( x - y) 1v ( y) d y , 
Thus, the results follow from Krein [32]. 
Q :5x<oo . 
D 
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On the next two pages are some plots of C 
\) for 
\! = 0 the curve collapses to the closed interval between O and 
13 /TT , SO 
{ 
(0, 8/ TT ] , 
C(O,l]) = 
(8/TT, 0), 
0 < i3 < TT 
-TT < 13 < 0 
When 
Thus, K8 is not compact except in the trivial case when 8 = O. 
In the proof of the next theorem, notice that we do not require 
the full force of 1.1 but only the elementary norm estimate (7). 
1.2 Theorem . Ci) If !Bl< TT and lvl < TT then TT +j 8j ' 
I+ KS : L~(O,l) ~ L~(O,l) , 
(ii) If ISi < TT then 
!IK13 :C[O,l) -+C(0,1) 11 = jSj/TT 
TT -1 TT 
n+ S:;:; ll(I +K8) :C(O,l]-* C(0,1] 11 :;:; TI - ISi 
Proof . (i) Elementary calculus shows 
for lvl < TT/(TT+ !Bl) 
sin 13v 
= --+'---I- < 1 
sin TT\! 
so one can use the geometric series bound 
co 
(ii) Use part (i) and the fact that K13u (O) = ! u (0) 
To discuss the regularity of so lutions to the integral equation 
(6) we introduce the seminorm 
and by analogy with cmcm. ) define the function space \) + 
D 
Lil 
..--< 
..--< 
.5 
-.5 
P I o t s o f Cv . w h e n ~ / 1T = . 5 
a b 
~In 1 
C 
V 
a -0.40 
b - 0.60 
C -0.70 
'° ...... 
...... 
. 5 
- .5 
P I o t s o f Cv . w h e n ~ / 11 = . 9 
a 
1 
b C 
V 
a -0.45 
b -0 . 70 
C - 0.80 
m m C [0,1) = {f E C[O,l]: D f is continuous on 
V 
Notice that there is a continuous inclusion 
(O, 1] and 
(9) for v ~ 1 
As in §3.2, the differential operator D is defined by 
Df(t) = tDf(t) , and an equivalent seminorm is 
[f) -
m,v 
max 
1~£~m 
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[ f) < co} . 
m, v 
In contrast to the convolution operator K on B JR , the operator + 
does not commute with D but instead satisfies 
(10) 
as can be seen from the formula 
0 ~ s ~ 1 . 
Neverthe l ess, one can still prove the following . 
1.3 Theorem. If m ~ 1 and \vi< TI+I BI, then 
I + KB : c~ [ 0, 1] ,.= c~ [ 0, 1] . 
Proof. Only the case m = 1 will be discussed. Firstly, 
(11) 1 I+K :C[O,l ] V V 
is bounded for \v i < 1 since by (10), 
D(I + K8)u = (I + KB) Ou - u ( 1) kB , 
co (9) is C1 [0,l] is and kB E C (JR) From it clear V 
therefore since I +K B : C[O,l] ,.= C[O,l] the operator 
dense 
(11) 
in 
is 
C[O,l), 
one-one 
and has dense range. By the open mapping theorem it suffices to show 
that (11) has closed range, so let 
and suppose f + f in 
n 
1 C [0,1] . 
V 
f = (I + KB) u 
n n 
Since u + u = 
n 
C[0,l] and since Du 
n 
Iv! < TT/(TT + \Bl) , there is a function v 
00 
Lv(0,l) . Sending n + 00 in the identity 
I l - dt un (s) = un (1) - Dun (t) t , s 
for 
such that Du + v in 
n 
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it follows that u is differentiable on (0,1] and Du= v Hence 
u e C~[O,l] which shows f is in the range of the operator (11) . o 
1. 4 Remark . Consider the complete equation (1) or (2). As a 
consequence of 1.1 and 1.2, 
which should be compared with 3.3.4 . 
l <p< l+hl 
TT 
An important property of the boundary integral equation (1) is 
that if g is piecewise smooth on B th en so is u except at the 
corner point . Also, if it could be shown that the operator K in (3) 
is compact on C~[O,l] xc~ [O,l] x cm[O,l] , then 1.3 would imply I +T 
has a bounded inverse on this product space for Iv! < TT/(TT + \Bi) . 
2. A COLLOCATION METHOD 
Suppose 0 < !Bl < TT and 
(1) on [O, 1] 
with r f e C[0,l] 
V 
for some v satisfying 
From 1.3 we know that 
as 
TT 
0 < V < 
TT+ I Bl 
r 
u e C [0,1] , so [u] < 00 or in other words 
v r,v 
t ~ 0 for 1 = l(l)r To compensate for this 
singul ar behaviour in the derivatives of u the collocation method 
for (1) which will now be described employs a graded mesh 
(2) 
( i) q 
ti = lnJ , i = 0(l)n, q ~ 1 . 
When q = 1 the points t. 
l 
are equally spaced but as q 
increased they become concentrated near O . 
Choose points T. , j = l(l)r, satisfying 
J 
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is 
and denote the corresponding points in the subinterval [t. l 't . ] by 
1- l 
Let 
X .. = lJ 
(1 - T. )t. l + (1 +T.)t . J 1- J l 
2 i=l(l)n, j = l(l)r . 
00 
X be the closed subspace of 
n 
L (0,1) consisting of those 
functions u which, for i = l(l)n , are continuous on the open 
subinterval (t. 1 ,t.) and possess end point limits 1- l 
u ( t. 1 +) = 1 im u ( t) 1-
Ut . l 1-
u(t. -) = l im u (t ) . 
l t t t. 
l 
Define linear functionals 
£ . . :X -+ IK, 
1J n 
i l(l)n , j = l ( l ) r 
by 
( £il'u) 
( £ .. ,u) lJ 
( £. 'u) 1r 
By the Hahn-Banach theorem 
functional on the whole of 
= 
= 
= 
{ u(ti-1 +) if Tl = -1 
u(xil) if Tl > -1 
u (x .. ) lJ j = 2 (l ) r-l 
{ u (t. - ) i f T = 1 l r u(x. ) if T < 1 1r r 
£ .. can be extended to a linear lJ 
00 L (0,1) satisfying 
00 11£ .. :L (0,1) + IKII = 1, lJ 
which allows us to define the function values 
u(x .. ) = ( £ . . ,u) lJ lJ i = l(l)n , j = l(l)r 
for any 00 u E L (0, 1) Let 
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Xr = {u EX 
n n 
for each i = l(l)n there is a polynomial of degree 
s r-1 which coincides with u on (t. 1,t .)} , l- l 
and define the projection operator 
(3) 
by requiring P u to be the unique element of Xr which interpolates 
n n 
u at every collocation point, i.e. 
P u(x .. ) = u(x .. ) 
n 1J 1J 
i = l(l)n, j = l(l)r. 
In terms of divided differences, 
... + (t -x. 1) ... (t -x. 1)[ x. 1, ... ,x. ]u 1 1 , r- 1 ir 
for t. 1 < t < t. , and the Newton form of the remainder is l- l 
(4) (I -P )u(t) = { ~ (t -x . . )}[x. 1 , ... ,x. ,t]u, n j=l lJ 1 ir t. l < t < t . l- l 
The definition and some properties of divided differences are given in 
Appendix C. 
Using P , the collocation so lution 
n 
u 
n 
equation (1) is defined by 
(5) (I + P K0 ) u = P f . n µ n n 
Introduce the Lagrange interpolation polynomials 
r T - T £ 
(6) <P.(T) = IT -1 s 
J £= 1 Tj - T £ 
,Q,;lj 
to the integral 
T S 1 
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and the corresponding functions cp . . lJ 
on the subinterval [t. l't.] ' l- l 
(7) -1 S T S 1 . 
Define '"· .(t) = 0 for t ~ [t t] then 
't' I'- • l' . ' lJ l- l 
and hence 
(8) 
cp • • (x 0 ) = 0- 0 o. lJ x,ID lx, J ID 
p u = 
n 
i,,Q, = l(l)n j,m = 1 (l)r 
r 
L u (x .. ) cp •• 
i=l j=l lJ lJ 
It is now easily verified that (5) is equivalent to the nr x nr 
linear algebraic system 
n r 
L L [oho.+ K0 cp . . (x ,Q, ) ]u (x .. ) = f(x ,Q,m) , i=l j =l mJ µ lJ m n lJ 
where ,Q, = l(l)n and m = l(l)r. 
Our basic error analysis for (1) and (5) uses the identity 
Since 
00 
L (0,1) 
M = 11(1 +P K0 )-l n n µ 
if I + P K is one -one then 
n 
00 00 
L (0,1)-+ L (0,1) 11 
is finite and the solutions of (1) and (5) satisfy 
(9) S Ml\(I-P)ul\ 
n n Loo (O,l) 
The stability properties of the collocation method are determined 
therefore by the behaviour of M n as 
n-+ 00 , while the order of 
consistency depends on the behaviour of the interpolation error 
(I - P )u . We shall now estimate (I - P )u , and defer a discussion 
n n 
of the much deeper problem of stability until §4. 
2. 1 Lemma . sup 
0<t <t 1 
J(I -P )u(t) I 
n 
cn-qv 
s [u] 1 \) '\) 
where the constant c depends only on the choice of T1 , ... , Tr 
Proof. In C.2 of the appendix it is shown that 
[x. 1 , ... ,x . ,t]u i ir 
and consequently since 
r 
= L 
j=l 
(x .. -x. 0 ) lJ l x., }
-1 [x .. ,t]u , lJ 
(j) .. (t) lJ 
r 
= TI 
£=1 xij - xi£ t. l < t < t. l- l 
£h 
the Newton form of the remainder (4) implies 
(I-Pn)u(t) = 
r 
L 
j=l 
cp .. (t)(t-x .. )[x .. ,t]u, lJ lJ lJ 
The constant 
r r 
c = max :E 
t. 1$t $t. j=l 
l- l 
l(j)- · Ct ) I = lJ max :E 
-l$T$ l j=l 
depends only on T1 , ... ,Tr, and 
t. l < t < t. 
l- l 
sup j(I-Pn)u(t)j $ C sup j(t-x1j)[x1j,t]u!. O<t<t 1 O<t<t 1 
Now observe 
(x 1j -t)[x1j,t]u = u(x1 j) - u(t) J
xl. 
t J Du(s) ds , 
so for O < t < t 1 , 
I ( t - x 1 j ) [ x 1 j , t] u I $ I: 1 I s l - v Du ( s) j s v - l d s 
2.2 Lemma. For i = 2(l)n, 
( t ) \) 
1 
\) [uJl, v 
n-qv 
[ u] 1 . 
\) '\) 
( l. ) ( i J q - 1 1 2 q - 1 (i..:--1:_J q - 1 l ti - ti-1 $ q n n $ q n 11 
(ii) sup I (I - P n)u(t) j 
t. l <t <t. 
l- l 
$ cn-r r i - 1) qv-r l-n-l [u]r,v ) 
D 
where the constant c depends only on q and r. 
Proof. (i) Let F(t) = tq then by the mean value theorem 
t. - t . = F (j.-l - F (i -1 l = 
l l-1 nJ n J 
.!_ OF (E,;) = 
n 
g_ q-1 
n E,; 
for some E,; E ( i ~ 1, ¼] and since q ~ 1 and i ~ 2 , 
i i i-1 i-1 E,;< - < ---- < 2 
- n - i-1 n - n 
(ii) From C. 1 in the appendix, if t. l < t < t. 
l- l 
[x.
1
, ... ,x. , t]u _..!_1 Dru( E,; ) 1 ir r. 
for some E,; E [t. 1 ,t.] , so l- l 
then 
sup l[x. 1 , ... , x. ,t]ul 1 ir 
v-r (ti-1) 
:,; ----
r! [u] . r,v t. l <t <t. 
l- l 
Combining this with (4) and part (i), 
where 
sup 
t. l <t <t . 
l- l 
I (I - P )u(t) I 
n 
r 
C = 1 (q 2q-l) 
r! 
= c n-r(i-l]qv-r [u] 
n r, v 
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D 
2.3 Theorem. Assume v > 0. If the mesh grading exponent q in (2) 
satisfies q ~ r/ v , then 
II (I - P ) ull 
n 1'x'c o,1) 
Proof. Combine 2 .1 and 2 . 2 (ii). D 
The estimate (9) together with the last theorem implies 
(10) llu - ull 
n 100 (0,1) 
:,; c n -r M llull 
n C~[O,l] 
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provided q ~ r/v, and since the constant in 2. 2 (ii) increases with 
q , one expects the optimum choice to be 
(11) q = r/v 
However, although this value of q should be best for minimizing the 
global error in u , we shall see in the next section that the order 
n 
of accuracy at the collocation points X . . lJ can be improved by using a 
larger value of q and a special choice of T1 , ... ,Tr. 
3 . SUPERCONVERGENCE 
The integral equation (2.1) can be rewritten as u = 
which suggests the definition of the iterated collocation solution 
(1) 
Chandler [7], [8] has shown that if u 
n 
is replaced by the 
corresponding Galerkin solution (obtained by replacing P in (2. 3) by 
n 
the orthogonal projection L2 (0,l) + X~ ), then u~ is globally 
superconvergent for suitable choices of the mesh grading exponent q . 
Also, it is known that in the case of an integral operator with a 
smooth kernel, if T1 , . .. ,Tr are chosen to be the zeros of the 
Legendre polynomial of degree r , then the iterated collocation 
solution is globally superconvergent, Chatelin and Lebbar [9]. These 
results motivate the ana lysis which follows. 
Since * u 
n 
it follows that 
satisfies the integral equation 
(I +K 0 P )u* = f µ n n on [ 0, 1] , 
(I + K P ) (u* - u) = K (I - P )u B n n f3 n 
where u is the solution of (2.1). The operator KBPn has finite 
dimensional range and is therefore compact, so if I + K6P n is one-one 
then 
CX) CX) 
L (0,1) + L (0,1)11 
is finite and 
(2) llu* - ull n oo 
L (0,1) 
* ~ M 
n 
Deferring a discussion of M* until §4, let us now estimate 
n 
(3) 
where 
£. (s) 1,n 
The first term 
E. 1,n 
3. l Lemma. 
Proof. Let 
E 1, n 
n 
I; E. 
i=l 1,n 
0 < s ~ 1 . 
is dealt with separat e ly from the remaining 
-qv ] ~ en [u 1 . , v 
--{
0
(I- Pn) u (t ) , 
V (t ) 
CX) CX) 
then since 11KB : L (0,1) + L (0,1) II = \13 \ /TT < 1 , 
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< ll v ll 
CX) 
sup 
O<t <t 1 
\(I-P)u(t)\ 
n 
and the result follow s from 2 . 1. 
Now suppose i ~ 2 and writ e 
E . ( s) 1,n 
where, by (2.4), 
L (0,1) 
F ( t) 
s 
r 
IT 
j=l 
(t -x . . ) dt 
l) 
-1 -1 F (t) = t k
13
(st )[x. 1 , ... ,x . ,t]u, s 1 1r t. < t < t. 1-l l 
D 
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Recall that the Legendre polynomial of degree r is orthogonal in 
L2 (- l, l) to all polynomials of degree $ r-1 and use Taylor ' s 
t heorem to write 
( ) 1 ft r-1 r F s t = ps (t) + -(-r ---1-)-! (t - x) D F s (x) dx , t. l < t < t. , l - l 
t. 1 l-
where is a polynomial of degree $ r - 1 whose coefficients 
depend on s . Assume T1, . .. ,Tr are the zeros of the Legendre 
polynomial of degree r then 
and therefore 
p (t) 
s 
r 
rr 
j=l 
(t-x .. )dt=O lJ 
1 Iti (ft r-1 r J E. (s) = -(- -1-)-1 (t - x) D Fs (x) dx 1,n r - . 
t. 1 t. 1 
r 
rr 
j=l 
(t-x . . )dt lJ 
l- l-
which implies 
2r +l 
(4) 
(t.-t . 1) 
I I l 1-E . (s) $ ------ sup 1,n (r+l)! t . l <t <t . 
l- l 
The next step is to estimate 
3.2 Lemma. -1- £ $ C t , O < t < 00 • 
Proof. Using the Leibnitz rule for differentiating a product, one 
finds 
(ddt] Q, -1 -1 t kB (st ) = 
and since 
3.3 Lemma. If i ~ 2 , t hen 
t -1- £ ;, m(dlm . -1 
.., c £m t d t J k B ( st ) , 
m=O 
sup I (s- 1t)m Dmk 8(s-
1t) I 
O<s <00 
sup 
O<x<00 
I m m I oo x D k B (x) < . D 
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sup sup 
O<s$ l t. 1<t <t. 1- 1 
$ c(t. 
1
) v -2r-l [] 
1 - u 2r v , 
where c depends onl y on r and B . 
Proof. By the Leibnitz rule, 
(ddtr- £ [x . 1 , ... ,x. ,t]u 1 1r 
and by C.4 of the appendix, 
for some ~ E [t. 1 ,t.] , so 1- 1 
and, using 3.2, 
sup sup $ C 
O<s$l t. 1<t <t. 1- 1 
(r - £) ! 02r- £ u(~) (2r- £)! 
$ c sup ~v- (2r - £) 
t. 1$~$t. 
1- 1 
x l~(2r- £)-v 02r- £ u( ~) I 
sup 
t. l <t <t. £=0 
1- 1 
r ~ t-1- £ v -(2r- £) (ti -1) 
x [u] 2r- £ , v 
v -2r-l 
$ c(ti-1) [u]2r, v · 
3.4 Lemma. If i ~ 2 , then 
11 1::. II 
1,n Loo(O ,l) 
-qv(. l)qv-2r-l [ ] $ en 1- u 2 r,v 
Proof. Combining (4) and 3 . 3, 
and using 2.2, 
D 
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-qv c· l)qv- 2r-l 
=en 1- . D 
3.5 Theorem. Asswne v > 0 and [u] 2r, v < 00 • If T1, ... , Tr are 
chosen to be the zer os of the Legendre polynomial of de gree r, then 
\ 
- 2r [u] 2r v e n 
' 
\IK S(I -P )ull ~ - 2r log n [u] 2 e n 
n 100 (0,1) 
e n-qv [u]2r, v 
Proof. By (3), 3.1 and 3.4, 
n 
+ (5) IIKS(I - P ) ull 
n 1
00 (0,1) 
~ \IE II 
l,n 1oo (O,l) 
1: 
i=2 
q > 2r/v 
2r/v q = 
r, v 
1 ~ q < 2r/v 
IIE. II 1,n 00 1 (0,1) 
n ~ en -qv [u] + en - qv [u] 1: (i - 1) qv- 2r-l 
l, v 2r , v i= 2 
which implies the result since 
1 ;\ ;\ > 0 x n 
n 
(i - 1l - 1 ~ ~ 1 + log n ;\ = 0 
i=2 1 1 +N ;\ < 0 D 
Returning to the error estimat e (2) for 
above th eorem that 
u* , we can see from the 
n 
(6) nu* - u\l 
- 2r * \l u ll ~ C n M 
c~r [O,l] n 00 n 1 (0, 1) 
provided q > 2r/ v . Since the con s tant C becomes large as q t 00 
or as q + 2r/v, a suitabl e choice for the mes h grading exponent is 
(7) q = (~r + 1) /v 
occurring in (5) is 
ror thi s value of q , each term 
O(n-2r-l) . 
II E . II 
i,n 1oo (O,l) 
Comparing (2.10) and (6), we see that if u E C~r[O,l] and if 
both M and M* b d d h h d f n n are oun e as n + oo , t ent e or er o 
convergence of * u 
n 
in 
00 
L (0,1) is twice that of 
applying p 
n 
to both sides of (1) one finds 
(8) Pu*= u 
n n n 
which implies 
u (x . . ) = u*(x .. ) 
n 1J n 1J 
i = l(l)n, 
u 
n 
Also, 
j = 1(1) r . 
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Thus, u 
n 
is superconvergent at the collocation points x .. , and it 
l] 
will now be shown that for suitable functions tjJ a superconvergent 
approximation to the integral 
( t/J , u) = ( tjJ (t) u(t) dt 
is furnished by ( tjJ ;u ) . 
n 
3. 6 Theorem. With the same hypotheses as in 3.5, if q > 2r/v then 
l< t/J ,u ) - ( tjJ ,u)I 
n 
Proof. By (8), 
$ cn-2r~1* 
n (lltjJII 1 + [t/i ]r,-1) [u]2r, v L (0,1) 
(9) u - u = P (u* - u) + (P - I) u 
n n n n 
and hence 
(1 O) l<t/J ,u -u)j $ l< t/J , P (u* -u) >I+ l<t/J , (I -P )u)I . n n n n 
In the next section we will prove 
00 00 
IIP :L (0,1) + L (0,1)11 $ c, thus 
n 
l< t/J , P cu* -u) >I $ c lltjJII l 
n n L (0,1) 
and so by (6) it remains only to estimate the second term on the right 
hand side of (10). 
3.1 - 3. 4 and obtains 
For this, one r eplaces by tjJ (t) in 
$ c n-qv llljJII 1 [u] 1 L CO, t
1
) ,v 
-2r 
$ C n 
Finally, not e that M* 2:: 
n 
n 
+ en -qv [ ljJ] 1 [ u] 2 
r ,- r,v 
~ 
i=2 
Ci-l) qv-2r-l 
C llljJ II [1/!]r -1) [u]2r,\/ + 
L1 CO,l) ' 
-1 
III +Kl/nll > C • 
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0 
3.7 Remark. Consider the original boundary integral equation Cl.l). 
With graded meshes on the arcs B1 and B2 , and a uniform mesh on 
the arc B3 , it is clear how to construct a collocation solution u n 
and an iterated collocation solution * u 
n 
If stability holds for the 
model problems Cl . 6) on the unit interval, i.e. if the numbers M 
n 
and * M 
n 
are bounded as n + oo, then using the decomposition Cl . 4) a 
collective compactness argument implies stability for the full 
boundary integral equation . Thus, provided the correct mesh gradings 
given by 2 .3 and 3.5 have been used, 
llu* - ull The double layer potentials 
n L00 CO,l) 
Wu 
n 
and 
and wu* 
n 
furnish approximations to the solution U = Wu of the Dirichlet 
problem, and the error estimates II Wu - UII 
n 00 
L cm 
-r 
= OCn ) and 
11wu* - UII follow immediately by the maximum principle, 
n L
00 Cm 
cf. the proof of 2.4.2. Finally, 3.6 above shows that Wu -U = OCn-
2
r) 
n 
uniformly on compact subsets of rt , i . e . away from the boundary B. 
4. THE PROBLEM OF STABILITY 
In this section we study the quantities 
00 00 
L CO,l) + L C0,1)11 
.. 
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which determine the stabi lity properties of the collocation method set 
out in §2 and §3. In gener a l, the problem of obtaining bounds for 
and M* appears to be very difficult, but we sha ll present some 
n 
results for special cases . First, it is necessary to show that the 
norm of the projection operator p 
n 
is bounded as n + 00 • 
4.1 Proposition. (i) I f <P . , j = l(l)r, are the Lagrange 
J 
interpo l ation pol ynomials (2 . 6) , then 
00 00 
!IP : L (0,1) + L (0,1) 11 = 
n 
r 
max L 
-l$T$ l j=l 
I <I> - c ,) I . 
J 
M 
n 
(ii) If , 1 , ... •'r are the zeros of the Legendre polynomial of degree 
r , then 
Proof. Let 
(i) By (2. 7) 
and so 
(1) 
{ 
1 r = 1 
00 00 13 !IP : L (0,l) + L (0,1)11 = r = 2 
n 
7 /3 r = 3 
r 
b (,) = L I <I> . c , ) I and b = max b (,) 
j=l J 0 -l$T$l 
and (2 . 8), if t < t < t. then i -1 1. 
\P u(t )\ ::; 
n 
r 
L 
j=l 
\u (x .. ) q> • • (t)\ ::; 
n 1.J 1.J 
bo llull OO 
L (0,l) 
00 00 
l!Pn : L (0,1) + L (0,1)11 ::; b0 . 
Fix i E {1, 2, ... ,n } then by (2.7) and the extreme value theorem 
there is a t' E [t. 1,t.] 1.- 1. such that 
u E C[0,l] satisfying Hull = 1 00 
L (0 ,1) 
r 
b = 
0 
L \ q> •. (t ' )\ 
j = 1 1.J 
and 
if (I) • • (t ' ) :::: 0 
1.J 
if (j) . . (t') < 0 
1.J 
Choose 
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for j = 1 (1) r 
hence 
(2) 
so that P u(t') 
n 
r 
L u (x .. ) q> •• (t') = b0 and j=l n lJ 1J 
OP uO ~ IP u(t') I = b 0 OuO n L00 (0,l) n L00 (0,l) 
The result now follows by combining (1) and (2). 
(ii) Since each Legendre polynomial is either an even or an odd 
function, the 
b(-T) = b(T) 
listed below. 
T . 
J 
and 
r 
1 
2 
3 
are located symmetrically about 0 and hence 
b = max b(,) . 
O Q$T$l 
0 
-1 //3 
- ./3/ 5 
The relevant values of T. 
1//3 
0 
J 
are 
When r = 1 
When r = 2 
the function b is identically equa l to 1 so b0 = 1 
the function b is piecewise linear so 
b
0 
= max{b(O), b(,2), b(l) } b(l) = /3 
When r = 3 , one finds that 
= { 
1 + (T/a) 2 - (,/a) 
b (T) 2 2 (,/a) - 1 
where a= ./3 /5 
T = a/2 , SO 
For O < T < 1 and T ~a, Db(,) = 0 i ff 
b0 = max {b (O), b( a/2), b(a), b(l)} = 7/3 . 
The next result shows in effect that M 
n 
and M* 
n 
can be 
interchanged in the asymptotic error estimates of §2 and §3, although 
it should be noted that we do not prove 
D 
4.2 Proposition. The operator I + P nKS is an isomorphism on 
iff the same is true of I + KSP n ~ in which case 
(i) 
(ii) 
M* s C M 
n n 
l\u - ull 
n oo L (0,1) 
s c M* II (I - P ) ull 
n n Loo (O,l) 
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00 
L (0,1) 
Proof. PnKS and KSPn are both compact, for the first part 
i t suffices to show I + P nKS is one-one iff I + KSP n is one - one . 
Since 
Thus, suppose I + P nK S is one-one and let (I + KSP n) w = 0 The 
function v = P n"' satisfies (I + P nK S)v = P n (I + KSP n)w = 0 so v = 0 
and hence w = -KSv = 0 This shows I + K1/ n is one-one . 
Conversely, suppose I + KSP n is one-one and let (I + P nKS) v = 0 . 
The function w = satisfies p W = V n so 
(I +KSPn)w = -KSv + KSv = 0 and hence w = 0 . Thus v = 0 and 
I + P nK i3 is one - one . 
(i) 00 Let f E L (0,1) and (I + K13P )u* = f , th en u n n n 
satisfies (I + P K0 )u = P f and u* = f - K0 u , s o TI µ TI n n µ TI 
showing 
(ii) 
M* S c M 
n n 
Since by (3.2), 
11 u* 11 
n 
s 11£11 + M IIP fll s c M l\ f ll 
n n n 
II Pn(u~ -u) II s cll u~ -u ll s c ~I~ IIKS (I - Pn)ull 
s c M* II (I - P )ul\ 
n n 
the result follows from the decomposition (3 . 9) . 
Pu* 
n n 
00 
We have seen that the operator KS is not compact on L (0,1) 
therefore collective compactness cannot be u sed to s ho1v 
are bounded . Also, since the Fredholm r adius of KS is 
M 
n 
and 
D 
w(KB : C[0,l] + C[0,l]) = IBI/TT 
it f ollows that the sequence of compact operators PnK B does not 
converge uniformly to KB , indeed 
and simi l arly for KBPn 
If the condition 
(3) CO 00 IIPnKB : L (0,1) + L (0,1)11 :,; 1- 6 
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holds for some 6 in the range 0 < 6 < 1, then 
expanded in a Neumann series and 
(I +P K)-l can be 
n 
Since 
(4) 
and IIK811 IBI/ TT , a 
(5) II P 
n 
M 
n 
-1 
:,; 6 . 
II P KBII :,; II P II 
n n 
sufficient condition 
co co 
:L (0,l) + L (0, 1) II :,; 
II KBII 
for (3) is 
TT 
1ST (1 - 6) ' 
which by 4 .1 will always be satisfi ed for IBI sufficient ly small. 
However as the second part of the next result shows , strict inequality 
can occur in (4) and hence (5) is not a necessary condition for (3) . 
4.3 Theorem. If either 
(i) r = 1 and -1 :,; Tl :,; 1 
or 
(ii) r = 2 and I Bl :,; TT /2 with Tl = -a and T2 = a for some 
a in the range 0 < a < 1 , 
co co (0,1)11 I Bl /TT and hence then IIP / s : L (0,1) + L :,; 
M TT :,; 
TT - I BI n 
Proof. (i) Use (4) and 4 . 1. 
(ii) (For B = TI/2 and q 1 , this proof is in Atkinson and de 
we may assume for convenience that Hoog [5].) 
0 < B $ TI /2 
where k 
n 
(6) k (s,t) 
n 
Since K = -K 
- B B 
Write 
1 
P KB u(s) = I k (s,t) u(t) dt 
n O n 
is the degenerate kernel 
n 2 
-1 t-1) L L cp .. (s) t kB (x . . 
i=l j=l lJ lJ 
1 Fi (s,t) sin B 
= 
TI [ (xil + tcos B) 2 + (sinB) 2] [ (xi 2 + tcos B) 
2 
+ (sin B) 2]' 
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t. < s < t. 
1-l 1 
and 
2 F. (s,t) = x. 1 x. 2 [x. 1 +x. 2 - s +2tcos B] + st . 1 1 ~ 1 1 
Since x. 1 +x. 2 = t. 1 +t. and cos B ~ 0, 1 1 1- 1 
(7) Fi(ti_ 1,t) = xil xi 2[ti +2tcos B] +ti-l t
2 
> 0 
and hence because 
which implies 
Let 
then 
so 
k (s,t) 
n 
is piecewise linear ins , 
k (s, t) ~ 0 
n 
for O $ s,t $ 1 , 
co 
+ L (0,1)11 = 
1 
sup f k (s,t) dt . 
Q$s $ l O n 
h (x) = arctan (1 X sinB BJ 
+ X COS 
1 
- Dh(x) TI 
I: r (8) k (s , t) dt L = n i=l 
r 
= L 
i=l 
and since Oh (x) > 0 for X 
r 2 
inf L L h(x .. ) 
0 s:s s:l i=l j=l lJ 
2 I: L cp .. (s) -1 t -1) t k B(x .. dt j=l lJ lJ 
2 1 L cp- . (s) [ B - h(x . . ) ] 
j=l lJ TT l) 
1 r 2 L L h(x . . ) cp .. (s) 
TT i=l j=l lJ lJ 
> 0 
' 
2 
cp . . (s) = L h (xlj) cp lj (0) lJ j=l 
xl2 h(xll) - xll h(xl2) 
xl2 - xll 
where 
-1 H (x) = x h (x) . Thus, 
(X) (X) 
IIPnKB :L (0,1) +L (0 ,1 )11 
and finally there is a f,; in the range x11 s: f,; s: x12 such that 
since e l ementary ca l culus shows DH(x) < 0 for all x > 0 . 
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When TT/2 < !Bl < TT the proof of 4 .3 (ii) breaks down because 
the degenerate kernel (6) changes sign. Indeed if 
0 < t < -t
1
/(2cos B) then in contrast to (7) , 
5 . COMPUTATIO NAL EXPERH!ENTS 
D 
In what follows, i t will be seen how the result s of the preceding 
thr ee sections compare with numerical calculations . For convenience, 
B is now restricted to the range 
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0 <(3<TI 
by rewriting the equations (1.6) as 
(1) (I ± KS) u = f on [ O, 1] . 
We shall need some additional notation. 
With every function f defined on the interval [0,1) , associate 
- -
a vector f = (f .. ) by putting lJ 
f .. = f(x . . ) lJ lJ i=l(l)n, j = l(l)r , 
and denote the nr-dimensional Banach space consisting of all such 
vectors by i 00 (n,r) , equipping it with the maximum norm 
llfll 
00 
i (n,r) 
= _ max J f . . I . 
i=l(l)n, j=l(l)r lJ 
Next define the operator 
00 00 K : i (n,r) -+ i (n,r) 
n 
by 
n r 
L L K0 cp . . (x i ) i=l j=l µ lJ m 
for i = l(l)n and m = l(l)r, so that 
The algebraic equations for the collocation solution, 
n r 
L L [oi . o . ±K0 cp .. (xi )]u (x .. ) i=l j =l 1 mJ µ 1J m n 1J f(x i m) , i = l(l)n, m = l(l)r, 
can then be rewritten as 
(2) (I ± K ) u = f 
n n 
Since the solutions of (1) and (2) satisfy 
(I ±K )(u -u) = ±[KQ(I -P )ur' 
n n µ n 
if we put 
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th en 
nu - ull 
n oo 
£ (n,r) 
-+ 
$ W ll [K0 (I -P )urn n µ n oo £ (n , r) 
Of course 
II [K 0 (I - P )u]-11 µ n oo 
,Q, (n,r) 
so that by 3.5 if T1, ... ,Tr are the zeros of the Legendre polynomial 
of degree r and q > 2r/v , then 
Note that -+ w 
n 
nu - u.11 
n oo 
,Q, (n, r) 
- 2r -+ 
$ c n W ll ull 
n C~r[O,l] 
is just a matrix norm which, unli ke M 
n 
* and M , can 
n 
be cal culated exp l icitly. The next result should be compared with 4 . 3 . 
5.1 Proposition. If all the matrix elements of K are nonnegative, 
n 
i, . e . 
( 3) 
then 
K0 q> •• (x 0 ) c: 0 µ lJ .x,m for i,£ = l(l)n and j,m = l(l)r , 
-+ TT w $ 
n TT - f3 
Proof. One can use the geometric series bound for (I ±K )-l since 
n 
n r 
max I: I: 
£= 1 (1) n, m=l(l)r i=l j=l IKB 
n r 
= max I: I: K 
£ ,m i= l j=l 13 
r 
= max I: 
£,m 
KB 
C:1 j=l 
= max KB l(xtm) 
£,m 
q> .• (x,Q, ) lJ m 
q> •• l 
lJ; 
(x ) t m 
q> •• cxi)I lJ m 
=max.!_ rlS - arctan[
1 
xtmsinSJ ) , cf. (4.8) 
TT . + X 0 mCO Sµ J £,m .x, 
$ f3 /TT D 
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Using a complicated argument Atkinson and de Hoog [SJ proved that 
(3) is satisfied when 
(4) Tr /2 < 8 < Tr , r = 2 , 
and, for a certain critical value 
Tl = -a , '2 = a ' 
q = 1 
a ~ a ~ 1 . 
0 
Moreover, a
0 
~ a
1 
where a1 is the solution of the tran scendenta l 
equation 
[
3 - a ~ 4 log --1 = 1-a 3-a ' 
· 1 1 
0<a < l. 1 
Since a
1 
~ 0.4900 it follows in particular that the value a= 1//3 
is admissible, for which , 1 and 
are the zeros of the Legendre 
polynomial of degree 2. Observe that the values of 8 in (4) 
complement those of 4.3 (ii), however only uniform meshes are 
permitted. 
Consider the table on the next page. The values q = 4 and 
q = 10 were chosen using (2 .11 ) and (3 . 7) r espectively, with r = 2 
and v = ½ In some cases IIK II > 1 and hence a simple geometric n 
-+ series bound for M- is impossible, although the figures do not 
n 
suggest that any more than a mild instability might be present . 
Finally there are some graphs with log-log scales showing the 
collocation method errors ll u - ull n 00 L (0,1) 
n = S, 10, 20 , 40 . The points , 1 and 
zeros of the Legendre polynomial of degree 
and llu - u ll for n 0,) 
'2 
i (n, 2) 
were chosen to be the 
r = 2 , and for both the 
+ and case the function f in (1) was chosen so that u (t) = It . 
Thus u E C~r[O,l] for v = ½, and hence if the method is stable 
then we expect 
q = 1 
llu - ull 
n L00 (0,l) q =Sor 10 
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Matrlx Norm Calculatlons . . ~Irr = .5 
q n negat 1ve ,v -+ --IIKJ M Mn elements* n 
5 0 ( 0.0 1/. ) 0.487 1.209 1.916 
1 10 0 
( 0.0 1/. ) 0.493 1.248 1.947 
20 0 ( 0.0 1/. ) 0.497 1. 276 1. 967 
40 0 ( 0.0 1/. ) 0.498 1. 294 1.979 
5 2 ( 2.0 1/. ) 0.542 1.207 2.010 
4 10 4 
( 1. 0 1/. ) 0.543 1.249 2.015 
20 28 ( 1. 7 1/. ) 0.543 1.283 2.016 
40 170 ( 2.7 I. ) 0.543 1.304 2.016 
5 27 < 27. 0 1/.) 0.651 1 . 280 2. 184 
1 0 10 62 
( 15. 5 1/. ) 0.651 1.280 2. 184 
20 226 ( 14. 1 1/. ) 0.651 1.280 2.184 
40 965 ( 15. 1 I. ) 0.651 1 . 292 2.184 
Matr1x Norm Calculat1ons . ~Irr = . 9 . 
negat 1ve ,v -+ --q n IIKJ Mn M elements* n 
5 0 ( 0.0 I. ) 0.896 1.215 8.793 
1 
10 0 ( 0.0 I. ) 0.898 1.322 9. 162 
20 0 ( 0.0 I. ) 0.899 1. 381 9.418 
40 0 ( 0.0 1/. ) 0.899 1.416 9.596 
5 4 ( 4 . 0 1/. ) 1.022 0.966 9.877 
10 9 ( 2.2 1/. ) 1.023 1.155 9 . 971 
4 20 37 ( 2.3 I. ) 1. 023 1. 293 9.993 
40 212 ( 3.3 1/. ) 1.023 1.381 9.998 
5 27 < 27. 0 1/. ) 1. 078 0.896 10.168 
10 64 ( 16. 0 I. ) 1.538 1. 219 16.307 
10 20 201 ( 12. 6 1/. ) 1.539 1.365 16.628 
40 826 < 12. 9 I. ) 1.974 2.033 17.231 
*The thlrd column contalns the number (and 1/.) 
,... 
of neg at 1 v e e I em en t s 1 n the mat r 1 x of Kn • 
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and 
\ 0 (n -'•1 , q = 1 
11u -ull = O(n- 2) q = 5 
n 00 £ (n, 2) 
0 (n - 4) q = 10 
Co I I oca ti on Met hod Errors 
~/rr Q5 (+ c ase ) 
5 1 0 20 40 
n 
" 
~ 
... 
0 
'\._/ 
8 
_J 
1 o- 3 
q slope 
X 1 -a.so 
C 
a- ~ 4 -2.00 
(__ + 10 -1. 99 
0 
(__ 
(__ 
w 
1 o- 6 
5 10 20 40 
n 
" (\J 
... 
C 
'-./ 
8 q s l ope 
-3 10 X 1 -a .so 
C 
a- ~ 4 -2.00 
+ 10 -3.88 (__ 
0 
(__ 
(__ 
w 
1 o- 6 
Co I I oca t 1 on Met hod Errors 
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~/n a5 (- case) 
5 1 0 20 40 
n 
"" 
.---
... 
0 
'\.,.../ 
8 
_j 
1 o- 3 
q slope 
X 1 -o.so 
C 
a- ~ 4 -2.00 
(_ + 10 -2.os 
0 
(_ 
(_ 
w 
10 -6 
5 , 0 20 40 
n 
"" (\J 
... 
C 
'\.,.../ 
8 q slope 
1 o- 3 X 1 -o.so 
C 
o- ~ 4 -2.00 
+ (_ 10 -3.83 
0 
(_ 
(_ 
w 
10 -6 
Co I I ocat ion Method Errors 
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~/n o9 (+ c ase) 
s 1 0 20 40 
n 
,-..... 
.--
.. 
0 
'-/ 
8 
_J 
1 o- 3 
q slope 
X 1 -a.so 
C 
o- ~ 4 -2.00 
L + 10 -1. 98 
0 
L 
L 
w 
1 0 -6 
s 1 0 20 40 
n 
,-..... 
("\J 
... 
C 
'-/ 
8 q slope 
-3 1 0 X 1 -a.so 
C 
.- ~ 4 -2.00 
+ 1 0 -3.21 L 
0 
L 
L 
w 
1 0 -6 
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~/n o9 (- case) 
5 1 0 20 40 
n 
r"\. 
.--
.. 
D 
'--/ 
8 
_j 
1 o- 3 
C 
q slope 
X 1 -o.so 
·- ~ 4 -2.00 
L + 10 -2.19 
0 
L 
L 
w 
1 0- 6 
5 1 0 20 40 
n 
r"\. 
("\J 
.. 
C 
'--/ 
8 
1 o- 3 
C 
q slope 
X 1 -0.49 
·-
~ 4 -2.00 
L + 1 0 -3. 41 
0 
L 
L 
w 
1 0 -6 
CHAPTER 5 
FIRST KIND EQUATIONS 
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If the solution to the Dirichlet problem is represented using a 
single layer potential instead of a double layer potential, then one 
is led to a boundary integral equation of the first kind involving the 
integral operator S The basic properties of thi s operator are 
readily deduced from results in Chapter 1, and in the case where ~ 
is a smooth domain in 2 JR one can also study S using Fourier series. 
We shall see that the latter approach leads naturally to a spectral 
method for solving the integral equation numerically. In the final 
section of the chapter an integral identity is derived which furnishes 
a representation of the solution to either the Dirichlet or the 
Neumann problem as the sum of a single and a double layer potential, 
resulting in boundary integral equations which involve both the 
operator s S and I + T . 
1. THE SINGLE LAYER OPERATOR S 
In §1.7 the integral operator 
u(y) da (y) , N 2 
Su(x) = 
2 J 1 
- N 2 u(y) dcr (y) ON B IX - y I -
N ~ 3 
was introduced, and it was seen that 
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is compact when B is Lipschitz. We shall now show that s is 
bounded and has c l osed range as an operator from L 2 (B) into the 
Sobolev space Wl,2(B) 
Using the notation of 5 .1.1, let (L,q,) be a CO,l pair and 
write y = x + tR(z ' ,q,(z ' )) E B n L, then given a function f defined 
on B put 
If (jl 
f (z ' ) = f(y) , (jl I z , I < a . 
and f are differentiable at z' , then the vector (jl 
Vtf(y) = tR(Vf (z ' ),O) - [n(y) • tR(Vf (z ' ),O)]n(y) (jl (jl 
is called the tangential gradient of f at y (Note that 
N-1 Vfq, (z) E IR . ) It can be shown that V tf (y) is independent of 
(L,q,) , and that when f can be extended from B to a differentiable 
function on nl 
' 
Vtf(y) = Vf(y) - [n(y) • Vf(y)]n(y) , y E B . 
In other words Vtf(y) is the orthogonal projection of 'vf(y) onto 
the tangent space of B at y If f q, E Wl'p(~-l (O,a)) for all 
CO,l pairs (L, q,) then we say f E W1'P(B) , which serves to define 
w1•P(B) when B is Lipschitz but not necessarily a c1 submanifold 
of IRN. A suitable norm is 
llf\l 
W1 'P(B) 
and since by 1.7.4 and (1 . 7.2), 
VtSu(x) = Ru(x) - T' u(x) n(x) , X E B 
the following result is an immediate consequence of 1. 7.2 and 1. 7. 3. 
1. l Theorem . If B is Lipschitz, then 
1 < p < co 
is bounded. 
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We shall now state a regularity theorem for the Dirichlet problem 
due to Jerison and Kenig [25; p.206], which will be used to study the 
invertibili ty of S . 
1.2 Theorem. Asswne B ~s Lipschitz and U is the soiution to the 
DirichLet problem 1. 6. 5. If the bounda.ry da.ta g E w1 ' 2 (B) then the 
nontangentiai maximai function of VU satisfies the estimate 
II (VU)* II 2 L (B) 
:5: C llgll l 2 W ' (B) 
When the dimension N ~ 3, matters are simpler because there is 
no need to take account of the possibility that G or Q is critical. 
1.3 Theorem. If B ~s Lipschitz and N ~ 3, then 
Proof. By 1.1 and the open mapping theorem it suffices to show s is 
one-one and onto. If U E L 2 (B) and Su= 0 on B 
' 
then the single 
layer potential Vu= 0 on nl since Vu is regular at co Taking 
normal derivatives of Vu from both sides of B as in the proof of 
1.8.5, it follows that u = 0 and so s is one-one. 
To see s is onto, let f E W1 ' 2 (B) There is a unique 
function u harmonic on G and such that if {r} is a regular 
family of cones for G then (VU)* E L 2 (B) and 
l im U(z) = ½f(x) 
ZEf (x), z+x 
for a-almost all x E B. Of course U is required to be regular at 
infinity when G is unbounded. By 1.2 and 1.6.14, the function 
satisfies 
au g(x) = - (x) = an lim n (x) • VU (z) X E B ZEf(x), z+x 
0 2 .L g E L (B) , and hence g E N(I +T) = R(I +T') . 
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Consequently there is a u e L2 (B) for which 
l Vu = ½ (I + T') u = g an on B , 
and so by the uniqueness theorem for the Neumann probl em 1.6.15, there 
exist constants cl, ... ,cK such that U - Vu = C. on G. for 
J J 
j = 1 (1) K Also, if G is unbounded then u = Vu on GO Let 
{ \jJ 1' ... ' \jJK} be the basis for N(I +T') given by 1. 8 . 6 (ii) ' then 
K 
L 2 (B) u = u + ~ C. \jJ . e satisfies Vu = Vu + c . = u on G. for 
j=l J J J J 
j = 1 (1) K Moreover, when G is unbounded V\jJ. = 0 on GO by J 
1. 8 . 2 (iv), so Vu= u on GO Thus Su= 2Vu = 2U = f on B , 
showing s is onto. D 
1.4 Corollary. Assume B is Lipschitz and U ~s the solution to the 
Dirichlet problem 1.6.5. If N ~ 3 and the boundary data 
g e w1 ' 2 (B), then U can be represented as the single layer 
potential 
U = Vu on S1 
where u e L2 (B) ~s the unique solution of the first kind integral 
equation 
½Su= g on B . 
Proof. Combine 1.7.9 (ii) and 1.3. 
To see why the conclusions of 1.3 and 1. 4 can be fa lse when 
N = 2 , observe that the following r esult is a simple consequence of 
1. 8. 5. 
1.5 Proposition. Suppose = 2 and B is Lipschitz, and consider 
If G is bounded then the following ar e equivalent . 
D 
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(i) G is critical 
(ii) S fails to be onto because 1 ¢ R(S), i . e . ther e is no 
2 
u E L (B) satisfying Su= 1 on B. 
(ii i) S fails to be one- one because dim N(S) = 1 . 
This sugges t s that we try representing the solution U to the 
Dirichlet problem in the form U =Vu + a where the function 
2 
u E L (B) and the constant a E 1K satisfy 
½Su+ a= g on B 
Also, u must sat isfy f 8 u do= 0 to ensure U is regular at 
infinity . 
1.6 Lemma. Let N = 2 If U E L 2 (B) sati fies Su= a on B for 
some constant a E 1K and 
IB 
u do = o , then u = 0 and so a = 0 .. 
Proof. Since Vu is regul ar at infinity, uniqueness for the 
Dirichlet problem implies Vu = a on lR . Taking normal derivatives 
of Vu from both sides of B it follows that u = 0. 
1.7 Theorem. If N = 2 , B ~s Li pschitz and 
S(u,a) = (½Su +a, J 
8 
u do) 
then 
Proof. We know fr om 1.1 that S is bounded, so by the open mapping 
theorem it suffices to show S is one-one and onto. 
If S(u,a) = (0,0) then Su= -2a and f 
8 
u do= 0 so 
(u,a) = (0,0) by 1. 6. This shows S is one-one . 
0 
To show S is onto, l et (g,b) E w1' 2 (B) x ]]( and assume without 
loss of generality that G is bounded. There is a un ique function U 
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harmonic on G such that U = g on B, and arguing as in the proof 
of 1.3 there exist 2 u 1 E L (B) and constant s 
au ½(I+T')u = 1 an 
such that 
on B 
on G. for j = l(l) K . 
J 
Regardless of whether or not G is critical, by 1.8.5 there exist 
Put u2 = ul + l/J l 
and therefore 
then on G. 
1:Su + a = g 2 2 1 on B . 
If G is not critical then there is a unique l/!2 E N(I +T') 
satisfying ~(l/! 2) = (1, ... ,1) 
f 8 \/! 2 do f O and we can put 
and hence ½S l/! 2 = 1 . By 1.6, 
a 2 = (b - j B u2 do)/( I B l/!2 do) ' 
J 
u = u2 + a2 l/!2 and a = al - a 2 so that ½Su+ a = (½Su + a ) + (a - a ) 2 2 1 2 
and JB u do = b which means S(u,a) = (g ,b) On the other hand if 
( 
G is critical then there is a \/!2 E N(I +T ' ) such that J B l/!2 do f 0 
and Sl/! 2 = 0 Define a2 and u as for the non critical case but 
put a = al 
' 
then once again S(u,a) = (g , b) showing s is onto. D 
1.8 Corollary. Assume B ~s Lipschitz and U i s the so lution to the 
Dirichl e t problem 1.6.5. If N = 2 and the boundary data 
1 2 g E W ' ( B) ~ t hen 
U = Vu+ a on rt 
wher e (u, a) E L 2 (B) x IK i s the unique pair ati ying 
(la) ½Su + a = g on B 
(lb) JB u do= 0. 
= g 
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2 . TWO DIMENSIONAL PROBLEMS 
In this and the next two sections it will be assumed that N = 2 
CX) 
and that B is C and connected . The region ~ may be either the 
bounded or the unbounded component of rn.2\B . We shall often make use 
of notation from Chapter 2, for example 
y :'f + B 
CX) 
is a C parametrization of B satisfying Jy(t) \ IO for all t . 
Let 
(1) v(t) = u[y(t)] Jy(t)J f(t) = g[y(t)] ' 
then the integral equation (1.1) can be rewritten as 
(2a) 0 < s ~ 27T 
(2b) 
27T 
v0 = f O v(t) dt = o , 
and the solution to the Dirichlet problem is 
(3) U(x) = Vu(x) + a 
with X E rl 
When B is the unit circle an obvious choice of parametrization 
is y (t) = it e which satisfies 
Jy(s) -y(t) I = 2/sin(s; t) I . 
Hence, in this case the integral operator appearing in (2a) is the 
convolution operator 
r 2n 
(4) Av(s) = A *v(s) = j
0 
A(s -t) v(t) dt 
where 
(5) 
In the general case one can exploit the decomposition 
where the function 
k(s,t) 
satisfies 
(6) 
Define 
= { 2~ log[!~c:;"1~l !] , 
l 2~ log[ \YC~) \J 
00 2 
k E C(f). 
s -I t (mod 2TT) 
s = t (mod 2TT) 
I 2TT Kv(s) = k(s,t) v(t) dt 0 
(7) A(v,a) = (A+K)v+a 
then the integral equation (2) can be written 
(8) A(v,a) = f with 
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The solvability of this operator equation will be discussed using the 
Sobolev space Hr(T) , defined in §2.1, and the closed subspace 
0 r r " } H (T) = { V E H (T) : VO = 0 . 
First, some basic properties of the convolution operator A are 
presented . 
2. l Theorem. Let A and A be de f ined by (4) and (5). 
(i) The eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of A are given by 
where 
H t 
= e 
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(ii) The Fourier coefficients of J\ are 
Q, = 0 
(iii) For all r E JR, 
Pr oof . (i) This is a simple consequence of the fact that 
(9) 
(ii) It was shown on page 56 that if B is the unit circle then the 
single layer potential of the function u = 1 satisfies Vl = 0 on 
the closure of the unit disc. Therefore, since 
(10) A(-t) = A(t) A (t + 2TI) = A(t) 
it follows t hat for any s E (0,2 TI ] 
A(s - t) dt 0 . 
The identities (10) also imply A_Q, = iQ, , so it may now be assumed 
0 
that Q, < 0 . If D is the periodic differentiation operator 
introduced in §2 . 1, then 
HAQ, = (DA); = - 4~ (TI e -i Q,t cotan (½] dt 
where the stroke through the integral sign indicates a Cauchy 
principle value. 
and hence 
Make the change of variable it z = e , then 
_l_ f z - Q, ~ ~ 
4TI jzj =l Z -1 Z 
i - Q, -1 z + 1 i 
4 res z z--=--T = - 2 
z=l 
Q, < 0 • 
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(iii) Using (9) and part (ii), 
IIAvll 1 - ( ~ l il2 (r+l) I (Av) ~1 2]½ 
Hr+ (T) ,9, -/0 
where indicates equivalence of norms. 
The solvability of the operator equation (8) can now be proved 
easily. 
2. 2 Theorem. For all r e: IR~ the operator (7) satisfies 
A : 1/ (T) x IK '? Hr+ 1 (T) . 
Proof. Write A = B + K where B (v, a) Av + a and K (v, a) = Kv , 
then B is an isomorphism by 2.1 and K is compact by (6) . This 
shows A is Fredholm, so it suffices to observe that 1.7 imp lies A 
is one-one. 
3. A SPECTRAL METHOD 
D 
D 
We shall now discuss a spectral Galerkin method for obtaining 
numerical solutions to the integral equation (2 . 8). Since the eigen-
functions of the convolution operator A are the complex exponentials 
e,9,(t) = ei,Q,t , ,Q, E Z , the finite dimensional approximating subspace 
is chosen to be 
The elements of T are tri gonometric polynomials, and we seek 
m 
(v , a ) E t x IK satisfying the Galerkin equations 
m m m 
(1) ( q, I (A + K) v + a ) = ( q, If) 
m m 
for all q, e: T 
m 
Write 
V = 
m 
e. 
z. J J"X":-
J 
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then (1) holds iff the unk:1.owns z±1 , ... ,z±m and a m satisfy the 
(2m+l) x (2m+l) linear algebraic system 
In order to carry out an error analysis we introduce the 
orthogonal projection 
P : L 2 (1") -+ T 
m m 
It is well known that 
(3) 1 p V = 
m 
v.e. 
J J 
and the Galerkin equations (1) are equivalent to 
P [ (A + K) v + a ] = P f 
m m m m 
~loreover, since P commutes with A and P a = a , if we define 
m mm m 
the operator 
A (v, a) = (A + P K) v + a 
m m 
then the Galerkin solution (v ,a) satisfies 
m m 
(4) A (v ,a) =Pf. 
m m m m 
The next lemma is a statement of consistency and stability for the 
numerical method. 
3.1 Lemma. (i) For - 00 < r ~ p < 00 , 
ll(I-P)vll 
m Hr (T) 
~ mr-p llvll 
Hp(T) 
(ii) For r E lR and m sufficiently large, 
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-1 r+l or II (Am) : H (T) -+ H (T) x IKII s c . 
Proof. (i) Using (3), 
ll(I-P)vll 
m Hr (T) 
1 r I: (l+ljl2)r 19.,21½ 
2TT l I j I >m J J 
s / TT ( max (1 + lil2/- P I: (1 + lj 12)p 1~j 12)½ 
lil>m lj l>m 
(ii) Since A has a bounded inverse by 2.2, it suffices to show 
lim IIA -A:1''JY(T) x IK -+Hr+l(T)II = O. 
m 
m~ 
To prove this, observe that 
(Am - A) (v, a) = (Pm - I) Kv , 
then use part (i) and the fact (2 . 6) that K has a smooth kernel. o 
3.2 Theorem. For - oo < r s p < oo the solutions of (2 .8) and (4) 
satisfy 
II v - v II + I a - a I 
m Hr (T) m 
Moreover, the i 2 condition number of the coefficient matrix in (2) 
is bounded as m -+ oo • 
Proof. Since 
A (v -v, a -a)= (P -I)Av, 
m m m m 
it follows by 3.1 (ii) that 
llv - vii + I am - a I s 
m 8r (T) 
ell (P - I)Avll l , 
m Hr+ (T) 
and by 3.1 (i) and 2.1 (iii) that 
II (P - I)Avll 1 s cmr-p IIAvll 1 m Hr+ (lr) Hp+ (T) 
s cmr- P llvll 
Hp(T) 
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which proves the error estimate. 
The conditioning of matrices arising from spectral methods is 
discussed in the book of Mikhlin [38; Chapter 5). In our case the 
desired result can be deduced as follows using 3.1 (ii) and the 
uniform boundedness of the operators A 
m 
[ 12 ~ I 2 r . 2 -1 I z. I 2] 2 L jz. J + a I - L (l+jJj) I_J +ja I 
1~ I j I ~m J m -1~ I j I ~m ;\ j I m 
2 ll(v,a)II 1 m m lt (T)xIK 
IIP f\12 0 
m H (T) 
Here, . . . - *** means that is bounded by a constant (which is 
independent of m) times *** , and vice versa . 
(5) 
Define the function u on B by requiring 
m 
V (t) = u [y(t) ] lr(t) I ' 
m m 
and for x E ~ let 
(6) U (x) = Vu (x) + a 
m m m 
= J:... I21T ( 1 J 2TT O log 1x - y(t) I vm(t) dt +am' 
cf. (2 . 1) and (2.3). The function U is an approximate solution to 
m 
the Dirichlet problem 1 . 6 . 5, and we shall now estimate the error 
U -U 
m 
3.3 Lemma . If U ~s the solution to the Dirichlet problem 1.6.5, 
then the trace of the partial derivative Dau satisfies 
IID~II ~ c llgll I I 
Hr (B) Hr+ a (B) 
D 
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for au r > o . 
Proof. The Kelvin transform a llows one to assume that n is bounded, 
and then the result follows by the trace theorem (34; pp.41-2] 
and the regularity theorem (34; pp .1 88 - 9] 
II u II I I I $ C II g II I I . Hr+ a +~(l2 ) Hr+ a 
3.4 Theorem. If v, U , v and U are given by (2 . 8) , (2 . 3), (4) 
m m 
and (6) r espectively, then 
for p > !al + ½ 
Proof. Put gm = U jB , then m 
L:i (U - U) = 0 m on n 
u -U = gm - g m on B 
and, when n is unbounded, 
(U - U) (x) = 0(1) 
m 
as I x j -+ 00 • 
Now apply the maximum principle to the harmonic function 
which is regular at infinity when n is unbounded, and then use the 
imbedding theorem 7. .1. 1 and the lemma 3.3 to deduce that for 
$ CE: -½ 
-½ $ CE: 11g - g11 I . m k+E:+ al H 2 (B) 
D 
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Together with 2.2 and 3.2, this estimate i mp l ies 
110°'-(u - U) II 
m Loo ( rl) 
Now choos e -1 E = log m 
The next and final result for this section shows that away from 
the boundary B th e convergence of 
even when g fails to be smooth. 
u 
m 
to u as m -+ co is rapid 
3. 5 Theorem. Fix 8 > 0 and let ~8 = {x E ~ : dist(x,B) > 8} , then 
f or p > 0 , 
:,; C m - p llgll 
2 L (B) 
wher e the cons tant c depends on 8 , /a/ and p . 
Proof. Since the f unction (x t) 1-+ log ( 1 J appearing in 
' /x - y (t) / 
(2.3) and (6) is C00 on {28 xT , it follows from 3. 2 that 
:,; c ( II v - v II 1 + I am - a / ) m H- p- (T) 
:,; c m - p II v II _ 1 
H (T) 
D 
:,; C !TI - p llg ll 
2 D L (B) 
3.6 Remark. The method of proof in 3 . 3 and 3 . 4 is essentiall y due to 
Arnold [2; pp.394-5), who ana l ysed a Petrov-Gal erkin method for the 
integral equation (2.8) using periodic splines as trial f unctions and 
trigonometric po l ynomial s as te st f unctions . Ear l ier work on the 
numerical solution of (2. 8) may be found in references (10), [21 ), 
(22 ) and [23 ). 
Also, if y and g are ana lytic then i t can be shown using 
techniques like tho se in [2; pp.390-391) that the Pourier coefficients 
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of v decay exponentially fast, cf. 2 .1. 3 (i), and from this fact it 
follows by a simp l e modification of the consistency es timat e 3.1 (i) 
that IIDa, (U -U)II = O(e-cm) as m + 00 for some c > Q 
n L00 (D) 
4. QUADRATURE ERRORS 
In a practical implementation of the spectral method of §3, it 
would almost certainly be necessary to use numerical quadratures to 
evaluate th e coefficients and right hand sides of the linear algebraic 
equations (3 . 2) . This leads to further errors, which will now be 
investigated. 
Introduce the double Fourier coefficients 
f 
21T . ( . ) 
0 
e- 1 ts+Jt k(s,t) ds dt , 
and notice that the algebraic equations (3.2) can be written 
(1) 
Following the notation of §2.1, define the discrete Fourier 
coefficients 
M 
~ 
n=l 
-ifoh f( h) e n 
M 
~ 
n =l 1 
where h = 2TT/M. Since 
it is natural to require 
(2) 
k hM,j 
M > 2m, 
= k £ ' j +~I 
and we shall see below that this condition suffices to ensure that the 
quadrature errors do not degrade the order of convergence of the 
method . 
0 
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The fully discrete numerical solution cv , a ) E T X IK is given m m m 
by 
e. 
V ~ z. _J 
m l 5 lj 15m J A. J 
and, instead of (1), 
(3) ~ r 2mS Q, . 1 ~ J- + 2mSQ,Oam ~ + 5..- k Q, - . z. f Q, 
l 5 lj j5m . J . ' J J J 
Introduce the notation 
- 1 ~ (4) f = ~ f Q, e Q, m 2TT It 15m 
(2~r 
( ~ 
vj) K V = ~ l I j 15m k Q, . e Q, m It 15m ,-J 
A (v, a) = (A+K )v + a 
m m 
then the fully discrete equations (3) are equival ent to 
(5) A cv ,a ) 
m m m 
f 
m 
ltl $ m . 
Note that fast Fourier transforms can be used to evaluate the M + M2 
discrete Fourier coefficients and in order 2 (~I + M ) log M 
operations, which may be compared with the order 3 (2m+l) operations 
needed to solve the algebraic equations (3) via a triangular 
factorization of the coefficient matrix. 
In what fol lows we will write 
thought of as a sub space of Hr (T) 
llvll 
Tr 
m 
Tr to indicate that 
m 
T is to be 
m 
and hence carries the norm 
This notation is called for because a lthough any two norms on the 
finite dimensional space T are equivalent , the equiva l ence 
m 
constants general l y depend on m. 
4. l Lemma. Assume (2) holds . 
(i) If p > ½ , then 
Hp (T) 
s 
{ 
cm-p !lfll for 
-
00 < r < 0 
!If - P fll 
m m Tr 
m cmr-p II fll for 
Hp (T) 
(ii) If p > 1, then 
1-p 
cm llkll 2 Hp (T ) 
r+ 1-p I 
cm Ilk I 
2 Hp (T ) 
(iii) For - oo < r < oo and m sufficiently large, 
II ( A ) - l : Tr+ 1 -+ Tr x 1K II s c . 
m m m 
Proof. (i) First observe that 
!If -Pfll 
m m Tr 
m 
for - 00 < r < -1 
for -1 s r s 0 
for O < r < oo 
Since p >½ ,we can use 2 .1. 2 (i) and the Schwarz inequality to 
obtain 
and since M > 2m, 
= / L ££+ml /2 
n~O 
:s; r L J£ +n~11- 2 PJ ( L 1£ +nMJ 2 p li\+nM1 2] , 
ln~O n~O 
I £ + nM I = M I n + fr I ~ M ( In I - ½) ~ m In I 
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for ltl $ m and n f 0 Therefore, noting 
L In 1-2p 
roo 
- 2p $ 
C j 1 t dt < 00 for p > k 2 
ni'0 
it follows that 
L i t +nMl - 2p $ -2 p ltl $ cm , m ' 
ni'0 
and hence 
-llf - P f 11 
m m Tr 
m 
$ cm- p( max (1 + 1tl 2)r)½r L L It +nM l2P 1£ 12)½ I ,Q, I $m · I ,Q, I $m ni'0 ,Q,+n 1 
(ii) If v e T then 
m 
2TT [(K -P K)v]; = 
m m N 
for r < 0 
for r ~ 0 . 
r L (k,Q, . - k ,Q, • ) v . j ~ j I <m ' - l ' - l l 
so by the Schwarz inequality 
One can easily generalize 2.1. 2 (i) to show 
2 
neZ 
for 
f or ltl > m, 
which, after another application of the Schwarz inequality, implies 
where for the sake of brevity we have written 
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Since M > 2m , 
( -p -2pl 12 12-p 
. . . ) s cm ( n 1 + I n 2 ) 
for Ii i, lj I s m and (n1,n2) 'I (O,O) , and since p > 1 
00 
S C Il tl- 2p cit < oo . 
Thus 
- p - 2p ( . .. ) s cm for s m 
and consequently 
II K - P K : Tr -+ Tr+ 1 11 
m m m m 
- p r I 
1
2 r+ 1 2 r J k s cm l ma~ ( 1 + .Q, ) ( 1 + I j I ) - 2 II k II 2 I Q, I , I J Ism Hp (T ) 
and now it s uffices to note that l emir [ for _ oo < r < -1 
2 r+l 2 -r k for ma~ [ ( 1 + I Q, I ) ( 1 + I j I ) ] 2 s cm - 1 s r s 0 I £ 1, I JI Sm r+l 
cm for 0 < r < 00 
(iii) Since (A -A) (v ,a) = (K - P K)v and k E C00 (T 2) 
m m m 
it follows 
from part (ii) that 
1 im II A - A Tr x IK -+ Tr+ 1 II = o . 
m-+oo m m m m 
Now write (A )-l = [I+ (A )-l (A -A )]-l (A )-l and use 3.1 (ii) .o 
m m m m m 
4. 2 Theorem. Assume (2) holds . If p > O and -1 s r s p < 00 t hen 
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the solutions of (2.8) and (5) satisfy 
Proof. By the triangle inequality and the error estimate 3. 2 for 
(v ,a) , it suffices to show 
m m 
!Iv - V II + I a - a I 
m m Tr m m 
m 
$ cmr- p(llvll + JaJ) . 
Hp(T) 
Since 
A (v - V a - a ) = 
m m m' m m ( fm - Pmf) + ( P K - K ) v , m m m 
the stability estimate 4 .1 (iii) implies 
-(6) II V - V II + I a - a I 
m m Tr m m $ C(!lf -Pf ll 1 + 1l(K -PK)vll ) m m Tr+ m m m r+l 
m m m 
Not e that p+l > 1 and r+l ~ O , so by 4 .1 (i) 
(7) !If -P fll 1 
s cm(r+l)-( p+l) llf11 
m m Tr+ Hp+ l (T) ' 
m 
and by 4 .1 (ii), 
(8) II (K - P K) v II l 
m m m Tr+ 
r+l-( p+ l ) 
s cm llkll 2 2 Hp+ (T ) 
m 
Finally, combine (6), (7) and (8), observing by 2 . 2, 
llfll 1 Hp+ (T) 
and by 3. 2 and the fact that r s p , 
!Iv II s !Iv II 
m Tr m Tp 
m m 
S C llvll 
Hp (T) 
!Iv II 
m Tr 
m 
4.3 Remark. Comparing the error estimates 3 . 2 and 4 . 2 for (v , a ) 
m m 
and (v , a) respective ly, one can see that in the latter case there 
m m 
is the restriction r ~ -1 . The reason for this can be traced back 
D 
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via the estimate 4 .1 (i) for f - p f t o the fact that if f (or m m 
equivalently V ) is not reasonably smooth on T 
.----, 
, then f i is not a 
,... 
good approximation to f i It would therefore be advantageous, if f 
were not smooth on T , to seek a decomposition f = f 1 + f 2 such that 
the Fourier coefficients of f 1 can be found analytically and such 
that f 2 is smooth on T . The approximation ££ "' (f1)£ + (f2)~ 
could then be used instead of ££"' f t . 
The next and final result for this section can be used to take 
account of quadrature errors arising from the numerical evaluation of 
the singl e layer potential at a point x E ~ of the function u on 
m 
B corresponding to 
functional 
v on T, cf. (3.5). 
m 
We consider a linear 
( \jJ ,v) = ( TT \jJ (t) v(t ) dt, 
and, by analogy with (4), write 
then the sum 
serves as an approximation to ( \jJ ,v). 
.----, 
\jJ . z. 
-J J 
A. 
J 
4.4 Theorem. With the notation introduced above, if p > ½ then 
ll v ll 
Hp (T) 
Proof. Write 
(9) (~ ,v) - ( \jJ ,v) = <J , v -v> + <J - \jJ ,v) mm mm m 
and note that as a consequence of 4.1 (i), 
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II~ II 0 m H (T) 
$ C lhjJII 
Hp (T) 
p > ½ 
Thus, using 4 . 2 , 
(10) i<~ 'v -v>i:;; m m II~ II 0 llv - vii 0 m H (T) m H (T) 
llvll 
Hp (T) 
and using 3. 1 (i), 4.1 (i) and the tri angle inequality, 
(11) II~ - ijJII 0 llvll 0 m H (i) H (f) 
llvll 
Hp (T) 
Now combine (9), (10) and (11). D 
4.5 Remark. \'/hen numerically evaluat ing the single layer potential 
(2 . 3) at points x which are close to the boundary B, one shou ld not 
discreti ze the integral directly because of the ne ar - singular 
behaviour of the function 
(1 2) 
In stead it would be better to work with the formula 
where ¢x is as in §2. 4, since unlike (12) the values of the 
function 
t 1-+ log(l<Iix -y(t) IJ 
.1x-yCt)I 
are bounded independently of x En . 
5. THE DIRECT BOU DARY I TEGRAL METHOD 
In this fina l section we s hall derive an integral representation 
of a harmonic function involving the single layer potential of its 
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normal deriva tive and the doubl e l ayer potential of its boundary 
values. Thereby an alternative boundary integra l method is obtained . 
Recall from §1 . 1 that E (y) = E (y - x) 
X is the fundamental 
solution to Laplace ' s equation and from §0. 3 that Q(x,r) i s the ball 
in IRN with centre x and radius r . 
5. l Lemma . If ~ is continuous on a neighbourhood of x then 
~ (x) 
aE 
lim I ~ ~ do 
o+O aQ(x, 6) an 
wher e n is the inward unit normal to Q(x, 6) . 
Proof. If y E aq (x, 6) then 
aE 
rx -y] [l x - yJ 1 X (y) = n (y) • VEX (y) = l IX - y I • a N 
0N-l 
an 
N jx - YI ON 
and hence , usi ng the mean value theorem for int egra l s, 
for some ~OE aQ(x, o) . Send o + 0 then 
5. 2 Theorem . Suppose B i s Lipschitz, U i harmonic on G, and 
the nontangentia l maximal function o VU satis ies 
(i) If B i s bounded, then 
(1) 
and 
(2) 
u = v au 
an 
\\1U 
(I+T)U = s au 
an 
on G 
on B 
(ii) If G is unbounded and U i s regular at infinity, then 
( 3) U -U(oo) = V au - WU 
an 
on G 
D 
and 
(4) (I + T) U = 2U (00) + S ~ 
an 
on B • 
Proof. (i) Let X E G 
' 
0 < o < dist (x, B) and G0 = G\ Q(x, o) 
1.6.12, the function u is a weak solution to the Neumann problem 
with boundary data au/ an 02 1 e: L (aG0) , so u e: H (G0) 
(5 ) 
Similarly, since E 
X 
is harmonic on IR \{ x} , 
aE 
(6) q> ~ do 
an 
for all 
Put q> = E in (5) 
X 
and q> = u in (6), then 
r 
~E do = J 
aE 
j aG U ~do an X an 
0 aG0 
and hence, because aGO = B uaQ(x, o) ' 
and 
(7) I lr~ E u aExj1 do - J [u aEx - ~nu Ex] do . B an x - an - aQ(x, o) an o 
CX) 
Since u is C on a neighbourhood of X and since 
{: log (¼J = 2 f aQ(x,o) IE I do $ X 
::?: 3 ' 
it follows by 5 .1 that 
(8) l im J 
MO aQ (x, o) 
aE 1 
r u X ~ E I do = u (x) . l a;- - an XJ 
The identity (1) is obtained by combining (7) and (8), then one can 
deduce (2) by observing 
V ~ = 
an 
!.: s ~ 2 an and WU = ½(-I + T) U on B ' 
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By 
cf. (1.8 . 1) and (1.8.3). 
(ii) Choose r sufficiently large so that th e complement of G is 
contained in the ball Q(0,r) , then by part (i), 
J [ au aExJ U(x) = E - - u - do a [G nQ(0,r)] X an an ' x E GnQ(0,r) . 
Therefore since a [G n Q(0,r)] =B uaQ(0 ,r), it suffices to show 
where n is the outward unit normal to Q(0,r) . To see this, 
observe that 5.1 implies 
J 
aEx do = 
an .-l ' 
aq(0,r) 
XE Q(0,r) 
and that by 1.6.13, 
{ 
-1 
r) ' 2 O(r log N 
f aqco,r) E ~ do = X an 0 (r2-N) ~ 3 
aE { 
0 (r - l) N = 2 
IaQ(O,r) 
[U - U ( 00) ] _x_ do = an 
O(r2-N) N ~ 3 
as r + oo • 
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D 
In the case of the Neumann problem, where au; an is specified on 
B, the identity (2) or (4) becomes a second kind integral for the 
unknown boundary values of U . On the other hand, in the case of the 
Dirichl et problem (for G not Q ), where U is specified on B, 
the identity (2) or (4) becomes a first kind integral equation for the 
unknown au; an on B . In both cases, aft er solving the integral 
equation one knows both au; an and U on B , and hence can 
calculate U on G us ing (1) or (3). Notice that when N ~ 3, if 
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G is unbounded then U(00) = 0 so there i s no difference between (1) 
and (3) or between (2) and (4) . 
This use of the identities in 5.2 for solving the Dirichlet and 
Neumann problems on G is sometimes called the direct boundary 
integral method because the solutions of the integral equations have a 
direct meaning in terms of U . By contrast the boundary integral 
methods presented prior to this section may be referred to as indirect. 
We shall not go into details about the solvability of the integral 
equations for the direct method, since the relevant properties of the 
operators I +T and S have been dealt with already when discussing 
the indirect methods. 
APPENDIX 
A. LYAPUNOV BOUNDARIES 
The fo llowing result was stated as theorem 1.5.3. A complete 
proof does not appear to be available in the literature. 
A.l Theorem. Let O < v $ 1. The f ollowing ar e equivalent 
(i) B ~s v -Lyapunov 
(ii) B is c1 ' v 
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(iii) G has finite perimeter, n(x) exists for every x E B, and 
In (x) - n (y) I $ c Ix - y Iv x,y E B • 
Proof. (i) ~(iii): Let ¢ (x,y) denote the angle between n(x) and 
n( y) as in 1.5 . 2, then it suffices to show 
Now observe 
(1) 
and 
c ¢ (x,y) $ ln(x) -n(y) I $ c ¢ (x,y) x ,y E B. 
2 ln(x) - n(y) I 2[1-n(x) • n(y)] = 2[1-cos ¢ (x,y)] 
2 [ 1 - cos¢] $ 1 
¢2 
for 0 < ¢ < 1 
(iii) - (ii): By Guisti and Williams [19; p . 80], the assumption 
that n(x) exists and is continuous for every x E B implies B is 
c1 , so it suffices to show that if (L,,) is a c1 pair and the 
unit normal satisfies the condition in (iii) , then , must be Cl,v 
To simplify the notation, l et us assume the coordinate axes have been 
translated and rotated so that 
N B n L { x E lR : I x ' J < a and ~ = qi (x ' )} 
where, as in §1.5, 
and qi (O) = 0, v'qi(O) = 0 
Since 
n(x) = ~-v'qi(x ' ),l) 
/ l+l v'qi(x ' )l2 
x = (x' , qi (x ' )) 
if we write for brevi t y 
(2) 
then 
1-n(x) •n(y) 
V = v'qi(x ') , W = \j'qi (y 1 ) E JR 
= /i + jvj 2 /i + lw! 2 - (1 +v•w) 
/1 + I V 12 /1 + I w I 2 
N-1 
= (1 + lvl 2) (1 + lw! 2) - ( 1 +v•w) 2 
/ 1 + lvl2 / 1 + Jwl2 [/ 1 + lv12 / 1 + 1,,12 + (1 + v• w) ] 
Because v'qi is bounded a nd 
there is a constant c > 0 s uch that 
1 - n (x) • n (y) ;;:: c Iv - w 1 2 , 
and thus by (1), 
(3) Iv - w I $ c In (x) - n (y) J $ c Ix - y J v . 
Next, usin g the mean value theorem, 
- )' 1 1
2
! 1 + 
2 ? [ (j) ( X I ) - qJ (y;)] J Ix - )' 1- = IX I 
l IX I - y ' I 
$ Ix ' -y ' l2(1 + supl v'qi l) 
2 
$ c Ix ' - y ' I 
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so noting (2) and (3) 
IV<p(x') - Vq>(y ') I :,; c Ix' -y' Iv 
as required. 
(ii)=> (iii): By elementary calculus 
N-1 
v,w E IR 
hence, continuing with the notation used above, 
ln(x) - n(y) I = 
1
(-v,1)[ 1 - 1 ] 
/1 + lvl2 /i + lwl2 
+ ( -v+w, 0) 1 
/ 1 + lwl 2 
:,; i/i + lwl 2 _Ji+ lvl 2 1 + lw -v i 
/1 + lw l 2 
s c Iv - w I = c I Vq> (x ' ) - Vq> (y') I 
_:,; c Ix ' -y'l v:,; c lx-y lv 
for x, y E B n L . Now use the compactness of B . D 
The next result is well known, and was used in §1. 7, see equation 
(1.7.3) . 
A.2 Proposition. If B is v- Lyapunov, t hen 
I n (y) • ( x - y) I :,; c I x - y I 1 + v X,)' E B . 
Proof. It suffices to consider x,y E B n L where (L, q> ) is as in 
the proof of A.l. By the mean value theorem, there is a 
z ' = tx' + (1 - t) y ' where O < t < 1 such that 
so 
q> (y ' ) - q> (x') = (y ' -x') • Vq> ( z ') 
/i + IV<p (y') 1 2 n(y) • (y - x) = (-Vq> (y') ,1) • (y ' - x ', q>(y ') - q>(x ')) 
= (y I - XI) • (Vq> ( z I) - Vq> (y I)) ' 
and since ~ is c1 ,v , 
ln(y) • (y-x)I $ IY' -x'I IV~ (z') - V~ (y')I 
$ c Ix' -y'I lz ' -Y'l v . 
Finally, use the inequalities 
lz ' -y'I = t Ix' -y'I $ Ix ' -y ' I $ lx -yl. 
B. DIFFERENTIABILITY OF CERTAIN FUNCTIONS 
This section contains proofs of two results which were used in 
the second chapter. 
B. l Lemma. Suppose 2 . F : JR -+ JR 1,s Cr+l and F(t,t) = 0 for all 
t E JR. If ~ : JR2 -+ JR is de fined by 
( F(s,t) for s "f t j s - t ~(s,t) = 
0(1,0) F(t,t) for s = t ~ 
' 
then 
-
1,S Cr 
Proof. This is an immediate cons equence of the formula 
1 
~(s,t) = Ia 0(1,0) F(t + A(S -t), t ) dA. 
The following was stated as theorem 2.3.1. 
8.2 Theorem. 
(2.3.1) imply 
If k 1, s defined by (2.3.6) then the conditions 
y r 
k E C O ('[' 2) . 
Proof. Write 
(1) 
where 
y 
= l ~(s, t) 1 
21T h cs, t) I Ht) I 
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~(s,t) = ! 
Y1Ct) h2(s,t) - Y2(t) hl(s,t) 
s - t 
½[r1 Ct) r2Ct) - r2Ct) Y1 Ct)J 
for s I t 
for s = t 
h(s,t) 2 2 = [h1 (s,t)] + [h2 (s,t)] 
and , for j = 1 and 2, 
h.(s,t) 
J y. (t) 
J 
s f t 
s = t . 
By hypothesis y 
r +l 
C O and that 
is 
is 
r +2 
C 0 
ro 
C 
so B.l implies that 
Since k (s,t) is y 
h1 , h2 and h are 
2n -periodic in both 
variables, it may be assumed Is -ti < 2n in which case h(s,t) f 0 
The result now follows from the formula (1) . 
Next we prove some facts about the mapping ¢ introduced at the 
end of §2.4. 
B.3 Theorem. For o > o let Q0 = {x E Q : dist(x,B) > o} . If B 
1.-S c2 then there exis t o0 > 0 and a unique function 
satisfying 
(2) 
Moreover if B is 
Ix - ¢xi = dist(x,B) , 
2+r 
C O then ¢ 1.- s 
l+r 
C 0 
X E 
Proof. The existence of ¢ : n/ -+ B satisfying (2) is just a 
restatement of the fact that the continuous f unction yr-+ / x - yJ 
attains its minimum on the compact set B. To show uniqueness it 
suffices to prove that Q satisfies a uniform interior sphere 
condition, which means there is a o > 0 
0 such that for 0 < r < o0 
D 
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and y E B , 
(3) B n Q(y + rn(y), r) = {y} . 
Let n : JR + B be an arc length parametrization of B , thus n 
is c
2 
and is periodic with period equal to the length of B (It 
may be assumed without loss of generality that B is connected.) At 
the point n(s) the curvature of B is 
and the radius of curvature is 1/K(s) . Since K(s) is bounded 
there is a constant c > 0 such that the radius of curvature 
1/K(s) ~ c , hence there is a 80 > 0 such that (3) holds for 
0 < r < 80 and y E B, and moreover it may be assumed 
(4) 
Now suppose B 
1/K (s) ~ 280 
2+r 
is C O 
proving that the formula 
l+r 
for all s . 
We will show that t 
l+r 
C O by lS 
defines a C O function x f---+ (s 1 ,s2) (Of course s 1 is 
determined only modulo the length of B . ) By the inverse function 
theorem it suffices to show that the mapping ~ defined by 
l+r 
C O and has a nonvanishing Jacobian. X = Let ~(s 1 ,s2) is 
y = t x = n ( s 1) , then assuming the orientation has been chosen so that 
n is on the left of B, the inward unit normal to n at y is 
Therefore since x = y + s 2 n (y) , 
and the Jacobian matrix is 
= [ 
l+r 
This shows ~ is C O 
C. DIVIDED DIFFERENCES 
and using (4) one finds 
l j .. 
Here we prove two identities which were needed in Chapter 4 . 
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Let us review the definition and some basic properties of divided 
differences. Fix a sequence 
CX) 
(x.) . 1 of point s in JR and a function J J= 
f : JR + lK , and assume to start with that the x. 
J 
are a ll distinct . 
Let ~ be the unique polynomial of degree :;; n-1 which interpolates 
f at the first n points x 1 , .. . ,xn so 
Q (x.) = f (x.) 
n J J 
for j = 1 (l)n , 
and define the polynomials qn (of degree :;; n-1) r ecursively by 
n :::: 2 . 
Since q (x .) = 0 for j=l(l)n-1 there is a constant a such that 
n J n 
q (t) = a w (t) 
n n n 
where 
n-1 
w (t) = n (t - X.) 
n j=l J 
This constant a is call ed the n 
th divided differ ence of f for n 
CX) 
denoted the sequence (x.) . 1 
' 
and is usua lly 
J J= 
a = [x1 , . . . ,xn)f n 
so that 
n 
Q (t) = 
n 
~ [x1, ... , x.]f • w. (t). j =l J J 
The above expression for ~ is called the Newton fo rm of the 
interpolation polynomial, and the corresponding remainder or error 
t erm is 
(1) f(t) -Q (t) = [x1, ... ,x, t]f• w 1(t). n n n+ 
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The divided difference [x1, ... , xn]f is a symmetric function of its 
arguments, and can be evaluat ed r ecursively by 
and 
[x1, ... ,xn] f = 
[x2 , ... ,xn]f - [x1, ... , xn-l] f 
xn - xl 
n-1 f EC [a ,b] , then 
C dtl I:l dt2 ... (n-2 dtn-1 Dn-lf[tn-1 (xn - xn-1) + ... + tl (x2 - xl) + xl] 
for n ~ 2 , which serves as a definition for [x1, . .. ,xn]f when some 
or all of the x. coincide . 
J 
C. 1 Proposition. If n-1 f E C [a, b] , then 
(i) the map (x1, ... ,xn) H- [x1 , ... ,xn]f ~s continuous [a , b]n + [ 
(ii) given T1 , ... , Tn E [a ,b] there exists~ E [a ,b] 
(iii) 1 Dn-1 f(x l) (n-1) ! 
1 n-1 
= (n-1) ! D f( ~) 
if 
[x , ... , x. , ... , x ]f-[x1,···,x., ... ,xn]f 1 1 n J 
x. - x. 
J l 
such that 
if 
= X 
n 
X. "f X . 
l J 
where x. indicates that x. ~s omitted. 
l l 
We can now prove the r esult s used in Chapt er 4 . 
C. 2 Proposition. [x1 , .. . ,xn' t]f [x.,t]f. J 
Proof. The Lagrange form of the interpolating po l ynomial is 
so 
n n 
[ t - X ] ~ (t) = I: f (x . ) IT 
xj - x: j =l J Q,=l 
f(t) - Q (t) 
n -
1 
n 
I: 
j=l 
Q,;tj 
n n 
[ t - X ] 
= I: 1 IT 
x j - x: j=l i =l 
Q,;tj 
n 
[f(t) - f(x . )] IT 
J i =l 
Q,;tj 
n { n 
= w 1 (t) I: IT n+ j=l Q. =l 
Q, ;ij 
f(t) - f(x.) 
J 
t - X. 
J 
and the r esult now follows by (1). 
C.3 Lemma. d dt [xl, ... , xn'~f = k[x 1 , . .. ,x, t,t, . .. ,t]f n ~
k k+l 
Proof. For brevity write x = (x 1 , . .. , xn) , then using C.l (iii), 
[~,t+h,t+h, ... ,t+h,t+h]f - [~ ,t,t, . .. ,t,t] f 
= [~, t+h, t+h, ... , t+h , t+h] f - [~ , t, t+h, ... 't+h, t+h] f 
+ [x, t,t+h, ... ,t+h,t+h]f - [x, t,t, .. . ,t+h,t+h]f 
k lines 
+ 
+ [~,t,t, ... ,t,t+h]f - [~,t,t, ... ,t,t]f 
= h{[~,t,t+h,t+h, ... ,t+h,t+h]f + [ ~ ,t , t,t+h, .. . ,t+h,t+h]f 
+ ... + [~,t,t,t, ... ,t,t+h]f} 
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and hence 
d 
dt [~, ~f = lim ¼ { [x , t+h, ... , t+h] f 
h+Q 
[~,t, ... ,t]f} 
k 
= k[x, t,t, ... ,t]f 
- ...______.,__., 
k+l 
C.4 Proposition. If f E Cn+k [a ,b] and x 1 , ... ,xn,t E [a,b] ~ then 
ther e i s a ~ E [a,b] such that 
( d l k dt; [x1 , ... ,xn,t]f = k![x 1 , ... ,xn,~f 
k+l 
k ! 0n+ k f(~) . (n+ k) ! 
Proof. By C. 3, 
(~t [~,t]f = dt; 1 (~l k-1 dt ; [~, t,t] f 
1 . 2 (~t -2 dt ; [x ,t, t, t] f 
= 
= k! [~,~f 
k+l 
and the rest follows using C.l ( ii) . 
0 
0 
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Amendments to the thesis 
BOUNDARY INTEGRAL METHODS FOR THE 
LAPLACE EQUATION 
by 
William McLean 
The following amendments were requested by the thesis examiners. 
We point out that numbering of the additional references follows on 
from the numbering of the references at the end of the thesis. 
page 12 The first line should be labeled as equation (9) . 
16 A proof of (1) may be f ound in Giusti (60 ; p. 4-5, 52), which is 
a republished version of [19]. For a statement of the divergence 
theorem in the form quoted here, see Kral [30; p. 49]. 
17 Many of the results in [30] were found independently by 
Burago, Maz'ya and Sapozhnikova [49], [50]. 
23 In line 2 , " U and g " should read " U and G". The regularity 
assumption on G is that it has finite perimeter . 
26 The integral in e quation (1) should read 
30 Our definition (3) of the double layer potential at points on 
the boundary is not standard . Most authors use the integral (1) on 
p . 26, in which case equation (1) on p . 29 is no longer true. 
32 In the line second from the bottom, the last occurrence of the 
letter "Z" should be lower case. 
33 In 5 . l(iv) we have used the somewhat confusing notation 
N AL = X + <R{ z E lR 
36 Burago and Maz ' ya [49) give several counterexamples involving 
"rough" boundaries, such as a Lyapunov curve with infinite rotation 
and a c1 domain G for which VG= 00 =VG . 
0 
The references [70) and [71) should have been included after the 
name of Radon on the line third from the bottom. A discussion of 
some of the main results in these papers can be found in the well-known 
textbook of Ries z and Sz-Nagy [72). 
38 Lines 4-12 should be replaced by the following . 
regions? 
What can be said about more general (i.e. not necessarily convex) 
Since VG is determined by the local geometry of B• it is 
0 
reasonable to conjecture that 5.S(ii) is valid when B is, in some 
sense, locally the boundary of a ~onvex set . A result along these lines 
is proved in Wendland [45). 
2 
If one makes no type of conve xity assumption at all, then the 
situation is not very clear, espe c ially when the dimension N > 3. 
Burago and Ma z 'ya [49; p. 4] state a result which i s slightly stronger 
than 5,4 on p. 36, namely that if B is cl the n a sufficient condition 
for VG < oo and VG < ½ is 
0 
1 
~ < f w( p ) 00 
0 p 
where 
w(p) = sup{ I n(x) - n(y) I x,y EB and lx-yl < p} 
is the modulus of continuity of the normal vector field, When B is 
V-Lyapunov. we know from 5.3 on p. 35 that V w(p) = O( P ). 
We saw earlier that when B is a curve of bounded rotation, a 
necessary and sufficient condition for VG <½ 
0 
is that no cusps are 
present, Thus, it is natural to investigate for higher dimensional 
cases, the following density condition 
(DC) There is an E > 0 such that 
for every y E B • 
Using (4), one can easily show 
(6) (DC) • 
E < d (y) < l - E 
G 
therefore (DC) is a necessary condition for w(T) < 1 However, 
in contrast to the situation in two dimensions, if N > 3 then (DC) 
is no longer sufficient for w(T) < 1 • even when B is piecewise C 
00 
This is demonstrated in the example below. On the other hand, since 
W(T) < 1 is a sufficient but not a necessary condition for I+ T to 
be Fredholm, it cannot be concluded immediately from 
boundary integral equation fails to be solvable in C(B) . 
that the 
5.6 Example Fix a number µ in the range 
0 < 1 µ < - • 
- 2 
and consider the open set Gin ]R 3 consisting of a unit. right 
circular cylinder with a sector of vertex angle µTI removed. i.e. 
G = {(pcos~ . psin~. T) 0 < p < 1. µTI < ~ < 2TI • 0 < T < l} , 
It is clear G satisfies (DC) and has a "non-convex corner" at 
(O.O.O) (and at (0 .0,1) ). We will establish the lower bound 
VG > 3 - 2µ > .!. 
0 - 4 - 2 
by showing that for suitably chosen points 
lim sup 
r+o 
vG(Z) > 3 - 2µ 
r r - 4 
Z E B, 
r 
(The definitions of vG(Z) 
r 
and va are on p. 28 and 32 respectively.) 
0 
In fact, we put 
Z =(£sin a, 0, £ cos a ) 
r 
where the functions £ = £( r) and a= a (r ) satisfy 
(7) 0 < O < a < TI £ < r ' 2' 
(8) lim~= 0 ' lim a(r) = 0 • 
r+o r do 
Using (5) on p. 29, we obtain (for r sufficiently small) 
(9) 
where 
1 
Ij ( r) = 41T 
J 
J 
BflQ(Z , r) 
r 
B nQ(Z ,r) j r 
I n < y) • < z -y) I 
____ r=3--dH2(y) 
lz -yl 
r 
I n < y ) • < z -y ) I 
r 
3 lz -yl 
r 
for j = 1,2, , 
4 
and 
Put 
(10) 
(11) 
and 
(12) 
B1 = the bottom face of G 
= {(pcoscj>, psincj>, 0) : µn < cj> < 2n} , 
the vertical face of G opposite z 
r 
= {(pcos(µn), psin(µn), T) : 0 < p < 1, 0 < T < l}. 
r' = r - £ 
1 
r2(r) - 41T 
J 
J 
Z' ~ (0,0,£ cos a) , 
r 
BtQ(0,r') 
B nq(Z' r') 
2 r • · 
I n < y ) • < z -y ) I 
r 
3-1 z -yl 
r 
I n < Y) • < z -y) I 
r 
- - 3 dH (y) I z -y I 2 
r 
then since Q(0,r ' ) C Q(Z ,r) 
r 
and Q(Z' r') C Q(Z ,r), it follows 
r• r 
that 
(13) I.(r) > I'.(r) for j = 1,2 
J - J 
Putting 
y = (pcoscj>, psincj>, 0) 
in (11), one obtains 
(14) 
r' 
J 
p=0 
2n 
J PE cos a dpdcj> 2 ·2 312.. 
cj> "1.m [p +£ -2p£ cos cj> sin a] 
Similarly, putting 
y = Z' + (psin0cos(µn),psin0sin(µn),pcos0) 
r 
in (12) one finds 
(15) 
r' 
12(r) 2'._ 4; f 
p=0 
Jn 
12 p£sin a sin(µn) dpdcj> 
2 . 2 . . 312 • 
0=0 [p +(Esina) - 2pe:.sin asin0cos(µn)] 
5 
The change of variable p = E:t in (14) gives 
= .1.. J r'/E: 2TT cos a dt def> Ii(r) J t 2 
- 2t cos cp sin a )rn: 4TT t=0 cf>=im (1 + t 
and the change of variable p = E: t sin a in (15) gives 
TT / 2 
> _]:_ JE: sin a J I2'(r) 4 
- TT t=0 8=0 
r' 
t sin(µTT) dt d8 
[l + t 2 - 2t sin8cos(µTT)]Jo/2 
The dominated convergence theorem, together with (7), (8), and (10), 
implies 
00 2TT 
lim Il(r) = J-_ J J t dt def> 
r+0 4TT t=0 cp=µTT (1 + t 2 ) 3/ 2 
and 
oo TT 
1 J J t sin(µTT) dt d8 lim sup I' ( r) > - _______ .,,... ________ ,,,,_ __ '""""-
r+o 2 - 4TT t--0 8--0 ([t-si·n ( )] 2 -[1- . 28 2( )])T[2 cos µTT + -sin cos µTT 
l TT/2 
-- J 
--4TT 0 
sin(µTT) d8 
[l - sin 8 cos(µTT)] 
Finally, we deduce using (9) and (13), that 
VG(Z) > 2 - µ + 1 - µ lim sup 4 4 = r+0 r r 
1 - µ 
=~ 
3 - 2µ 
4 
43 The left hand side of the equation on the line fourth from the 
bottom should read 
44 Ditto for line 9. 
6 
46 The following point should be made concerning 6.13(i). In applications 
leading to two-dimensional problems, one requires often 
U ( z) - µ log I z I as I z I + 00 , 
for a specified constant µ, see [22), [64], and [65]. If we put 
u1 (z) = U(z) - µ log\z\ 
and require that be regular at infinity, then U will have the 
desired behaviour and u
1 
will be the solution of a Dirichlet or 
Neumann problem of the type considered in the text. A more detailed 
discussion of harmonic functions in two dimensions with logarithmic 
growth at infinity can be found in Smirnov[73; section 203], where 
complex variable methods are used, 
52 Another reference for a proof of 7.7 is Gunter [62]. 
53 The material in §8 is based on Kral[30; p. 141-149]. 
56 In Jaswon and Symm[23; p. 52, 59] one finds a lucid discussion of 
critical domains, including the connection with exterior conformal 
mapping and the transfinite diameter. 
66 This simple proof of 1.1 can be found also in Arnold[2; p. 395, 
(5.10)]. A sharper imbedding theorem holds for Besov spaces, see 
Triebel[74; p. 203, equation 4 of section 2.8.1] or, for a more elementary 
proof, McLean[67; p. 237]. 
67 For a generalization of 1.2 to the situation where the Fourier 
coefficients are approximated using more general composite quadrature 
rules, see Lamp, Schleicher , and Wendland [66] and McLean [68]. 
68 Proposition 1.3 can also be found in Henrici [63]. 
76 In the seventh line from the bottom, "ds" should be replaced by 
"dt". Also, the first "w " j occurring in the last line should be 
replaced by "w " 
.Q, • 
87 Line 10 should read: 
-Df ( t) = tDf ( t) • t > 0 • 
and in the last line " (-l)m" should be replaced by " (-l)m-l" • 
114 Part (i) of 1.2 may be compared with results in Costabel [53). 
Part (ii) of 1.2 goes back to Carleman [51], see also Bruhn and Wendland 
[ 48]. 
117 Explicitly, the norm for C~[O,l] is defined by 
JluJJ = max{JJullc[O,l]. [u] } • 
Cm[O,l] m,V 
V 
cf. p. 90 . 
Theorem 1.3 is due to Chandler [7], who gives a different proof based 
also on (10). We point out that most of the material in [7) and [8] is 
now more easily accessable in [52]. 
In e quation (11) one should of course substitute 11 K" for 11 K ". 8 V 
118 For the first part of Remark 1.4 one should recall that 
L~(O,l) = Lp(O,l) when V = -1/p , cf. equation (2) on p. 83. Notice 
that in the case where the index equals 1, 
for l<p<l+lli, 
TT 
8 
which means there is a non-trivial solution to the homogeneous equat ion 
(I+ T)u 0 • 
with uE Lp(B) for p < 1 + Ji.L TT • Presumably, u has a singularity 
like -'JT I < 1T + I S I ) at the Observe that with this choice of t corner. u 
the double layer potential U = Wu furnishes a counterexample showing 
that in the first part of Theorem 6.6 on page 41, the assumption p > 2 
cannot be weakened to p > 1 without sacrificing uniqueness, 
With regard to the second part of Remark 1.4, we mention Costabel [54] 
where some mapping properties of T in (augmented) Sobolev spaces are 
proved for the case where B is a curved polygon. 
119 The idea of using the Hahn-Banach theorem to extend the point 
9 
evaluation functionals £ 
ij is taken from Atkinson, Graham, and Sloan [47]. 
134 Observe that, by the r = 2 case of 4.1 (ii) on p. 131, if 
Is I = ~< 1 - o) with o < o < 1 , 
v'3 
then, using (4), 
Thus, 
M < 8-l 
n- , 
and hence stability holds at least for ISi < 1T//J. By comparison, 
4.3 (ii) is a weaker result since it shows stability only for ISi 2, 7T/2, 
albeit with a sharper bound for M 
n 
As in Atkinson and deHoog[S], 
the main point of 4.3 (ii) is to illustrate that strict inequality is 
possible in (4). 
146 Recently Costabel [55], [56], [57] has established results on the 
solvability of boundary integral equations for Lipschitz domains, 
by a new technique which is independent of Coifman, McIntosh, and Meyer 
[11]. Although I have seen only an English version of [55] , in which 
00 
the boundary is assumed to be C the results for the Lipschitz case 
were described to me in general terms during a conversation with 
Professor Wendland, who is a colleague of Doctor Costabel. The new 
approach allows one to show, with the assumptions of 1.3 on p. 148, that 
S: Hs(B) '? Hs+l(B) 
for a range of values of s which does not include s = 0. Since 
0 2 1 
H (B) = L (B) and H (B) w1 • 2 (B) , it is clear that the work of 
Costabel complements nicely the results set out in §5.1 of the thesis. 
147 On line 4, the cross-reference should be to 1.5.1 not 5.1.1. 
150 The representation U =Vu+ a has been used by numerous authors, 
including [10], [58], [64], and [75]. We mention also the work of 
Gaier [59], who presents some interesting results for the single layer 
potential when N = 2 and B is a rectifiable curve satisfying a 
chord-arc condition (c-Bedingung). 
153 The idea of decomposing the logarithmic kernel as in line 3, into 
a convolutional principal part and a smooth remainder, can be found in 
Henrici [63]. There one finds an analysis of the first kind integral 
equation using Fourier series, but with no mention of function spaces. 
10 
154 The first word on the line fifth from the bottom should be spelled 
"pr incipal". 
155 A different proof of 2 . 2 can be found in Hsiao and Wendland [22]. 
With regard to §3, we mention the books of Gohberg and Feldman [61] 
and Prossdorf and Silbermann [69] dealing with projection methods in a 
fairly general setting. Also, the results of §3 and §4 have been derived 
independently in a recent . paper of Lamp, Schleicher, and Wendland [66] . 
Their analysis is carried out for a class of pseudodifferential equations 
on smooth , closed curves in the plane, and applies to several different 
types of boundary integral equations . 
159 The /log m factor in the right hand side of line 9 can be 
eliminated by exploiting an imbedding theorem for Besov spaces . The 
details are in McLean [67]. 
161 Practical implementation of the fully discrete method set out in 
§4 is discussed in the research report [68], where there are also the 
results of some computational experiments . 
166 In e quation (6) the "T" has been omitted in the subscript of 
the last norm . 
,..., 
167 At the end of line 7 , th e square hat is missing on f l 
173 In th e line sixth from the bottom, Giusti ' s name has been 
misspelled. 
1 
. . 
12 
183 As me ntione d ear lie r, [7] and [8] are now more readily available 
as [52] . 
184 Reference [19] has been r e p~blished as [60]. 
. . 
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